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Epigenetic changes are chemical and structural modifications of DNA and its associated proteins which
do not change DNA sequence. These modifications mark and package DNA in different ways and help to
establish cell types, which are distinct and heritable gene expression states. Understanding determinants
of epigenetic modifications and how these modifications affect gene expression is a major challenge with
important implications in developmental biology and medicine. Meeting this challenge requires methods for
predicting biologically relevant events from a large number of degrees of freedom that interact via unknown
rules. The nature of this problem along with large amounts of data provided by high-throughput sequencing
techniques motivates a machine-learning approach. This work uses artificial neural networks to predict
binding of proteins involved in 3-dimensional organization of DNA as well as locations of methylation marks
deposited by DNA methyltransferase enzymes. To understand the rules underlying the sequence-based
prediction of our models, we apply interpretation methods based on sampling from constrained maximum
entropy distributions. We consider biological and biophysical implications of the important sequence patterns
revealed by interpretation. In the case of DNA methylation, our statistical methods help understand how
methylation affects gene expression as well as how cells in our engineered yeast system response to DNA
methylation stress. Finally, we study the diversity of single-cell gene expression across the cell types of the
human skin and demonstrate coordination between changes in epigenetically modified loci and changes in
expression of transcription factor proteins predicted to bind these loci.
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1.1 Cell Identity and Epigenetics
1.1.1 Overview
The specialized structures and functions of different cell types allow multicellular organisms to perform
amazingly diverse and complex tasks. Despite their apparent differences, nearly all the cell types composing
a single organism use the same set of instructions to establish and maintain their distinct cell states. More
than 60 years after discovering the structure of DNA, we understand how this molecule, which encodes the
common set of instructions, can replicate itself and direct the synthesis of cellular material. This theory
explains observed differences between species and between organisms of a single species as direct consequences
of genetic differences — differences in the sequences of nucleotides that compose DNA molecules. However,
to explain differences between cell types within a single organisms or how the properties of a cell can change
with time, we must understand not only the general mechanisms for synthesis of cellular material but also the
details of how cells regulate these mechanisms on their common DNA template to acquire distinct functional
properties. Research in this direction has demonstrated that epigenetic changes — modifications of DNA
and its associated proteins which do not change the nucleotide sequence itself — are a ubiquitous method
by which cells achieve this regulatory control. The mechanisms by which epigenetic changes influence cell
state are highly diverse, and analysis of large data sets are required to distill general patterns as well as to
catalogue details important for individual cell types.
DNA’s capacity for replication and for directing synthesis of cellular material, is closely related to its
structure. Each DNA molecule is composed of two antiparallel strands of nucleotides. The sequence content
of the entire molecule can be described by the sequence of adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine
(T) nucleotides along either strand, and the sequence of the opposite strand is then determined by the rules
for base pairing of complementary nucleotides: A pairs with T and C pairs with G. The complementarity
of each of the double-stranded DNA molecules in a cell, which collectively from the cell’s genome, allows
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for faithful copying of all genetic information prior to cell-division via a process called DNA replication.
This complementarity also allows for transcription of DNA subsequences, called genes, into single-stranded
nucleotide sequences called RNA. Transcribed RNA is classified as messenger RNA (mRNA), which is
subsequently translated into proteins, or as non-coding RNA (ncRNA) which functions without translation
and is further divided into several sub-classes (e.g. tRNA, rRNA, lncRNA and others). Proteins are the
most abundant form of cellular material and endow cells with the majority of their structural and functional
properties; ncRNA fulfill a variety of roles including providing essential components of the translational
machinery (e.g. tRNA and rRNA) and regulating both transcription and translation (e.g. lncRNA ). The
transcription of a gene encoding a ncRNA or the combination of transcription and translation of a protein-
coding gene is called gene expression.
The results of gene expression are proteins or ncRNAs that instantiate a specific set of functions encoded
by the corresponding gene, and quantitative changes in expression level lead to changes in cell function.
Complex multicellular organisms have tens of thousands of genes (humans have approximately 20,000 protein-
coding genes and at least a comparable number of ncRNAs [141, 131]), simple unicellular eukaryotic yeast
species have between 5,000 and 6,000 genes [51, 102], and even simpler prokaryotes like Escherichia coli have
approximately 4,200 protein-coding genes [65]. The collection of expression levels of all genes constitute a
cell’s expression state, and cell types of multicellular organisms can be understood as distinct states of stable
expression.
Understanding of how distinct stable expression states are achieved and maintained, that is how gene
expression is regulated in a non-transient manner, is a major research challenge in the field of epigenet-
ics. Decades of research have revealed a variety of mechanisms involving changes in chromatin — a term
describing the combination of DNA and its associated structural proteins. These mechanisms include:
• changes in genomic locations of histone protein octamers that package most of a cell’s DNA into
nucleosomes, which form the basic unit of genome organization (Section 1.2),
• chemical modifications of the histone proteins (Section 1.4),
• addition of methyl groups to nucleotides of the DNA molecule (Section 1.3), and
• looping of DNA that brings genomic regions separated by a large number of nucleotide base-pairs (bps)
into close physical proximity (discussed briefly in Section 2.2.4).
Another important mechanism involves transcription factors (TFs), which are proteins that bind specific
DNA sequences and modulate gene transcriptional output [91]. TFs are known to direct broad changes in
gene expression leading to cellular differentiation (which is essential for development of an organism), and
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modulation of specific TF levels can be used to engineer changes in cell state including de-differentiation and
cell-state transitions [162]. Yet results of experimental methods mapping genomic locations of TF binding
(Section 1.4) demonstrate that only a small fraction of sites matching the sequence-binding preferences of a
TF are actually bound in vivo [91]. Whether an individual site is bound and down-stream regulatory effects
occur depends on the local chromatin state which is, in turn, determined by the epigenetic mechanisms
enumerated above.
Elucidating the ways in which these mechanisms, individually and in combination, lead to the stable
expression states characteristic of distinct cell types is a broad, ambitious and worthwhile goal. Large
genomic datasets, particularly those generated through high-throughput sequencing techniques (Section
1.2-1.4), and improved computational methods (Section 1.5-1.7) have recently provided a means to make
substantial progress in this direction. Nevertheless, advancing toward this goal requires wise choice of the
questions upon which we bring our powerful techniques to bear.
1.1.2 Questions
This work contributes to answering the following questions.
1. What role does DNA sequence play in determining chromatin architecture and DNA methylation?
Although conservation of an organism’s genome across cell types implies that DNA sequence cannot
explain variation in epigenetic features among cell types, DNA sequence does set the template upon
which these variations occur. It is therefore important to understand the role of intrinsic sequence
preferences and aversions in determining locations of these epigenetic features. Chapter 2 charac-
terizes sequence preferences of the chromatin loop facilitating protein CTCF as well as those of the
histone octamer, whose combination with DNA results in nucleosome formation. Chapter 3 uses a
yeast species lacking endogenous DNA methylation and engineered to express human DNA methyl-
transferases (DNMTs) to study sequences preferentially methylated and avoided by theses DNMTs. In
particular, results in this chapter reveal DNA sequence patterns connecting positioning of nucleosomes
and sites of DNA methylation.
2. How does the effect of DNA methylation on gene expression vary with the position of this epigenetic
mark? Chapter 3 answers this question in the engineered-yeast minimal model of DNA methylation by
predicting changes in gene expression from patterns of DNA methylation. This approach also quantifies
the extent to which DNA methylation is predictive of increased and decreased gene expression.
3. How do cells regulate their global DNA methylation state? Again, using the engineered-yeast model,
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chapter 3 demonstrates that, despite lacking endogenous DNA methylation, the yeast Komagataella
phaffii can sense the stress of DNA methylation and coordinate changes in gene expression levels
to reduce availability of S-adenosyl methionine (SAM), the essential methyl group donor in DNMT-
catalyzed DNA methylation.
4. How different are gene expression states between distinct cell types, and can gene expression states,
measured at the single-cell level, be used to identify new, functionally distinct cell types in a heteroge-
nous population? Chapter 4 addresses these questions for cells sampled from human epidermis by
clustering cells based upon their single-cell expression states, assigning clustered expression profiles to
known cell types and assessing differential gene expression among the cell types.
5. What gene expression or epigenetic perturbations can trigger a transition between cell types? Chapter
4 describes correlation analysis identifying TFs whose artificial down regulation (knock-down) in basal
keratinocytes promotes transition to the differentiated keratinocyte state. This chapter also relates
turnover in TF expression levels between two cell types: basal and differentiated keratinocytes, to
previously reported turnover in super-enhancer regulatory elements between these cell types that was
identified via changes in histone modifications.
The remaining sections of this chapter provide background on high-throughput sequencing techniques, pre-
vious physical and biological models, and machine learning methods that are relevant to results presented
in Chapters 2-4.
1.2 Nucleosomes
Nucleosomes are the fundamental unit by which genomic DNA is organized into chromatin and are composed
of 147 bp of DNA wrapped approximately 1.7 times around a histone octamer (Figure 1.1A). The octamer
is composed of two tetramers of histones — H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 — but these standard histones can
be substituted with specialized subunits that mark specific functional genomic elements. One example,
important in Chapter 4, is the the H2A variant H2A.Z which is associated with active enhancers and
promoters — genomic loci that facilitate gene expression [126]. The majority of genomic DNA is nucleosomal
and sections of DNA separating adjacent nucleosomes (usually between 20 and 90 bp in length) are called
linker DNA (Figure 1.1B) [161]. The position and orientation of DNA relative to histone octamers modulate
its accessibility to other DNA binding proteins. Linker DNA is generally more accessible than nucleosomal
DNA [67]. Within nucleosomes, the phase of specific subsequences with respect to the 10.5 bp period of
the DNA double helix can also modulate accessibility. Changing the phase of a subsequence changes its
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Figure 1.1: The structure of the nucleosome and a cartoon of linker DNA. (A) Crystal structure of the
nucleosome [35]. DNA double helix is in black, and an arrow indicates the central bp of the nucleosomal
DNA (the dyad). The sub-units of the histone octamer are H2A (yellow), H2B (red), H3 (blue), and H4
(green). (B) Cartoon illustrating the relationship of linker DNA to neighboring nucleosomes. Panel (A)
is adapted from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nucleosome 1KX5 colour coded.png, originally
uploaded by Zephyris (Richard Wheeler) to the English language Wikipedia and is shareable under the
GNU Free Documentation License.
rotational position — the orientation of the subsequence with respect to the histone chore. This modulates
the steric hindrance experienced by DNA binding proteins [91].
Given the fundamental role of nucleosomes in modulating DNA accessibility, much work has been done to
determine sequence patterns, also called sequence features, which promote or impair nucleosome formation
[67]. The three features most commonly discussed are GC content, poly(dA:dT) content, and 10.5 bp
periodic nucleotide preference. The GC content of a sequence is simply the fraction of G and C nucleotides
in the sequence. High GC content is thought to promote nucleosome formation potentially by increasing
DNA flexibility [164]. The poly(dA:dT) content of a sequence refers to the presence and abundance of
long homopolymeric subsequences of A’s and T’s which are called poly-A or poly-T tracts. These tracts
are relatively inflexible and are thought to hider nucleosome formation [145]. Finally, 10.5 bp periodic
nucleotide preference refers to patterns of enrichment for A or T and for G or C nucleotides that have 10.5
bp period and are antiphased. The period and phasing to these two patterns promote similar sequence
content across portions of the DNA molecule with the same rotational positions relative to the histone core
[132, 168]. Although periodicity of nucleotides could serve to repeat especially bendable or flexible sequences
throughout a single nucleosome, statistical analysis of nucleosomal sequences in yeast indicates that 10.5 bp
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periodic nucleotide content is a property of nucleosomal sequences in aggregate rather than of individual
sequences [72].
Besides sequence, other processes are known to influence nucleosome positioning. For example, protein
complexes called chromatin remodelers reposition nucleosomes in an ATP-dependent process [67]. These
active nucleosome repositioning processes are particularly important at gene transcription start sites (TSSs)
where they contribute to a region of nucleosome depletion around the TSS and consequently to arrays of
ordered nucleosomes downstream of the TSS via the phenomena of statistical positioning [139].
Techniques for genome-wide measurements of nucleosome locations include MNase-seq and the Chemical
Cleavage Method (Figure 1.2). MNase profiling of nucleosome positions uses the enzyme micrococcal nuclease
(MNase) to preferentially digest linker DNA. Size selection of post-digestion DNA isolates DNA fragments
matching the length of nucleosomal sequences and these fragments are subjected to high-throughput se-
quencing. The resulting measurements of fragments’ sequences are called sequencing reads. Mapping reads
to the organism’s reference genome reveals regions occupied by nucleosomes. Although MNase profiling of
nucleosomes is common, the MNase enzyme has a known bias towards digestion of A and T nucleotides which
can increase the GC content of nucleosomal sequences measured by the MNase technique [31]. Moreover,
digestion of linker DNA is not complete nor is all nucleosomal DNA protected from digestion. This increases
noise in estimates of nucleosome positions from MNase data.
The Chemical Cleavage Method offers improved precision relative to MNase-seq. This method uses
an engineered histone H4 protein that, under appropriate chemical conditions, can cleave the backbone
of complementary DNA strands at pairs of sites flaking the centers of nucleosomal sequences (also called
nucleosome dyads). The resulting cleavage fragments are sequenced, and reads are mapped to the reference
genome yielding frequencies of cleavage events at each base position genome wide. Patterns of cleavage
frequencies at pairs of genomic indices are used to determine nucleosome positions at single-base resolution
[19].
1.3 DNA methylation
DNA methylation is a chemical modification of DNA that, in eukaryotes, primarily involves the conversion of
cytosine to 5-methylcytosine (5mC) (Figure 1.3A). The frequency of this modification depends on sequence
context, and, in mammals, the highest rates of 5mC are observed at cytosines in a CG dinucleotide, which
is commonly called the CpG sequence context. For example, in most human cells, between 60 and 85% of
CpG context cytosines are methylated, while less than 3% of cytosines occurring in other contexts, termed
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Figure 1.2: Experimental methods measuring nucleosome positions. (A) MNase digestion followed by se-
quencing. (B) Chemical cleavage near nucleosome dyads followed by sequencing. Note that single headed
arrows in this panel indicate sequencing of both ends of fragments produced by cleavage. Images are from
http://education.knoweng.org/sequenceng/: an interactive catalogue and reference for high-throughput se-
quencing techniques [188].
CHG and CHH contexts (where H is one of A,C or T ), are methylated [129]. One important property of
the CpG context is the symmetric nucleotide content of opposing strands. This symmetry allows inheritance
of fully methylated CpG sites following cell division by a mechanism in which a methylation maintenance
enzyme recognizes hemi-methylated sites resulting from DNA replication and methylates the cytosine on the
nascent strand (Figure 1.3B) [155].
In mammals, the enzymes responsible for de-novo deposition of the 5mC mark and for its maintenance
are called DNA methyltransferses (DNMTs). This family is composed of four proteins: DNMT1, DNTM3A,
DNMT3B and DNMT3L. Among these, DNMT1 performs maintenance by recognizing and methylating
hemi-methylated CpGs; DNMT3A and DNMT3B perform de novo DNA methylation; and DNMT3L, al-
though lacking the ability to catalyze methylation, associates with the other DNMT proteins to form com-
plexes with potentially distinct functional properties [70]. The expression of these DNMTs vary across cell
type and developmental stages, suggesting partially distinct functional roles for these enzymes which are not
entirely understood [40].
The best-established functions of DNA methylation are suppressing expression of transposable elements,
gene imprinting, and X chromosome inactivation [75]. Transposable elements are segments of DNA that can

















Figure 1.3: Structure of 5-methylcytosine in the DNA molecule and preservation of methylation status
at CpG sites during replication. (A) Brown dashed circles indicate methyl groups added to cytosine to
create a symmetrically methylated CpG dinucleotide. (B) DNA replication produces a pair of double
stranded daughter molecules. Methylation status is preserved on the single strands inherited from the
parent, and this information can be used to direct methylation on the nascent strand. Panel (A) is adapted
from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA#/media/File:DNA chemical structure.svg, originally uploaded by
Madeleine Price Ball to the English language Wikipedia.
these elements suppresses their activity, thus promoting genomic integrity. Gene imprinting describes the
phenomena in which expression of paternally and maternally inherited copies of a gene is determined by
the parent of origin. In these cases, hypermethylation is specifically directed to the promoter- the region
immediately upstream of the TSS- of the gene copy targeted for suppression [45]. Finally, X-chromosome
inactivation is the process by which genes on one of the two X chromosome in cells of a female are collectively
suppressed. As with imprinting, suppression of genes on the inactive X chromosome involves promoter
hypermethylation [75]. In each of these functions, hypermethylation is coupled with long-term suppression
of transcription.
Less well established is the role of DNA methylation in regulatory functions that are more dynamic than
suppressing expression across the life-span of an organism [15, 178]. For example, it is not clear whether
methylation at promoters of genes that are suppressed during cellular differentiation cause this suppressed
expression or if methylation is a secondary consequence of another regulatory mechanism [15]. Moreover,
genome-wide studies of methylation in mammals have demonstrated that while promoter methylation is
associated with suppressed expression, methylation down-stream of the TSS — in the gene body — is
associated with active transcription [75]. Temporal waves of demethylation followed by de-novo methylation
occur during embryonic development indicating a functional role for DNA methylation at developmental time
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scales [154]. However, how de-novo methylation is directed to specific genomic loci and how methylation at
target locations affects gene expression remains an area of active investigation [120, 143].
Among experimental techniques for measuring DNA methylation in vivo, whole-genome bisulfite se-
quencing (WGBS) is popular due to its ability to provide information on the methylation status of cytosines
genome wide with single nucleotide resolution. In this technique, illustrated in Figure 1.4, DNA molecules
from many cells are fragmented by sonication and then treated with sodium bisulfite which converts un-
methylated cytosines to uracil (U). Subsequent amplification of fragments by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) yields double-stranded DNA fragments where one strand in each fragment has the same sequence
content as the bisulfite-treated DNA except that U’s have been converted to T’s. In Figure 1.4 these strands
are labeled by OT, for original top, or OB, for original bottom. Each of these original strands also has
a polymerase generated complement denoted by COT, for complementary to original top, and COB, for
complementary to original bottom. COT and COB strands have sequences complementary to the original
single-stranded genomic fragment from which they were amplified, except that G nucleotides complementary
to unmethylated C’s are replaced with A.
Sequencing of single-strand DNA from these fragments yields reads which may, in general, belong to
any of the types: OT, COT, OB and COB. To resolve this ambiguity and determine cytosine methylation
statuses, two versions of the read are generated in silico: in one version all C’s are converted to T’s and in
another version all G’s are converted to A’s. These two reads are aligned to two versions of the reference
sequence for the organism’s genome: one version where all C’s are in-silico converted to T’s and another
version where all G’s are in-silico converted to A’s [93]. After identifying the best alignment among the
four possible combinations, unmasking in-silico conversions reveals the methylation status of all reference
cytosines covered by the alignment. Variations to the WGBS protocol exists, and several software packages
simplify computational analysis necessary to obtain methylation status observations from sequencing results
[87].
1.4 Transcription factors and motifs
While DNA sequence contributes, in part, to determining the locations of nucleosomes and which cytosines
are methylated by DNMTs, the canonical class of proteins with sequence-specific DNA interaction are TFs.
Methods for describing the sequence patterns, also called motifs, that are preferentially bound by a TF
provide a prototype for summarizing sequence patterns associated with a variety of biological outcomes. In




























Read is informative of top strand methylation
 Align to C → T converted reference
Case 2: 
Read is informative of bottom strand methylation
Align to G → A converted reference
TTGGTATG5’ 3’ Reference (C → T)
TTGGTATG*5’ 3’ (C → T)
3’ 5’AACCATAC (G → A)
*










Figure 1.4: Illustrated protocol for determining methylation status from bisulfite converted genomic DNA.
A sequenced read may correspond to the original top (OT) or original bottom (OB) strands of genomic
DNA or to the complement to the original top (COT), or the complement to the original bottom (COB).
To cover all possible cases, in-silico reads with C → T and with G → A are construed, and alignment is
attempted to C → T and to G → A converted genomes, yielding a best match. Alignment of an in-silico
converted nucleotide (indicated by ∗) to a base position indicates methylation of the original genomic loci.
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tion of machine learning models. This section, therefore, briefly summarizes mathematical and graphical
representation of motifs as well as how sequence binding preferences of TFs are determined experimentally.
Transcription factor motifs are contiguous sequences which are usually between 6 and 12 bp in length
[91]. Mathematical and graphical description of motifs typically begin with the assumption that the prob-






where i indexes motif sequence positions, xi is the nucleotide at position i in sequence x and Pi denotes
the probability over mononucleotides A,C,G,T at this position. The parameters of the mononucleotide
distribution at motif position i can be estimated using frequencies of nucleotides at the corresponding
position of aligned putative TF binding site sequences.
Motif probability distributions of the form of equation 1.1 are summarized graphically as logos (Figure
1.5). Each sequence position in the logo is a stack of nucleotides whose order and relative heights are
determined by their frequencies. The total height of the stack at motif position i is the Kullbeck-Leibler
divergence between Pi and the distribution of nucleotides given by a background model of the sequence
content of the organism’s genome Q:









Thus, the height associated with each base position can be understood as the expected additional information
required to describe the nucleotide content of the motif’s base position when using the background model
Q instead of the motif model Pi.
Figure 1.5: Motif logo for the TF CTCF, which is important for chromatin looping [80, 43].
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Given estimates of the parameters of distribution equation 1.1, a background model for genome nucleotide
content, and a new sequence X that matches the motif’s length, it is possible to calculate a p-value for the
null hypothesis that new sequence does not match the motif. This is done by calculating the value of a score
function S(X) that measures the agreement of X with the pattern described by P . The p-value is then
obtained by summing the probability mass of scores S(Y ) ≥ S(X) when Y is distributed according to the
background model. Applying this procedure for all motif-length subsequences in a set of genomic intervals
and extracting subsequence hits with sufficiently low p-values is called motif scanning and is implemented
in a variety of software packages [53].
TF motifs can be determined experimentally by a variety of methods which assay DNA biding both in
vitro and in vivo. We describe the most popular in-vivo assay for determining genomic binding locations of
a specific protein: chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq), which is the source
of CTCF-bound sequences considered in Chapter 2. In the ChIP-seq method (Figure 1.6) formaldehyde
treatment of chromatin cross-links DNA-bound proteins and DNA. DNA is then fragmented by sonication
and a protein-specific antibody is used to select for the protein of interest along with its cross-linked DNA.
DNA-protein cross-links are reversed and resulting DNA fragments between roughly 150 and 300 bp in
length are sequenced [127]. Finally, sequencing reads are aligned to the reference genome, and locations
of DNA binding are inferred at genomic intervals with enrichment of aligned reads relative to a control
experiment. The resulting genome-wide map of TF binding can be used for sequence enrichment analysis to
determine the TF motif or to identify genes proximal to TF binding sites which may be regulatory targets.
ChIP-seq can also be used to map genomic locations of chemical modifications to the histones that compose
nucleosomes. These modifications frequently mark chromatin regions with specific regulatory functions. For
example acetylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27ac) and monomethylation of histone H3 at lysine 4
(H3K4me1) are characteristics of enhancer elements (Chapter 4).
1.5 Machine learning at the genomic scale
Machine learning (ML) describes a class of task-agnostic algorithms by which a computer uses a task-
specific dataset to improve its performance on that task. ML models describe the mathematical operations
for performing the task and include parameters that are fit to data; executing the learning algorithm on
specific dataset is called model training. Although some simple ML models require little data, the ML
approach is most useful when applied to problems that are not easily described by models with only a few
parameters. In these cases, success depends on the volume and type of available data. When high-quality
12
Figure 1.6: The ChIP-seq experimental method for determining genomic locations of TF binding and histone
modification. Image is from http://education.knoweng.org/sequenceng/ which is an interactive catalogue
and reference for high-throughput sequencing techniques [188].
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data are abundant, flexible ML models with many parameters can use complex or high-dimensional patterns
in data to achieve remarkable performance.
Genome-scale profiling of epigenetic modifications via high-throughput sequencing, including the tech-
niques discussed in Sections 1.2-1.4 typically produce tens of millions to billions of reads. These reads can,
depending on the experiment, be related to the positions of tens of thousands to millions of nucleosomes,
or to methylation status at hundreds of thousands to tens of millions of CpG sites, or to TF binding at
thousands to tens of thousands of loci, or to other genetic and epigenetic outcomes at genes and gene regu-
latory elements whose orders of magnitude are commensurate with the preceding examples. This volume of
data is sufficient for training complex ML models that have predicted biological events with state-of-the-art
performance and provided important insights in a range of applications. For example, in the case of TF
binding prediction, convolutional neural nets (CNNs) (Section 1.6.3) have shown superior performance pre-
dicting binding from DNA sequence [4, 183], and these and other ML models have been extended to include
cooperativity and competition among TFs which are likely to affect binding patterns in vivo [58]. Similarly,
in the case of chromatin state predictions, Zhou and Troyanskaya and Kelly et al. have leveraged differences
in the ways that cell-type specific proteins read sequence information in order predict DNA accessibility,
histone modifications and TF binding for specific cell types from DNA sequence [189, 79]. Finally, in a
different type of application, Villani et al. used a graph-based clustering algorithm to group individual cells
based on their single-cell gene expression profiles leading to the identification of new cell types in human
blood [173].
These applications highlight an important distinction between supervised and unsupervised ML tasks.
In supervised learning, training data consists of pairs of inputs and outputs, and during training the ML
model learns to more reliably map inputs to their corresponding outputs. In unsupervised learning, training
data consists of only inputs and the goal of the learning algorithm is to identify structure in the input data—
for example by grouping similar observations or by learning a probability distribution that assigns the input
data high likelihood. In the applications of the previous paragraph, predictions of TF binding, chromatin
accessibility and histone modifications from DNA sequence are all examples of supervised learning, while
clustering of single cells based on their gene expression is an example of unsupervised learning. In the final
two sections of Chapter 1, we discuss artificial neural networks (ANNs) for supervised learning and several
clustering techniques for unsupervised learning.
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1.6 Artificial neural networks (ANNs)
1.6.1 General definition and the capacity of ANNs
ANNs are a class of ML models loosely based on biological neural networks. The recent success of these
ML models have spurred significant research interest and rapid diversification of types of ANNs. This work
focuses on the original feed-forward networks and uses the term ANN to refer to this class of models.
ANNs map a network input, represented as a real valued array, to an output by applying a sequence of
affine transformations followed by non-linear operations. Each composite affine and non-linear transforma-
tion is called a layer of an ANN, and the output of each layer is an array whose elements are referred to as
the “activations” of the layer’s “units” or “nodes” (Figure 1.7A). Thus, the activation of the jth unit in the









zi(ai−1) = W iai−1 + bi. (1.4)
In these equations, W i and bi are matrices and vectors of parameters called the weights and biases of layer
i, respectively, σi is a non-linear function that is typically applied element-wise, for example a sigmoid or
ReLU function (Figure 1.7B), and [·]j denotes the jth component of a vector 1. When the activations ai are
passed as input to another similar operation the layer is called “hidden”, otherwise the layer is the “output”
of the network and encodes its prediction.
The Universal Approximation Theorem provides theoretical justification for the mathematical formula-
tion of ANNs. This theorem states that any real-valued continuous function F (x) defined on a closed and












provided that σ1 is continuous and bounded [63] 2. The 1×N matrixW 22,k in equation 1.5 contains the weights
for combining activations of hidden layer units, and the total number of hidden units in this combination
1When ai−1 is a multidimensional array, i.e. a tensor of order > 1, the order of W i and bi are increased accordingly and
the matrix multiplication W iai−1 is extended to summation over multiple indices of W i and ai−1, i.e. tensor contraction. For
simplicity we assume that layer activations are vectors unless stated otherwise.
2See http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/ [122] for an intuitive proof based on construction of delta-like bump func-
tions covering the input domain. Also, a corollary of this theorem establishes that ANNs using ReLU functions for σ1 also have
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Figure 1.7: Feed-forward ANN architecture and examples of non-linearities. (A) Schematic representation
of an ANN with two hidden layers. During training an input x and target output y are provided. The input
determines layer activations ai via iterative affine transformations and applications of non-linear functions.
The Network output f(x,Θ) depends on the input and on network parameters. Comparison of f(x,Θ) to the
target output, via a loss function `, is used to update the parameters. (B) Two of the non-linear functions
that are commonly applied element-wise to the results of affine transformations.
can be arbitrarily large. Thus, for a given supervised learning task, the Universal Approximation Theorem
establishes the existence of a suitable single hidden layer ANN, but it does not prescribe the number of
hidden units or the weights and biases needed to achieve a desired level of accuracy. In fact, theoretical
arguments and computational experiments indicate that alternative ANN architectures with multiple hidden
layer can, in practice, achieve or surpass performance of single hidden layer ANNs while using fewer units
and allowing for easier learning of model parameters [99]. ANNs with multiple hidden layers are also known
as deep neural networks.
1.6.2 Training ANNs
Once the number of hidden layers and the number of hidden units per layer have been chosen, the weight
and bias parameters are determined by training. In the standard ANN training algorithm, called gradient
descent, a set of input and output pairs from the training data, denoted by (x, y), are provided to the network
and unit activations are calculated for all layers including the output layer. Output layer activation f(x,Θ)
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depends on both the input x and on the current set of all weight and bias parameters Θ and is compared
to y via a loss function `. Choice of loss function is task specific, but a general approach is to interpret
network outputs as parameters of a simple probability distribution— for example a normal or Bernoulli
distribution— and use the negative log-likelihood of y given network outputs as the loss. Parameters are







Thus in each iteration of the gradient descent algorithm parameters θ ∈ Θ are updated according to
θ → θ − α∂L
∂θ
, (1.7)
where α is a hyperparameter (a parameter chosen prior to training) called the learning rate. Partial deriva-
tives are calculated via a method called backpropagation which efficiently applies the chain rule of mul-
tivariable calculus to the hierarchy of composed layer-wise operations (see Appendix A for details of the
backpropagation algorithm). In practice, for a specific set of Θ values, the gradient of L can be efficiently
estimated using only a fraction of the input-output pairs in T . This motivates mini-batch learning in which
the training data is partitioned into subsets. Sequential parameter updates are made using the gradients
of the average loss for each subset, and iteration over all subsets of a partition is called a training epoch.
Gradient descent with mini-batches is called stochastic gradient descent.
Although minimization of the average loss on training data is used for parameter updates, iterating
stochastic gradient descent until this loss converges to a minima frequently results in sub-optimal models.
This is because flexibility in the set of possible models allows ANNs to not only learn true relationships
between patterns in inputs and outputs but also to learn chance relationships attributable to noise in input
and output measurement and to the limited size of available data. Models whose predictions are affected by
these chance input-output relationships are said to overfit their training data.
A practical approach to preventing overfitting is to partition all available data into training, test, and
validations sets. The test and validations sets are relatively small (usually around 10% each of the available
data) and are held-out from model training. During training, average loss is periodically measured on the
validation set and training is stopped when this loss stops decreasing. This procedure is called early stopping.
Final model performance statistics are reported for the test set which, because it is never used in selection
of model parameters, provides an unbiased estimate of how well a model generalizes to new data.
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1.6.3 Relevant layer types
In this section we consider three common types of layers which are used in subsequent chapters: input
layers, fully-connected layers and convolutional layers. Input layers represent network inputs as vectors
or multidimensional arrays of real-valued unit activations. The method of representation is chosen by the
practitioner, is not unique, and is not changed during model training or evaluation. Moreover the choice of
representation can affect the success of training. A common convention for representing DNA sequence is
the one-hot encoding scheme in which a length L nucleotide string is represented by a L × 4 array where
each column is composed of 1’s and 0’s indicating the presence or absence of one of A,C, G or T at the
corresponding sequence position of an input.
Fully-connected layers apply the general transformation given by equations 1.3, 1.4 and have the property
that each unit’s activation can depend on any activations in the preceding layer. Non-linear operations in
fully-connected layers are typically applied element-wise to the results of the affine transformation. An ex-
ception occurs for fully-connected layers whose outputs encode parameters of a multinomial distribution over







is applied to the vector z resulting from affine transformation of the previous layer’s activations.
Convolutional layers are distinguished from fully-connected layers by restriction of convolution unit con-
nections to local patches of unit activations in the preceding layer and by sharing of weights and biases
among convolutional layer units (Figure 1.8). Units in a convolutional layer are partitioned into filters which
share a common set of weights and have the same bias. Calling the weights and the bias of the jth filter in
the ith layer W i,j and bi,j , respectively, the array of activations of filter units ai,j is obtained from the array
of preceding layer activations ai−1 by
ai,j = σi(W̃ i,j ∗ ai−1 + bi,j) (1.9)
where ∗ denotes discrete convolution, W̃ i,j is the “flipped” weight array (where ordering of all weight array
indices are reversed3, bi,j is an constant array containing the filter bias, and σi is applied element-wise. The
convolution layer output is obtained by stacking unit activations for each filter to form a higher order array
(Figure 1.8). When later layers do not preserve spatial information contained in the convolution the stacked
activations of each filter can be flattened into a single vector by concatenation.




























Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of a convolutional layer. Each filter (colored green, blue, and brown)
is characterized by its own set of weights W i,1, W i,2, etc. and by a bias bi,1, bi,2, etc. (not shown) which
are shared among units belonging to the filter. Unit activations are determined by scanning the layer input
and the results are either stacked or flattened.
The structure of convolutional layers are suited for scanning the layer input for matches to particular
patterns encoded in the filter weights and for preserving the spatial positional of matches in the layer output.
These properties are useful for applications involving DNA sequences where filters can learn to identify motifs
and propagate information on motif presence and relative positions to deeper hidden layers. For this reason
many ANNs that make predictions from DNA sequence have convolutional layers and these network are
referred to as convolutional neural networks (CNNs). When a convolutional layer is applied to input layer
activations a0 that represent DNA sequence as an L× 4 array, the filter weights are order 2 arrays and the
activation a1,jk of the k















where R is called the width of the filter. Figure 1.9 gives an example of how these layer types are combined





























Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the nucleosome position predicting network used in chapter 2.
1.6.4 Improvements and Challenges
Modifications of the stochastic gradient descent training algorithm and exploration of alternative layer archi-
tectures are active areas of ML research. ANNs trained in later chapters make use of several improvements
to the stochastic gradient descent algorithm described in Section 1.6.2. These improvements were previously
developed by other ML researches and include:
• endowing ANN parameters with momentum, treating the average loss as a potential and updating
parameters using classical equations of motion for a particle moving in this potential with a drag force
[159],
• regularization of parameters by penalizing large magnitude parameters in proportion to their `1 or `2
norms, and
• the dropout method, which reduces overfitting by stochastically setting unit activations to zero during
training [156].
Besides for practical issues of ANN training, improved theoretical methods are needed to address two
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conceptual challenges. The first challenge is to understand how ANN architectures, including numbers of
layers and units, layer types and non-linearities, can be optimally selected for a specific task. In particular,
in what circumstances can increasing the number of hidden layers improve network performance? In this
direction, recent work in statistical physics has demonstrate that ANNs can efficiently implement multiplica-
tion of features, which may be important for approximating Hamiltonians of low polynomial degree, and has
connected the iterative layer-wise operations of ANNs to iterative renormalization group transformations
[99]. The second challenge is to understand what features of an input are important in determining network
outputs. This is especially important for allowing ANNs to assist in scientific discovery rather than only
functioning as “black boxes” for classification. Meeting this challenge would, for example, allow identifica-
tion of degrees of freedom in a DNA sequence that determine a particular network prediction and indicate
when network performance is inflated by artifacts or biases of the measurement process used to generate the
dataset.
A promising approach to both these challenges is to understand what input patterns are important for
determining activation of networks’ hidden layers. Several works, particularly in the field of computer vision,
have proposed methods for extracting these input patterns from trained networks [153, 109, 8]. Chapter
2 presents a statistical mechanics-based approach to this problem and compares with other interpretation
methods proposed for ANNs that make predictions from DNA sequence.
1.7 Clustering
Clustering methods are unsupervised ML algorithms that aim to partition a collection of observations into
sets, called clusters, such that observations within the same cluster are more similar than observations in
different clusters. These algorithms typically use distance between observations as a measure of dissimilarity,
and these distances can be computed with a variety of metrics on the set of possible observations — for
example the Euclidean metric on Rp where p is the number of features associated with each observation.
Apart from their common use of distances, clustering techniques are diverse; for example, they make different
assumptions about distribution of observations belonging to the same cluster, require different numbers of
parameters to be set by practitioners, and permit different representations of results. This section describes
two clustering methods used in later chapters: hierarchical agglomerative clustering and spectral clustering.
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1.7.1 Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering, hereafter referred to as hierarchical clustering, forms clusters by pro-
gressively merging smaller groups of observations. The algorithm requires distance d(xi, xj) among all pairs
of observations xi and xj and a linkage function D that calculates a dissimilarity between a pair of clusters
from pair-wise distances among their constituent observations. The algorithm proceeds in a greedy manner.
Initially each observation is its own cluster; next, while the total number of clusters is greater than 1 the
pair of clusters with smallest distance are joined. Distance is measured by d or by D if one of the clusters
has more than one element. Linkage functions used in later chapters include average linkage, in which the







and complete linkage, in which the distance is
D(A,B) = max ({d(xi, xj) : xi ∈ A, xj ∈ B}) . (1.12)
The results of hierarchical clustering are nested clusters which can be organized in a dendrogram. This
graphical representation is useful for visualizing the relationship between a single observation in Rp, which is
frequently high dimensional, and the more general cluster structure of the data at multiple scales. There are
several methods for obtaining a single partitioning of observations from the results of hierarchical clustering;
the simplest of these defines a distance threshold beyond which cluster pairs are considered distinct.
1.7.2 Spectral clustering
Despite the intuitive cluster representation afforded by dendrograms, a potential drawback of hierarchical
clustering is that observations are assigned to clusters based on distances between pairs of observations or
between pairs of clusters, without considering the distribution of the entire dataset. As a result, hierarchical
clustering may merge pairs of observations or clusters despite the fact that they are separated by a region
of feature space that is devoid of observations and signals that the elements of the pair belong to distinct
distributions (Figure 1.10A). Spectral clustering addresses this issue by first considering a graph where nodes
represent observations and edge weights vary inversely with local distances between observation pairs [149].
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Next, this graph is used to construct a graph Laplacian matrix, given by Li,j = diδi,j − wi,j , where di =∑N
j=1 wi,j is the degree of node i. Finally, observation i is represented by the i
th components of the first
few eigenvectors of L with smallest eigenvalues, and final clustering of observations is performed using this
representation.
Several lines of argument motivate the spectral clustering procedure [175]. We present a physical motiva-
tion based on a diffusion. Consider each of the observations {xi}i=1..N to be a node in a graph, and for i 6= j
let wi,j be the rate constant for particle diffusion from j to i. In this graph, diffusion will be rapid among
subgraphs whose observations are part of a single dense cluster regardless of the cluster’s geometry, but it
will be slow between nodes whose observations are separated by data sparse regions of feature space. This
property allows for clustering nodes based on similarity of long-time diffusion for particles initially isolated
at a single node.
To determine this long-time behavior observe that the rate of change of probability of finding the particles








where the first and second term describe diffusion into and out of node i, respectively. Using the symmetry










where the last equation substitutes the definition of the graph Laplacian. The matrix, L is symmetric and








where 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λN are the eigenvalues of L and vi are the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors.







Figure 1.10: Illustration of spectral clustering method. (A) Example dataset provided by the python package
scikit-learn [128]. Observations are labeled by the one-dimensional curves from which they are generated by
addition of noise. (B) Representation of the graph structure implied by transformation of distances to edge
weights using equation 1.13 with σ = 0.01 (edges with weight less than 0.01 are omitted). (C) Components
of eigenvectors with smallest eigenvalues in spectral decomposition of the graph Laplacian. (D) Cluster
labels assigned by K-means clustering of observations represented by their respective second eigenvector
components. (E-G) Results for some non-graph-based clustering algorithms. (E) and (F) Hierarchical
clustering with average and complete linkage, respectively. (G) K-means clustering using distances in original
space (rather than after spectral embedding).
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eigenvectors of L with smallest eigenvalues. Figure 1.10C demonstrates how this representation can distill
similarities among observations, at which point a variety of purely distance-based clustering algorithms
can cluster observations represented by their corresponding eigenvector components. In practice, K-means
clustering [57] is typically used to assign cluster labels following spectral embedding.
Comparing the results of spectral clustering (Figure 1.10D) with the results of clustering the same
data using hierarchical clustering with average linkage (Figure 1.10E) and with complete linkage (Figure
1.10 F) as well as with K-means clustering, without spectral embedding, (Figure 1.10G), demonstrates the
advantage of spectral embedding using eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian. Spectral clustering is not the
only clustering algorithm that can achieve good performance on the example dataset of Figure 1.10 (see
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html). Nevertheless, this example shows how
clustering based on similarity of diffusion from graph nodes can identify clusters with general shapes and
can provide intuition for clustering of observations originally represented in a high-dimensional space.
Variants of spectral clustering employ different normalizations of the graph Laplacian according to node
degree [175]. In Chapter 4, we use a version of the graph Laplacian converted to a stochastic matrix by row
normalization to cluster human skin cells according to their single-cell expression profiles. An algorithm for
this spectral clustering procedure is given in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2
Maximum entropy methods for
interpreting deep neural networks
This chapter presents a method for identifying patterns in inputs to artificial neural networks (ANNs)
that are most important in determining network outputs. The method interprets a single network input by
sampling other inputs from a Boltzmann distribution that is derived by requiring minimum Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence from a simple model for network inputs subject to a constraint on reproducing activations
in deeper layers. Several examples demonstrate the utility of this method. The contents of this chapter and
of Appendix B are published in [47].
2.1 Background and overview
Multilayer ANNs are becoming increasingly important tools for predicting outcomes from complex patterns
in images and diverse scientific data including biological sequences. Recent works have applied multilayer
networks, also called deep learning models, to predicting transcription factor (TF) binding [4, 183] and
chromatin states [189, 79, 184] from DNA sequence, greatly advancing the state-of-the-art prediction rate in
these fields. The success of these multilayer networks stems from their ability to learn complex, non-linear
prediction functions over the set of input sequences. The main challenge in using deep learning currently
resides in the fact that the complexity of the learned function coupled with the typically large dimension
of the input and parameter spaces makes it difficult to decipher which input features a network is actually
learning.
In spite of this challenge, the rise of deep learning has spurred efforts to interpret network prediction.
While interpretation methods have been proposed in the fields of computer vision and natural language
processing, we focus on genomics and specifically on methods for identifying features in individual input
sequences used by an ANN for classification. To the best of our knowledge, two classes of interpretation
methods have been proposed to address this problem: the first class of interpretation methods measures
network feature importance by expressing the change in the network output for two distinct inputs as a sum
of importance values assigned to the input units that encode biological sequence. One such decomposition
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assigns to each input unit importance given by its term in the 1st order Taylor approximation of the change
in the network output when the input units encoding a specific sequence are set to zeros. This method
of assigning network importance to DNA sequence is called a Saliency Map by Lanchantin et al. [92] who
adapted the method from the computer vision Saliency Map [153]. The DeepLIFT interpretation method
uses an alternative approach for assigning input sequence importance based on comparing network activations
elicited by the input sequences to those of a “reference” network input [152]. This approach to assigning
importance has been motived as an approximation to Shapley values, which describe distribution of credit in
game theory [107]. The second class of interpretation method, called in-silico mutagenesis (ISM), measures
changes in network output produced by simulated point mutations. Flexibility in the types of mutations
performed means that ISM can, in principle, reveal the network’s dependence on sequence in detail. However,
computational cost limits the number and type of progressive mutations that can be performed. As a result,
to investigate learned network features using ISM, one must employ prior notions of important features to
design a manageable number of sequential mutations for testing.
In this chapter, we use the formalism of statistical physics to develop a novel method for extracting and
interpreting network-learned sequence features. The method makes direct reference to the nonlinear function
learned by the network by sampling a maximum entropy distribution over all possible sequences, anchored
at an input sequence and subject to constraints implied by the learned function and by the background
nucleotide content of the genome from which the network’s input sequences are derived.
To extract learned features from inputs, we study two complementary quantities derived from sequences
sampled from the constrained maximum entropy (MaxEnt) distribution via Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC): (1) a local profile of nucleotide contents for revealing sequence motifs, and (2) a feature importance
score based on the sample variance of a summary statistic for focusing on a particular sequence characteristic
of interest. The latter score directly measures the effect of a global sequence feature, such as GC content, on
the non-linear function learned by the network, and it can be used to rank global features, thereby answering
questions about the relative importance of such features in the context of network prediction.
Our approach can be viewed as a compromise between the two classes of interpretation method described
above, extracting features by examining several sequences, instead of just two as in the first class, and elimi-
nating ISM’s need for a priori specification of sequential mutations. Importantly, our method is distinguished
from other previous approaches in that, rather than assigning an importance score to each base of a given
input sequence, our method reveals features by sampling unseen sequences that are assessed by the trained
network to be similar to the original input. We apply our method, termed MaxEnt interpretation, to three
separate deep neural networks and compare with the first class of interpretation methods: DeepLIFT and
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Saliency Map. The first network is a simple yet instructive example, and it demonstrates how the DeepLIFT
and Saliency Map methods can encounter difficulties, while the MaxEnt method successfully captures the
logic learned by the network. The remaining two networks are trained to predict transcription factor (TF)
binding activity from CTCF ChIP-seq [183] and nucleosome positioning from chemical cleavage nucleosome
mapping data [19], thus putatively learning the CTCF binding motifs and nucleosome positioning signals
encoded in DNA, respectively. In the motif discovery task, while all methods give good results, correctly lo-
calizing the learned CTCF motifs in most cases, our MaxEnt approach achieves better agreement with motif
positions called by the conventional motif discovery programs MEME and FIMO. In the task of extracting
nucleosome positioning signals, MaxEnt surpasses DeepLIFT and Saliency Mapping in detecting a learned
network preference for G/C and A/T nucleotides at positions separated by 10 base pairs (bps). Furthermore,
we demonstrate the use of a global sequence feature score, unique to our method, to estimate the fraction of
nucleosomal sequences for which the GC content is an important feature for network classification. We do
not compare with ISM because, as discussed above, it is less general than other methods and requires the
specification of the types of mutations to test.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Constructing an input-specific constrained maximum entropy
distribution
Consider a trained, multilayer feed-forward neural network that takes a length L genomic sequence as input
and performs a classification task, assigning the sequence to one of K classes indexed by {0, 1, . . . ,K − 1}.
The network consists of a stack of layers, each of which contains a real-valued vector whose entries are
called the activations of the layer’s units. The stack starts with an input layer whose activations represent
the genomic sequence; activations of each subsequent layer are determined by applying a trained non-
linear transformation to the preceding layer. Activations of units in the output layer encode the predicted
probabilities of the K classes, thereby assigning the input sequence to the class whose output unit activation
is the largest.
The standard motivation behind multilayer networks is that intermediate layers may learn to recognize
a hierarchy of features present in the set of inputs with features becoming more abstract with the depth
of the intermediate layer. Since changes in the features detected by a layer are encoded in changes in the
intermediate layer’s vector of activations, we propose that it is possible to identify learned features by looking
for commonalities among the set of all input sequences that approximately preserve that layer’s vector of
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activations.
While this approach could be applied to identifying learned features of any intermediate layer, this
work focuses on features learned by the penultimate layer, the layer making direct connections to the
output layer. Penultimate layer features are interesting for two reasons. First, we are interested only in
input sequence patterns that elicit an intermediate layer representation relevant to the classification task
and discard sequence variations irrelevant to classification. Since the non-linear functions computed by
intermediate layers are, in general, many-to-one mappings, one important role of a layer is to identify
which differences in the preceding layer’s activations are irrelevant to the learned classification. Because
intermediate layer activations are calculated from the input sequence by composing such non-linear functions,
the number of identified classification-irrelevant differences in inputs should increase with the intermediate
layer depth, making the penultimate layer the intermediate layer least affected by classification-irrelevant
features. Second, the network output layer is either a logistic or a softmax classifier applied to penultimate
activations; by uncovering features learned by the penultimate layer, we are thus finding the sequence
patterns directly used by these output layer classifiers to make predictions.
To formalize the search for new input sequences that approximately preserve a given penultimate activa-
tion, let the vector x0 represent an input genomic sequence. The entries in x0 encode the presence of one of
the nucleotides A, C, G, T at a certain position in the sequence. Let Φ(x0) denote the vector of penultimate
layer activations elicited by x0. For notational convenience, assume the trained network has assigned x0 to
the 0th class. We measure the extent to which an arbitrary input sequence x reproduces the penultimate
activation Φ(x0) by weighing the set of all length L genomic sequences with the probability mass function
(PMF) px0 that is most similar to a pattern-agnostic PMF q, subject to a constraint on the average distance
to Φ(x0). More precisely, we define
px0 = argmin
p
DKL(p||q) subject to Ep(d(Φ(x0),Φ(x))) = D, (2.1)
where DKL(p||q) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between p and q, Ep denotes expectation calculated
when x is distributed according to p, d is a distance metric on the set of penultimate activation vectors, and
D is a positive constant, with smaller values corresponding to a more exact reproduction of the activation
vector Φ(x0). The PMF q describes prior beliefs about the background nucleotide content of the genomic
regions from which network inputs are derived, and the fact the px0 minimizes DKL(p||q) subject to the
constraint ensures that differences between px0 and these prior beliefs arise from the need to reproduce the
sequence features encoded in Φ(x0). We take q be a product of L identical single nucleotide distributions
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with probabilities of G/C and A/T chosen to reflect the genome-wide GC content. In this case, the solution





where Z is a normalization constant, β is a Lagrange multiplier whose value is chosen to yield the desired
value of D, N(x) is the number of G and C nucleotides in sequence x, and µ = log c1−c where c is the GC
content of the genome (Appendix B.1.1). When µ = 0, px0(x) is determined solely by the learned function Φ,
and equation 2.2 is the maximum entropy distribution over all length L sequences subject to the constraint
in equation 2.1. For simplicity, we use the term MaxEnt samples to refer to the samples from px0(x) for any




(Φi(x0)− Φi(x))W 2i (Φi(x0)− Φi(x)) (2.3)
where our choice of Wi depends on the type of classification task. For binary classification, Wi = w0,i , the
weight connecting the ith penultimate unit to the output unit encoding the assigned class label of x0 (when
there is only one output unit, Wi is the weight of connection to this unit). For multiclass classification,
Wi = w0,i − wk,i , where k ∈ {1, 2, . . .K − 1} is a user-specified class. This choice of Wi corresponds to
weighting each penultimate activation by its effect on the log ratio of predicted class 0 and class k probabilities
(Appendix B.1.2).
The mean distance D is an increasing function of 1/β, whose scale is set by nearest-neighbor distances
among penultimate activations, as measured by the metric 2.3. When β is large, D approaches 0, the
PMF over the set of penultimate activations is a single spike at Φ(x0) and px0 consists of a (relatively) small
number of non-zero probability masses on sequences x that exactly reproduce Φ(x0). Conversely, decreasing
β smooths the PMF over penultimate activations and causes px0 to shift probability mass onto sequences
that yield penultimate activations similar to Φ(x0). When β = 0, px0 and q are identical, D is the expected
distance under the distribution q, and px0 contains no information on the features encoded in Φ(x0).
This intuition informs one method for choosing β (and implicitly D): select β so that the PMF over
the set of penultimate activations has small width relative to an empirical distribution of penultimate
activations, while still assigning appreciable probability to sequences with penultimate activations near
Φ(x0). Alternatively, because a sufficiently large value of β effectively fixes the nucleotide content at certain
indices in sequences sampled from px0 , one can examine the samples from distributions at different values
of β to uncover a hierarchy of important features in x0. We give examples of both methods in the following
sections, where we sample the distribution in equation 2.2 using MCMC (Section 2.4.1). Figure 2.1, illustrates
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of our MaxEnt interpretation method. An unseen sequence x elicits
penultimate unit activations (shaded dots in left figure) via non-linear operations of intermediate layers
(illustrated as a horizontal stack of convolutional filters). The MaxEnt method for interpreting a given
input sequence x0 assigns probability to a new sequence x according to its similarity to x0 in the space of
penultimate activations. The irregular path connecting x0 and x in sequence space illustrates the steps of
MCMC.
the sampling of sequences x according to their similarity to data set element x0 in the space of penultimate
layer activations.
2.2.2 Extracting features from samples
We extract features of network input x0, captured by penultimate activation Φ(x0), by examining several
statistics of the MCMC samples from px0 . In our first example, the dimension of the input space is low
enough to directly visualize the empirical distribution of samples. For higher dimensional input spaces,
we summarize the distribution by plotting sample single nucleotide frequencies at each genomic index and
also by examining the variance of linear combinations of nucleotide indicator functions that serve to define
sequence features of interest.
Plots of single nucleotide frequencies reveal important features by illustrating the extent to which pre-
serving penultimate activation forces the single nucleotide distribution of px0 to be away from that of q.
Large divergence of sample nucleotide frequencies from q signals importance and determines which nucleotide
substitutions dramatically affect the penultimate layer representation. By contrast, if the sampled nucleotide
distribution of px0 is similar to that of q at a given base position, and if we assume that the content of the
position is independent of other positions under px0 , then this position is irrelevant for determining Φ(x0)
and the classification of x0.
To quantify the importance of sequence features, in a way that accounts for interactions among base
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positions, we define an input-wide sequence feature V as a function that maps an input sequence to a





where xi denotes the nucleotide at index i in x, Ii(·), is the indicator function for one of a set of nucleotides
at index i and ci is a real valued weight. We define the concordance of sequence x with the input-wide feature
V to be V (x). For example, if we are interested in the importance of GC content, V would be the sum of
indicator functions for S (G or C nucleotide) at each input index, and x would have large concordance with
this input-wide sequence feature when it contains many G and C nucleotides. To relate changes in feature
concordance to changes in penultimate layer activation, let Xv denote the set of length L sequences x, such







is the mean value of e−βd(Φ(x0),Φ(x)) under PMF q, conditioned on V (x) = v. The rate of decay of f(v) from
its maximum measures the dependence of e−βd(Φ(x0),Φ(x)) on feature concordance V (x). To see this, observe
that when V sums indicator function outputs for nucleotides important in eliciting the penultimate activation
Φ(x0), the exponential factor e
−βd(Φ(x0),Φ(x)) will, on average, decay as V (x) deviates from V (x0). More
rapid decay corresponds to greater importance, since in this case smaller changes in V (x) suffice to produce
large changes in Φ(x). By contrast, when V sums indicator function outputs for only those nucleotides
unimportant in eliciting Φ(x0), the factor e
−βd(Φ(x0),Φ(x)) does not decay with changes in V (x).
In Appendix B.1.2, we approximate the decay of f from its maximum as
f(v) ∝ e− 12 δ(v−v
∗)2 (2.6)






where s2 is the variance of V (x) under the PMF px0 and σ
2 is the variance of V (x) under PMF q. The
variance s2 is estimated from MCMC samples while the variance σ2 can be calculated explicitly from q.
Larger values of δ correspond to more rapid decay of f(v), signaling greater input-wide feature importance.
Our derivation of the proportionality 2.6 requires that the marginal distributions of V (x) when x is
distributed according to q or px0 are approximately normal. Approximate normality of V (x) when x is
distributed according to q is guaranteed by the Lindeberg version of the Central Limit Theorem provided
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that V sums indicator function outputs at a large number of base positions with weights roughly equal in
magnitude. Approximate normality of V (x) when x is distributed according to px0 can be checked directly
by estimating V (x) from MCMC samples. We have checked that these normal approximations are valid
when the number of base positions considered by the function V is large, explaining our choice of the name
input-wide sequence features.
In Section 2.2.5 below, we consider two uses of the importance measure δ. First, we choose the weights
ci and indicators Ii(·), so that the resulting input-wide feature V measures the importance of GC content
for a network predicting nucleosome positioning. Second, we use MCMC samples from equation 2.2 to find
sets of weights ci that approximately maximize δ. When V captures an important input-wide feature, the
exponential factor e−βd(Φ(x0),Φ(x)) in equation 2.2 should make the marginal distribution of V under px0





Under this approximation, the most important features are given by the lowest variance principal components
(PCs) of our MCMC samples. Examining the elements of these low variance PC vectors reveals important
input-wide features.
2.2.3 Application 1: Interpreting learned XOR logic
ANN interpretation methods, such as Saliency Map and DeepLIFT, that assign a real-valued importance
score to each input unit provide intuitive pictures that are easy to understand, but must confront the
challenge of summarizing learned nonlinear interactions between base positions using a base-wise score. To
illustrate the practical consequences of these issues, we trained ANNs on an artificial data set of DNA
dinucleotides and applied the MaxEnt, Saliency Map and DeepLIFT interpretation methods. Class labels
were assigned to each of the 16 possible dinucleotides according to an XOR logic, where sequences (with
positions indexed by 0 and 1) were assigned to class 0 unless one, but not both, of the following conditions
was satisfied, in which case class 1 was assigned:
• sequence position 0 is W (A or T),
• sequence position 1 is G.
We represented sequences with a one-hot encoding scheme and chose a simple convolutional architecture
with 2 convolutional filters of stride 1 and taking a single base of the dinucleotide as input, followed by a layer
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of two fully connected units and then a single output unit indicating the predicted class label. Rectified-
linear units (ReLU) were used throughout the network, except for the output which was modeled using a
sigmoid function. We obtained 30 of these convolutional architectures trained to achieve 100% classification
accuracy on the set of all possible dinucleotide inputs (Section 2.4.2).
Figure 2.2 shows the results of interpretation analysis on the AA and GG inputs in class 1 for each of
the 30 models achieving 100% validation accuracy. Although each network represents the same classification
rule, the interpretation results of Saliency Map and DeepLIFT show model dependence in the sign of their
interpretation score, indicating in some cases that a nucleotide is evidence for the correct class label and
in other cases that the same nucleotide is evidence against this class label (Figure 2.2A-D)) (see [47] for
description of our application of Saliency Map and DeepLIFT (version 0.4.0)).
In contrast, our MaxEnt interpretation illuminates, in almost every case, how the trained networks
implement the XOR logic defined above, indicating that the GG input is similar to CG and that the AA
input is similar to any input with A or T in the the 0th position and not G in the 1st position (Figure 2.2E,F).
For this analysis, we sampled the distribution 2.2 with µ = 0 and β chosen based on the distribution of
penultimate layer activation associated with the 16 dinucleotide inputs (Section 2.4.2). Similar results for
the other dinucleotide inputs are show in [47].
Figure 2.2 highlights a key difference that distinguishes the MaxEnt interpretation approach from Salience
Map and DeepLIFT. By replacing base-position scores with samples from a distribution, MaxEnt interpre-
tation is able to capture nonlinear classification rules that escape the other methods. The cost of this extra
flexibility is some additional effort in assigning meaning to the MaxEnt samples.
2.2.4 Application 2: Localizing learned motifs
We applied MaxEnt interpretation to a network trained on a benchmark motif discovery data set constructed
by [183] from ENCODE CTCF ChIP-seq data [38]. CTCF is a well-studied DNA binding protein with
important transcription factor and insulator functions [124, 25]. In this motif discovery task, the network
distinguished elements of the positive class, consisting of 101 base-pair (bp) sequences centered on ChIP-
seq peaks, from elements of the negative class consisting of positive class sequences shuffled to maintain
dinucleotide frequency. We represented network inputs with a one-hot encoding scheme and trained an
architecture consisting of a convolutional layer of 64 convolutional filters each with a stride of 1 and taking
24 bps as input, followed by a layer of 100 units fully connected to the preceding layer and a two unit
softmax output layer. ReLUs were used in all layers preceding the output. The trained network performed
well, achieving a mean area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) of 0.978 with standard
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Figure 2.2: Interpretation of XOR network inputs. (A, B) Scatter plots of interpretation scores assigned to
the 0th and 1st sequence position by Saliency Map and DeepLIFT interpretation, respectively, for the AA
network input. Markers at the origin have size proportional to number of overlapping data points. Colors
in (B) indicate DeepLIFT interpretation scores using different reference inputs. (C, D) Same as (A, B),
respectively, but for the GG network input. (E) Density of MCMC samples from MaxEnt distribution 2.2
for AA input. Densities are normalized by the most abundant dinucleotide. Green boxes highlight the set
of dinucleotide inputs belonging to class 1. (F) Same as (E) but for the GG network input. All results are
interpretation of the same 30 ANNs.
deviation 0.001 in 5-fold cross-validation (Section 2.4.3).
We picked a neural network trained on a random fold of the cross-validation, selected 2500 random
sequences from all correctly classified CTCF-containing sequences in the test set, and applied MaxEnt,
DeepLIFT and Saliency Map interpretation methods. Our application of MaxEnt to this network used
β = 400, chosen by examining samples collected at a range of β’s for a few network inputs and selecting
the smallest β sufficient to fix the nucleotide content at positions where MaxEnt marginal distributions
signaled greatest importance. Because single nucleotide frequencies for the data set were nearly uniform
(P (A) = P (T ) = 0.27 and P (C) = P (G) = 0.23), we set µ = 0 when sampling from the distribution
2.2. Figures 2.3A and 2.3B show nucleotide frequencies as a function of base index for MCMC MaxEnt
samples associated with two input sequences. In both cases, the location of the motif identified by the
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Figure 2.3: Interpretation of CTCF-bound sequences. (A, B) Nucleotide frequencies of MCMC samples from
MaxEnt distribution 2.2 for two input sequences that the ANN correctly identified as CTCF bound. Main
plots correspond to sampling at β = 400; inset line plots correspond to sampling at β = 100, illustrating
the multiscale nature of our interpretation method. Inset sequence logos show the called motifs, with
the corresponding input sequences indicated below the horizontal axis. Colors green, blue, orange, red
correspond to A, C, G, T. (C) Kernel-density smoothed distribution of relative distances between motifs
called by network interpretation methods and motifs called by FIMO. Null model density is estimated by
calling motif positons with uniform probability over the set of 19bp intervals contained in the 101 bp network
inputs. (D) Cumulative distribution of the absolute distances from (C). Red asterisk at (x, x+ 1) indicates
significantly fewer Saliency Map motif calls than MaxEnt motif calls within x bp from a FIMO motif (one-
sided binominal test, p < 0.01). Green asterisks indicate the similar comparison between DeepLIFT and
MaxEnt motif calls.
network was indicated by an interval of single nucleotide frequencies that diverged dramatically from the
uniform distribution over nucleotides implied by the distribution 2.2 for sequence locations with little effect
on penultimate layer activations. Sequence logos were generated from the nucleotide frequencies on these
intervals using WebLogo [33]. We confirmed that the discovered motifs in Figures 2.3A and 2.3B correspond
to the canonical CTCF motif and its reverse complement by using the motif database querying tool Tomtom
[54] (Section 2.4.3, Figure B.1).
DeepLIFT and Saliency Map interpretation of these inputs yielded visually similar results (see [47]).
However, MaxEnt single nucleotide frequencies provide direct interpretation as motif position-specific scoring
matrices utilized by other bioinformatics tools and thus provide advantages over Saliency Map and DeepLIFT
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base-wise scores.
To make a more global comparison of interpretation methods, we calculated the distribution of relative
distances from motif positions called using each interpretation method to motif positions identified by the
conventional motif discovery programs MEME and FIMO [9, 53]. Combined application of MEME and
FIMO to the 2500 interpreted inputs found a single 19 bp consensus CTCF motif in 1652 of these input
sequences (Section 2.4.3). Using this motif length as a guide, we called MaxEnt motifs by calculating,
for each sequence input, the KL divergence of sample nucleotide frequencies at each base from a uniform
distribution and finding the 19 bp running window that has the largest average KL divergence. DeepLIFT
and Saliency Map motifs were similarly called for each sequence input at the 19 bp widow with largest
interpretation score (see [47] for definition). Figure 2.3C shows the empirical distribution of the signed center-
to-center distances between network interpretation motifs and MEME/FIMO motifs in the 1652 sequences.
Figure 2.3D shows the cumulative distribution of the same unsigned distances. MaxEnt interpretation gives
significantly more motif calls within 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 bp of MEME/FIMO motifs than Saliency Map and
DeepLIFT interpretation.
2.2.5 Application 3: Extracting nucleosome positioning signals
Finally, we tested ANN interpretation methods on a genomic data set where we expected learned sequence
features to be more diffuse. We constructed a data set based on the chemical cleavage map of nucleosome
dyads in S. cerevisiae [19]. Each input was a 201 bp sequence with positive class elements centered on
nucleosome dyads and negative class elements centered on locations uniformly sampled from genomic regions
at least 3 bps from a dyad. We chose to allow sampling of negative sequences within the 73 bps of nucleosomal
DNA flanking the dyad to encourage the network to learn features that direct precise nucleosome positioning
as well as those determining nucleosome occupancy.
Our trained network consisted of a convolutional layer with 30 filters, each with a stride of 1 and taking
6 bp windows as input, followed by a 400-unit layer with full connections and a 2-unit output softmax layer.
Sigmoid activation functions were used in all layers preceding the output. The trained network performed
well, achieving an AUROC of 0.956 on the test set (Section 2.4.4). We applied interpretation methods to
2500 input sequences randomly selected from validation set elements corresponding to nucleosomal sequences
correctly classified by the network. MaxEnt interpretation sampled the distribution 2.2 using µ = −0.49 and
β = 40.0. The value of µ was determined using the 38% GC content of the S. cerevisiae genome. The value
of β was determined by examining the plots of nucleotide frequencies for a range of β values and selecting
the largest value that permitted fluctuation in the nucleotide content at all of 201 bp. The Application of
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DeepLIFT (version 0.4.0) and Saliency Mapping to this network is described in [47].
Figure 2.4A shows single nucleotide frequencies of MaxEnt samples for one of the 2500 nucleosomal
sequences analyzed. Figures 2.4B and 2.4C show the results of DeepLIFT and Saliency Map interpretation for
the same network input, respectively. This example shows that MaxEnt interpretation surpasses DeepLIFT
and Saliency Mapping in capturing the importance of G/C and A/T nucleotides preferentially positioned
at anti-phased 10 bp intervals. To confirm this trend across all interpreted nucleosomal sequences, we
calculated for each input the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of single nucleotide frequencies of MaxEnt
samples, DeepLIFT interpretation scores, and Saliency Map interpretation scores (Methods for DeepLIFT
and Saliency Map are described in [47]). DFT represents each of these signals as a sum of sinusoidal
functions, with each sinusoid described by a period, phase and amplitude of oscillation. The contribution of
a sinusoid to the signal is measured by its amplitude relative to the amplitudes at all periods; we normalized
the components of each DFT to account for this relative comparison (Section 2.4.4). Figure 2.4D shows
the average of these normalized amplitudes over the set of all interpreted inputs, confirming that MaxEnt
single nucleotide frequencies provide the strongest evidence for the learned 10bp-periodicity preference in
nucleotide positioning.
Consistent with Figure 2.4D, 10 bp-periodic signals were found in many individual sets of MaxEnt
samples. However, Figure B.2 shows counterexamples to this trend, highlighting that the network does not
need to detect the pattern to classify a sequence as nucleosomal. Figure B.2 also shows a plot of nucleotide
frequencies averaged over the set of 2500 input nucleosomal sequences.
It is important to recognize that even though these plots of sample nucleotide frequencies illuminate
learned features, they do not imply that the periodic features are present in individual MaxEnt samples. In-
deed, it has recently been shown that most nucleosomal sequences in S. cerevisiae do not contain significant
10 bp periodicity [72]. To confirm that the MaxEnt samples produced by our method were also not individu-
ally enriched for 10 bp periodicity, we calculated the normalized Fourier spectrum of each sample separately
and then averaged the amplitudes over all samples associated with the 2500 nucleosomal sequences (Section
2.4.4). Figure 2.4D shows that this Fourier amplitude at 10 bp averaged over the pooled MCMC samples
is greatly suppressed relative to the Fourier amplitude of nucleotides frequencies averaged over nucleosomal
sequences. In this way, MaxEnt samples capture the true nature of the 10 bp periodic feature learned by
the network. That is, to be considered similar to an input nucleosomal sequence, it is enough for MaxEnt
samples to possess G/C and A/T nucleotides at only some of the “hot-spots” separated by 10 bps; at the
same time, averaging over these samples gives a coarse and conceptually useful representation of the learned
feature.
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Figure 2.4: Interpretation of nucleosome positioning signals. (A) Nucleotide frequencies for samples from
MaxEnt distribution 2.2 associated with a single nucleosomal input sequence. (B) DeepLIFT interpretation
scores for the input analyzed in (A). (C) Saliency Map interpretation scores for the input analyzed in
(A) (representation of DeepLIFT and Saliency Map scores uses code from [152]). (D) Normalized Fourier
amplitudes of interpretation scores averaged over 2500 interpreted nucleosomal sequences correctly classified
by the network. Note vertical axis is scale by maximum value.
It is also widely believed that nucleosomal DNA often possesses high GC content relative to the genomic
background [67]; we thus explored the importance of GC content to our network’s classification. Figure
2.5A shows that, while mean GC content of MaxEnt samples generally agreed with the background 38%
tuned by our choice of µ, there was also a significant positive correlation between sample mean GC content
and GC content of the associated input. The correlation indicated that changes in GC content affected the
penultimate layer activations to the extent that samples tended to preserve the GC enrichment or depletion
of their associated input.
To rigorously measure the importance of the GC content feature, we defined an input-wide sequence
feature V that sums the indicators for G or C nucleotides at each of the central 147 bases of the network
input. For comparison, we defined “dummy” input-wide features which also sum indicator functions at each
of the central 147 bases of network input, but where, at each position, the set of two nucleotides for which
the indicator is 1 is uniformly sampled from the list {G,C}, {G,A}, {G,T}, {C,A}, {C,T}, {A,T}. For 1000
inputs chosen at random from the 2500 analyzed, we calculated the feature importance score δ, defined
in equation 2.7, for the GC content feature V and for 300 random variables measuring dummy features.
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Figure 2.5: Assessing the importance of GC content for nucleosome positioning. (A) Distribution of GC
content of 1000 network input sequences corresponding to nucleosomal DNA and the mean GC content of
samples associated with these inputs. (B) Histogram of the percentiles of GC feature importance scores in the
distribution of importance scores of 300 “dummy” sequence features. Histogram summarizes percentiles of
GC feature importance scores for 1000 nucleosomal sequences. (C) Example of decay in variance associated
with ranked principal component vectors in PCA analysis of samples from the distribution 2.2.
We then computed the percentile of the importance score of the GC content variable in the distribution
of importance scores of the dummy feature variables for each input. Figure 2.5B shows the distribution of
these percentiles, with enrichment of nucleosomal sequences near the 100th percentile; setting a threshold
at the 90th percentile in the distribution of dummy feature importance scores, we estimate that GC content
is a learned network feature of about 26% of the 1000 nucleosomal sequences analyzed.
While assigning relative importance to a chosen input-wide feature is useful, we were also interested
in automatically discovering the most important input-wide features from MaxEnt samples, without prior
specification of the weights ci in equation 2.4. For this purpose, we chose V to sum over indicator functions
for G/C at each position, with the ci’s to be determined. The variance of this V (x), with x distributed
according to 2.2, can be written for an arbitrary vector c ≡ (c1, c1, . . . , cL)T of weights as
Var(V (x)) = cTSc (2.9)
where S is the covariance matrix of the indicator function outputs estimated from MCMC samples. Since
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the approximation 2.8 implies that feature importance decreases with increasing variance, we sought weight
vectors minimizing Var(V (x)) under the constraint that c has unit Euclidean norm. Thus, the problem of
identifying low-variance input-wide features amounts to selecting low variance principal components (PCs)
in Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using S. The elements of the low variance PCs then give the
weights of an input-wide feature V . Moreover, because the PCs are uncorrelated with respect to S, we
expect several of the low variance PCs to be interpretable. Figure 5C shows a sharp decrease in the variance
of the input-wide features determined by PCA on MaxEnt samples for a single nucleosomal sequence. We
empirically observed that this sharp drop, signaling the prominent importance of features corresponding to
the lowest variance PC vectors, is typical for our samples.
Figure B.3 plots the weight vectors obtained from the two lowest variance PC vectors associated with the
MaxEnt distribution depicted in Figure 2.4A. The lowest variance feature concentrates on a spike at the +3
position relative to the dyad. The strong network dependence on this position is also seen in Figure 2.4A-C.
The second lowest variance feature shows 10 bp periodicity with the weights changing sign roughly every 5
bp. While the pattern is much like that of Figure 2.4A, it accounts for correlations in nucleotide content,
demonstrating that it is the collective alignment of G/C and A/T content with this weight template that
changes the network’s penultimate representation.
Finally, we demonstrated the utility of these features by constructing a simple 10-nearest neighbor clas-
sifier, where we used the lowest variance PCs to compute the inter-sequence distance. Briefly, we randomly
selected 1200 correctly classified nucleosomal sequences to which we applied our interpretation method with
the values of β and µ given above. For a given nucleosomal sequence, we represented each of its MCMC
samples as a 201 dimensional binary vector by evaluating the G/C indicator function at each base and
used the element-wise mean over these vectors to represent the nucleosomal sequence itself as a positive
exemplar in the nearest neighbor classification. Likewise, we repeated this task for 1200 correctly classified
non-nucleosomal sequences to obtain negative exemplars. We then selected a balanced test set of 10500
sequences that were previously classified correctly by the network and represented each test sequence as a
201 dimensional binary vector indicating the G/C nucleotide composition of its bases. To compute the dis-
tance of a test sequence to an exemplar, we projected the vector joining the exemplar and the test sequence
onto the space spanned by the exemplar’s 5 lowest variance PC vectors, scaling the projected coordinates
by the inverse standard deviation of the associated PC vectors and then computing the Euclidean distance.
Test set elements were assigned to the majority class of the 10 nearest exemplars. This simple method
yielded a classification accuracy of 76%. For comparison, we repeated this classification replacing the 5
lowest variance PC vectors of each exemplar with 5 mutually orthogonal vectors randomly sampled from the
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201 dimensional space (Section 2.4.4). Using this control, nearest neighbor classification accuracy dropped
to 51%. This result thus demonstrates the ability of our interpretation method to extract de novo features
used in the neural network’s classification.
2.3 Discussion
Deep neural networks provide researchers with powerful tools for making predictions based on complex
patterns in biological sequence. Methods for extracting learned input features from these networks can
provide valuable scientific insights, and several efforts in this direction [92, 152] have made deep learning an
even more appealing approach for tackling complex problems in genomics and other scientific disciplines.
We have contributed to these efforts by introducing a novel feature extraction method based on sampling
a maximum entropy distribution with a constraint imposed by the empirical non-linear function learned by
the network. From a theoretical standpoint, this constraint allows the derivation of relationships between
the statistics of the sampled distribution and the dependence of network classification on specific sequence
features. In particular, we have developed a scheme for assessing input-wide feature importance that has
been difficult to measure otherwise with currently available approaches to network interpretation.
From a practical standpoint, the MaxEnt approach to feature extraction is distinct from other interpre-
tation methods that assign base-wise importance to sequences. Admittedly, different interpretation schemes
may thus have distinct advantages and disadvantages. For example, in Application 1, the MaxEnt method
is able to capture the XOR logic that is learned by a simple ANN, but the same logic is difficult to infer
using the methods based on base-wise importance. In Application 2, all schemes give similar results, but
the MaxEnt interpretation method also provides probabilistic position-specific scoring matrices that are
commonly used in bioinformatics. However, DeepLIFT and Saliency Map may be preferred in some cases
for their computational efficiency. Interpreting an input in Application 2 via DeepLIFT, Saliency Map and
MaxEnt takes 0.64 ms, 0.11 ms, and 181 s, respectively, on a quad-core 3.2 GHz Intel CPU, where the clear
computational cost of MaxEnt interpretation stems from our MCMC sampling approach. This cost could
be mitigated via a parallel implementation of multiple MCMC chains. Finally, Application 3 illustrates a
setting in which MaxEnt interpretation surpasses other methods in elucidating the learned features that are
consistent with the current understanding of nucleosome positioning [72].
The success of our MaxEnt approach signals that statistical physics may have much to contribute to the
task of interpreting deep learning models. Indeed, a central goal of statistical mechanics is to understand
constrained MaxEnt distributions of many degrees of freedom that interact according to known microscopic
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rules. While our formulation addresses an inverse problem of inferring unknown characteristics of network
inputs from observed statistics of a constrained MaxEnt distribution, statistical mechanics provides a wide
range of tools that could be further explored in this new context. This chapter provides an example of
the growing synergy between machine learning and physics towards assessing the role of diffuse and subtle
sequence features that direct important biological outcomes, such as the positioning of nucleosomes.
2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Monte Carlo sampling
Given a representation x0 of a sequence classified to class 0 by the trained network, we sampled sequences x
from the PMF 2.2 using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. We initialized the Markov random
sequence x at x0, then repeatedly selected an index i of x with uniform probability and proposed a mutation
of nucleotide xi to nucleotide x
∗
i sampled from the set {A,C,G,T} − {xi} with uniform probability. The







where x∗ denotes random variable x with the proposed mutation at index i.
To generate the results of Application 1, we used 50 chains in parallel for each x0, with each chain
constructed from 100 proposed mutations. Each chain was sampled after every proposal. To generate the
results of Application 2, we used 100 Markov chains in parallel for each x0, with each chain constructed
from 3× 104 proposed mutations. Each chain was sampled every 100 proposals. To generate the results of
Application 3, we used for each x0 a single Markov chain constructed by proposing 1× 106 mutations. We
sampled the chain every 100 proposals.
2.4.2 Application 1: Interpreting learned XOR logic
Data set construction and network training
We trained instances of the architecture described in Application 1 on training sets of 2000 dinucleotides
constructed by sampling i.i.d. multinomial distributions with P(A) = P(T) = 0.3 and P(G) = P(C) = 0.2,
assuming independent bases. Training was performed using stochastic gradient descent with learning rate
5.0 × 10−3 and binary cross-entropy loss in the python package Keras [29]. After each training epoch, we
evaluated the model on the set of 16 distinct dinucleotide inputs. Training was stopped when the model
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achieved 100% classification accuracy or after 40 epochs of training. Using this method, we trained 300
models and selected at random 30 of the 46 models achieving 100% accuracy. To insure stability of the
learned solution (stochastic gradient descent of the loss does not guarantee non-decreasing classification
accuracy), we trained the selected models for 4 additional epochs checking for 100% validation accuracy at
each epoch and then applied the interpretation methods.
Network-dependent selection of β
We performed MaxEnt interpretation for all inputs to a single network using the same value of β. We
selected β for each model by requiring that the width of MaxEnt samples be small relative to the empirical
distribution of all dinucleotide inputs in the space of penultimate activations scaled by weights of connection




Here, D is a distance is a distance scale in the space of scaled penultimate activations at which the probability
implied by distribution 2.2 has decayed by factor R and is defined as
D = max (d (Φ(xi),Φ(xNN)) , ε) , (2.12)
where Φ(xNN) denotes the nearest neighbor vector of penultimate activations in the empirical distribution of
penultimate activations, and ε is a small value (on the scale of the empirical distance distribution measured by
d) that handles the case of multiple inputs mapping to the same penultimate vector. Results in Application
1 used R = 0.4 and ε = 1.0. We interpreted each network using β equal to the mean of all βi’s associated
with the 16 dinucleotide inputs.
2.4.3 Application 2: Localizing learned motifs
Data accession and network training
We downloaded the CTCF motif discovery data set from http://cnn.csail.mit.edu/motif_discovery/
wgEncodeAwgTfbsHaibSknshraCtcfV0416102UniPk/ [183]. This data set was derived from a CTCF ChIP-
seq experiment performed in human neuroblastoma cells treated with retinoic acid. Downloaded data were
pre-partitioned into balanced training and test sets with 62,632 and 15,674 elements, respectively. We used
this partition as a single fold in 5-fold cross validation (CV) scheme. For each CV fold, we set aside 1/8th
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of training data for validation and trained the network architecture for 20 epochs with a batch size of
80, employing the categorical cross-entropy loss function and the adaDelta optimizer from python package
Keras [29]. During training, but not during testing or interpretation, the dropout method with probability
0.1 was applied to the output of the fully connected layer to reduce overfitting [156]. We evaluated validation
performance at the end of each epoch and selected the model with best validation accuracy.
Tomtom database query
We extracted MaxEnt motifs from the single nucleotide frequencies in Figure 2.3A,B as the 19 bp intervals
with the largest average KL divergence between sample nucleotide frequencies and a uniform distribution
over A,C,G,T. The single nucleotide frequencies of the resulting motifs were then analyzed using the Tomtom
webserver (version 4.12.0) [54] with default parameters.
MEME motif discovery and FIMO motif scan.
We used the program MEME (version 4.10) to discover a consensus motif in 1500 inputs chosen randomly
from the set of inputs where we applied our interpretation method [9]. We instructed MEME to find zero or
one motif in each input with minimum and maximum motif lengths of 6 and 19, respectively. We required
the consensus motif to be present in at least 400 inputs and stopped the search when the E-value exceeded
0.01. We used the program FIMO (version 4.10) to scan the full set of 2500 sequences where we applied
our interpretation [53]. We instructed FIMO not to search reverse complement strands of input sequences,
and FIMO identified motifs in 1652 inputs. To construct the plot of relative distance distributions in Figure
2.3(C-D), whenever FIMO called more than one motif in a sequence, we measured the distance between the
network-derived motif and the FIMO motif with the lowest p-value.
2.4.4 Application 3: Extracting nucleosome positioning signals
Data set construction
We downloaded chemical cleavage maps of redundant and unique nucleosome dyads from the supplementary
material of Brogaard et al. [19], and we used these dyad indices to construct data sets from the UCSC
SAC2 version of the S. cerevisiae genome. Our positive validation and test data sets consisted of genomic
intervals centered on unique nucleosome dyads of chromosomes 7 and 12, respectively. The positive training
set consisted of genomic intervals centered on the set of redundant dyads from all other chromosomes (note
that the set of redundant dyads contains the set of unique dyads). Each data set was balanced by negative
elements centered on genomic indices sampled uniformly and without replacement from genomic indices
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at least 3 bps from all redundant dyads. This chromosome-based division of training, validation, and test
data corresponded to roughly an 80%, 10%, 10% split of available data, and our test set contained 11,738
elements. We represented all sequence inputs as one-hot arrays and then mean centered and standardized
each entry by subtracting the genome-wide frequency f of the corresponding nucleotide and then dividing by√
f(1− f). We found that this preprocessing gives a marginal improvement over simple one-hot encoding
for this classification task.
Network training
We trained the network architecture using stochastic gradient descent with batch size of 8 and the categorical
cross entropy loss function. Our training set was augmented with reverse complement sequences, and gradient
descent used a learning rate of 0.1, momentum parameter of 0.5, and `2 weight penalty of 0.001. Training
was done with the python package Keras [29].
Calculation of normalized Fourier amplitudes
Normalized Fourier amplitudes were calculated by performing discrete Fourier transform with the python
package numpy [125], setting the zero frequency component to 0, then normalizing by the Euclidean norm
of the Fourier components and calculating the amplitude at each frequency. These normalized amplitudes
were averaged to produce the plots in Figure 2.4D.
Generating random orthogonal vectors for nearest neighbor classifier
We generated sets of 5 orthogonal basis vectors over the unit sphere embedded in 201 dimensions by sampling
the 201 components of each vector from standard normal distributions and then performing QR decompo-
sition on the 201× 5 matrix of column vectors.
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Chapter 3
Patterns of de-novo DNA
methylation and functional
consequences in engineered yeast
This chapter investigates causes and consequences of DNA methylation by expressing DNA methyltrans-
ferases in the yeast Komagataella phaffii, which lacks endogenous DNA methylation. Cell culture and
transformation of DNMT genes were performed by members of Dr. Pablo Perez-Pinera’s Lab: Michael
Gapinske and Wendy S. Woods. Computational analysis was performed by the author in collaboration with
Somang Kim who performed mutual information and Fourier analysis (in Section 3.2.7), gene expression
clustering (Figure 3.3B) and data quality checks (Figure C.2). Somang Kim also performed neural network
training, motif scans, and sequence permutation analysis that were designed, in part, by the author. Hu Jin
contributed to computational analysis, particularly in the processing of MNase-seq data (Section C.2.22).
3.1 Background and objectives
The formation and removal of 5-methylcytosines (5mCs) at CpG dinucleotides constitute critical steps in
mammalian development, pathogenesis and aging [32, 36, 115, 100]. In addition to being associated with
various aspects of transcriptional activities [113, 69], DNA methylation also provides epigenetic memory of
cell identity [123]. Moreover, aberrant DNA methylation is frequently found in multiple diseases, highlighting
the importance of studying this epigenetic modification to help improve disease detection, diagnosis and
treatment [114, 13]. A key problem that needs to be addressed to improve our understanding is how DNA
methylation is established and maintained at specific genomic loci by catalytic enzymes.
It is known that DNA methylation is accomplished by a set of DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs). For
example, DNMT1 recognizes hemi-methylated CpG sites and methylates the opposite unmethylated cytosine
during cell division. Likewise, DNMT3A and DNMT3B can establish de novo methylation of unmethylated
CpG dinucleotides, while DNMT3L enhances the catalytic activity of these enzymes across genome [70].
The partially overlapping functions of the DNMTs and the omnipresence of these enzymes in mammalian
cells pose a challenge in systematically dissecting the binding specificity and functional consequences of
individual DNMTs. To overcome these difficulties, we engineered a combination of human DNMT genes
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into Komagataella phaffii yeast cells that do not possess endogenous DNA methylation and studied the
high-throughput epigenetic and transcriptomic profiles of these perturbed cells via whole-genome bisulfite
sequencing and RNA-seq. We demonstrate that this controlled epigenetic perturbation helps address several
outstanding questions: (1) What is the pattern of de novo DNA methylation established by a particular set
of DNMTs? (2) To what extent does genetic information encoded in DNA influence CpG methylation? (3)
What is the functional consequence of DNA methylation on gene expression? (4) Which molecular stress
responses do cells utilize to adapt to ectopic DNA methylation?
We modify the MaxEnt approach from Chapter 1 into a Simulated Annealing technique. This change
allows determination of DNA sequence patterns maximizing or minimizing probabilities of DNA methylation
predicted by convolutional neural networks trained on whole-genome bisulfite sequencing data. Interpreta-
tion results show that different DNMTs have distinct patterns of sequence preference and aversion, similar
to those previously found using an episomal DNA methylation assay in human HEK293c18 cells [177].
Our time-course measurements of epigenetic and transcriptomic states allow us to disentangle direct and
indirect effects of DNA methylation on gene expression changes in K. phaffii ; in addition to the genes tran-
scriptionally altered by direct gene-body DNA methylation, cells transiently modulate their expression pat-
tern to counter the stress of exogenous DNA methylation. Specifically, biosynthesis of S-adenosylmethionine
(SAM), the principal methyl donor for DNA methylation, is significantly impaired in K. phaffii at a net-
work level by multiple genes that coordinately change expression during early days post DNMT induction.
Intriguingly, the cellular level of SAM has been previously implicated in regulating the methylome dynamics
of Schwann cells during peripheral nerve myelination in mouse, with decreased and increased SAM levels
being associated with demethylation and hypermethylation, respectively [171]. Our work thus shows that
modulating the SAM level is an ancient molecular mechanism, conserved across species for controlling DNA
methylation, that is also available to yeast as a means to adapt to exogenous epigenetic stress. By integrat-
ing our data with local chromatin conformation information, we further find evidence for either rotational
positioning of nucleosomes flanking methylated CpG sites or rotational positioning of CpG itself on a single
nucleosome, suggesting that the geometric orientation of accessible CpGs with respect to histones may play
a role in facilitating DNMT activities.
Several previous studies have also examined DNA methylation from different perspectives. At the level of
individual cytosines, efforts to identify DNA sequence determinants of de novo methylation have produced
consensus motifs from the sequences flanking CpGs with high and low levels of methylation and characterized
the methylation preferences of individual DNMTs in vitro [177, 56]. Meanwhile, at the level of histone
modification, knockout of DNMTs in mouse embryonic stem cells followed by reintroduction of individual
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de novo DNMTs found differential localization patterns between the isoforms DNMT3A2 and DNMT3B1,
demonstrating the recruitment of DNMT3B1 but not DNMT3A2 by H3K36 trimethylation (H3K36me3)
[12]. The relationship between DNMT3B1 and H3K36me3 was also confirmed by knocking in the DNMT
in S. cerevisiae [120]; this study in S. cerevisiae also demonstrated exclusion of DNMT3B1 from regions of
H3K4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and concluded that while the DNMT3B1 introduction produced patterns
of DNA methylation similar to those in mammals, the resulting de novo DNA methylation did not produce
large changes in transcriptional output, nor did it associate with differentially expressed genes [120].
Our approach of introducing controlled combinatorial epigenetic perturbations represents a systematic
dissection of DNMT activities and sheds light on the genetic determinants of de novo DNA methylation
and the functional consequences of methylation on gene expression. From an evolutionary perspective, our
findings also suggest that the fundamental architecture of metabolic and epigenetic regulatory networks is
broadly shared between yeast and mammals, to the extent that it can readily incorporate feedback from
exogenous DNMTs and sense DNA methylation in the ordinarily unmethylated K. phaffii genome.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Exogenously expressed DNMT3A1, 3A2 and 3B1 methylate the K.
phaffii genome
To study DNA methylation in K. phaffii which lacks endogenous DNMTs, we created clones with a single
knock-in of genes encoding human DNMT enzymes, as well as clones with a double knock-in of these genes
with DNMT3L, which has been shown to stimulate the function of other DNMTs in mammals [26] (Figure
3.1A, Section 3.4). For all single-knock-in clones and the double-knock-in clones containing DNMT3A1
(3A1-3L), DNTM3A2 (3A2-3L), and DNMT1A (1A-3L), we measured the genome-wide levels of 5mC and
gene expression five days after generating and validating the knock-in strains using duplicate whole-genome
bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) and triplicate RNA-seq experiments, respectively (Section 3.4). Because de
novo methylation by murine DNMT3B1 has previously been studied in the yeast S. cerevisiae, we chose
to study this particular de novo DNMT in greater detail in K. phaffii. We thus performed a time-course
experiment for the DNMT3B1 and DNMT3L double-knock-in clones (3B1-3L), measuring 5mC and gene
expression on each of the four days following validation of knock-in expression (3B1-3L d1 through 3B1-3L
d4). In each condition, RNA-seq confirmed the expected patterns of expression for knock-in genes and for
the selection genes KanR and ZeoR (Figure 3.1B, Figure C.1A).


















































Figure 3.1: Combinatorial knock-in of DNMT genes methylates the K. phaffii genome. (A) Schematic repre-
sentation of expression cassettes for knock-in of DNMT genes. (B) Expression levels (FPKM) of knocked-in
genes in each experiment scaled by maximum knock-in expression in each row. White cells in the matrix
indicate that a particular DNMT isoform was excluded from alignment to prevent multi-mapping (Section
3.4). (C) Genome-wide 5mC fraction in CpG context averaged over two replicates. Error bars show results
for the minimum and maximum replicate. (D) Metagene plot of mCpG rates averaged across K. phaffii
genes. CpG-context cytosines were assigned to a metagene coordinate, with the distance downstream of
the TSS scaled by gene length. Solid lines indicate average mCpG rate of cytosines in sliding metagene
coordinate windows. Shading indicates 95% Bayesian credible interval (Section 3.4). (E) Profiles of mCpG
rates and nucleosome occupancy aligned at TSS and averaged across K. phaffii genes. Lines and shaded
credible intervals were calculated using a sliding window method similar to (D).
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sequence contexts, and observed several patterns of methylation similar to those in mammals [100, 44]. First,
only the DNMTs capable of de novo methylation in humans — 3A1, 3A2 and 3B1 — produced 5mC levels
substantially greater than control (Figure 3.1C, Table C.1). Second, this de novo methylation was largely
restricted to the CpG dinucleotide context, with methylation in other sequence contexts comparable to or
only slightly greater than control (Figure C.1(B-C)). Third, the catalytically inactive DNMT3L alone did not
produce 5mC levels above control, but co-expression of 3L with any of the de novo DNMTs increased global
CpG methylation by 1-3 fold compared to the corresponding single knock-in. Based on these observations,
we chose to focus our subsequent analysis primarily on CpG methylation by single and double knock-in
of the established de novo DNMTs. CpG methylation and expression patterns for these active DNMT
conditions were highly reproducible among replicates (Figure C.2); we therefore pooled the raw methylated
and unmethylated CpG count data across replicates and estimated site-specific methylation rates using the
Bayes posterior mean calculated from the count data and an empirical Bayes beta prior (Section 3.4)).
Below, we refer to these final methylation rate estimates as mCpG rates.
Variation of mCpG rate along genes agreed with the established methylation profile in mammals [100].
This was illustrated by metagene methylation plots that summarized average gene methylation in each
conditions as a function of CpG metagene position — the signed genomic distance from a CpG context
cytosine to the gene transcription start site (TSS) divided by gene length (Figure 3.1D, Figure C.3A). In
each condition producing de-novo methylation, mCpG rate consistently dipped near gene TSSs and then
increased along gene bodies to peak around 80% of the gene length. Moreover, near the TSS, mCpG rate
was anti-phased with statistically positioned nucleosome occupancy [139] (Figure 3.1E, Figure C.3B). This
combination of depleted methylation and anti-phasing with nucleosome occupancy at TSS agreed with the
previous observations in S. cerevisiae where murine DNMT3B1 was knocked in [120]. Furthermore, anti-
phasing of methylation and nucleosome occupancy was also reported at well-positioned nucleosomes adjacent
to CTCF binding cites in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells [12], suggesting that local chromatin structure
may influence DNMT activities. Overall, these results indicated that exogenously expressed DNMT3A1,
3A2 and 3B1 can methylate their CpG targets, function synergistically with DNMT3L and produce patterns
of gene methylation resembling those in mammals in the absence of co-evolved cellular machinery.
3.2.2 Exogenous expression of DNMT yields broad transcriptional changes
that decay with time
We investigated transcriptional changes following DNMT knock-in both at the broad level of covarying gene
sets and at the granular level of differential gene expression in each condition. At the broad level, principal
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components analysis (PCA) identified the first principal component (PC1) capturing the time-course pro-
gression of transcriptomic states, starting from an out-group on day 1 and progressing monotonically towards
the bulk of the remaining samples (Figure 3.2A, Section C.2.6). PC1 explained nearly 50% of the observed
variance across experimental conditions, showing that the difference between early days (time-course days 1
and 2) and later days – reflecting the immediate and prolonged effects of methylation stress, respectively –
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Figure 3.2 (previous page): DNMT expression causes broad transcriptional changes including differential
expression patterns that reduce SAM availability. (A) Principal component analysis of transcriptome-wide
mRNA levels. Open circles and arrows, labeled d1 through d4, indicate the mean of triplicates for each time-
course day. (B) Numbers of genes differentially expressed in time course compared to control. Node labels
and size indicate the number of differentially expressed genes on each day after DNMT induction. Edge
labels and color indicate the number of genes transitioning between differential expression states. (C) Time-
course differential expression status of methionine cycle genes relative to control. (D) Log2 fold-change of
methionine cycle genes and SAM-consuming genes. SAM-consuming genes were defined as the union of genes
belonging to co-clustered GO terms related to SAM function and the set of spermine synthesis genes SPE3,
SEP4, MEU1. Error bars show standard deviation over a total of 59 genes. (E) Time-course differential
expression status of methionine cycle, spermine synthesis and related genes.
Analysis at the level of differentially expressed (DE) genes further supported the findings of PCA. While
all knock-in conditions, in general, had many DE genes relative to control (median number “DE up” genes
= 442, median number “DE down” genes = 434), the number of DE genes for early days of the time course
(more than 3,000 of the 5,273 annotated genes in K. phaffii on days 1 and 2) far exceeded the number of
DE genes for later days and other knock-in conditions. Furthermore, the number of DE genes decreased
monotonically with time (Figure 3.2B, Figure C.4B). The preponderant flow of genes from DE to non-DE
states during the time course and the progression of time-course expression along PC1 could be interpreted
as resulting from a combination of two contributions: (1) cells may modify gene expression via endogenous
regulatory mechanisms to produce a coordinated initial response to the stress of DNMT expression and
DNA methylation; (2) DNA methylation itself may act on individual genes to alter their transcriptional
output via changes in chromatin or the transcription process. We will computationally characterize these
contributions in the subsequent sections.
3.2.3 Cells adapt to exogenous DNA methylation stress by modulating the
availability of SAM
To disentangle expression changes attributable to active stress response from those attributable to biochem-
ical/biophysical changes in chromatin, we reasoned that molecular adaptation to exogenous methylation
stress should involve coordinated gene sets participating in common pathways or biological processes. We
therefore applied gene ontology (GO) analysis to sets of “DE up” and “DE down” genes in each condition
[66]. Focusing on our time-course data, we clustered the enriched GO terms based on their overlap of DE
genes (Figure C.5, Section C.2.7). Two of these clusters contained terms related to the production and con-
sumption of S-adenosyl methionine (SAM), the essential methyl donor to DNMT for 5mC DNA methylation
and to other methyltransferases for many endogenous methylation processes [106].
The first cluster contained terms related to metabolic pathways and cellular respiration. Among the
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enriched pathways was the cysteine and methionine metabolic pathway that included the methionine cycle.
In this cycle, methionine is converted to SAM which acts as a methyl donor for many endogenous metabolic
reactions and, in our engineered cells, for DNA methylation catalyzed by the exogenous DNMTs [106].
Methyl group donation converts SAM to S-adenosyl-l-homocysteine (SAH) which is, in turn, converted
to L-homocysteine and then back to methionine, completing the cycle. Examining the genes encoding
enzymes for SAM synthesis and recharge of methionine from SAH, we found that almost all were significantly
suppressed during the first two days of our time-course experiment (Figure 3.2C), implying that the cells
were tuning their expression program to counter the DNMT methylation activities. Within this gene set,
the significantly decreased expression of SAM4, MET6, and SAM2 on day 1 and 2 would likely slow down
the synthesis of SAM and its precursor methionine, thus decreasing the availability of the methyl-donor
SAM. Similarly, the decreased expression of SAH1 on day 2 should impede the conversion of SAH to L-
homocysteine, thereby increasing the concentration of SAH, a known potent inhibitor of both DNMTs and
histone methyltransferases [179]. Interestingly, while differential expression of other methionine cycle genes
ceased after two days post DNMT induction, SAH1 was one of only 10 genes to transition from being “DE
down” on day 2 to “DE up” on day 3, potentially to relieve the inhibition of histone methyltransferases
imposed by the accumulation of SAH. The paucity of genes that transitioned between these DE states in
our time-course (Figure 3.2B) further supported the idea that changes in SAH1 expression resulted from
an adaptive gene regulatory network response to methylation stress, rather than as a direct consequence
of methylating the SAH1 gene itself. These findings together supported that the early suppression of
genes catalyzing the methionine cycle was an active cellular response to reduce the stress of de novo DNA
methylation by depriving DNMTs of the methyl-donor SAM.
The second cluster contained GO terms that grouped genes with endogenous SAM consuming functions.
Genes belonging to this cluster included spermine synthesis genes SPE2, SPE3, SEP4 and MEU1, histone
methyltransferases SET1, SET5 DOT1 and NOP1, ribosomal methyltransferases RKM3 and RKM4, and a
variety of tRNA methyltransferases. These genes were upregulated in the time-course relative to control,
with the most dramatic expression increases occurring on days 1 and 2, coincident with the aforementioned
period of down-regulation of methionine cycle genes (Figure 3.2D). The simultaneous and opposing regulation
of methionine cycle and SAM consuming genes likely functioned to alter the output of metabolic pathways
to decrease SAM production while increasing SAM consumption through endogenous processes. Figure
3.2E illustrates this dual modulation in a network view of cysteine and methionine metabolism [78]. The
magnitude of this transcriptional response was greatest on the first two days post DNMT induction, which
could explain why the minimum global methylation level occurred on day 2.
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Finally, although the proposed cellular response involved only a subset of the approximately 3000 genes
differentially expressed on days 1 and 2, other examples of coordinated transcriptional change could also
be attributed to modulating SAM levels. For example, the gene SLC25A26 encodes the only known SAM
mitochondrial transporter in humans, mutation of which could lead to a mitochondria defect arising from
SAM deficiency [84]; in our study, the K. phaffii homologue PET8 was upregulated on days 1-3 (and in
conditions 1A and 1A-3L), and genes related to mitochondrial function were frequently elevated throughout
the time-course [1]. These expression patterns might reflect efforts to raise mitochondrial SAM levels and
protect the mitochondria from a potential damage triggered by the SAM reduction during early stress
response.
3.2.4 DNA methylation is a significant predictor of expression status that
improves with time post DNMT induction
We next sought to determine whether specific patterns of CpG methylation were associated with differential
transcription of individual genes. A recent study that exogenously expressed murine DNMT3B1 in S.
cerevisiae observed no association between gene methylation and changes in expression and attributed this
finding to the absence of proteins capable of recognizing and mediating 5mC effects in yeast [120]. In contrast
to this result, however, by aggregating mCpG rates across “DE up”, “DE down” and non-differentially
expressed (“No DE”) genes relative to control, we observed distinct methylation patterns for each gene set
that were consistent across the time course (Figure 3.3A) and across all active DNMT conditions (Figure
C.7, Section C.2.5). In particular, “DE down” genes were more highly methylated than “No DE” genes,
which were, in turn, more highly methylated than “DE up” genes. The only exception to this pattern
was in the lowly methylated 3B1 condition, where the methylation levels of “DE up” and “No DE” genes
were comparable. Moreover, our time-course data demonstrated that the distinction between methylation
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Figure 3.3 (previous page): Changes in expression are inversely related to gene methylation throughout time
course. (A) Metagene plot of mCpG rates averaged across “DE down,” “no DE” and “DE up” genes on each
day. (B) Clustering of differentially expressed genes by log2 fold-change in expression relative to control
(left panel) and heat map of average gene mCpG rate in metagene interval [0.2, 0.4] (right panel). The
right panel heat map is organized by expression-based clustering, shows medians over blocks of 100 genes
and is standardized on each day. (C) Distribution of auROC across 10 CV folds for classification of test
data belonging to each time-course day. (D) ROC for classification of test set data in “DE down vs. rest”
task (top) and log ratio of distributions of minimum false positive rates for correct classification of non-PER
and PER “DE down” genes (bottom). Solid lines in ROC indicate mean true positive rate for given false
positive rate taken across CV folds; shading indicates 95% confidence interval. (E) Regression coefficients
for logistic regression classifiers. Solid lines and bar heights indicate parameters learned from all time-course
data. Shading indicates 95% confidence interval estimated by bootstrap resampling of time-course data.
To gain more insight into the association between gene methylation and differential expression, we fo-
cused on our time-course data that could capture the dynamics of epigenetic and transcriptomic changes.
We clustered DE genes by their log-fold changes relative to control across four days and used this clus-
tering to organize heat maps of time-course expression and methylation (Figure 3.3B, Section C.2.8). The
paired heatmaps qualitatively confirmed the general inverse relationship between expression change and
gene methylation. To quantify the association rigorously, we built a pair of logistic regression classifiers
and assessed their performance. Specifically, we considered two classification tasks of predicting differential
expression status of each gene on each day from day indicators and the pattern of metagene methylation.
For the first task, termed “DE down vs. rest,” the classifier aimed to distinguish “DE down” genes from
genes that were either “DE up” or “No DE” on a given day. For the second task, termed “DE up vs. rest,”
the classifier aimed to distinguish “DE up” genes from genes that were either “DE down” or “No DE” on a
given day (Section 3.4).
By measuring performance statistics for 10-fold cross validation (CV) on each day separately, we made
several observations that supported an association between DNA methylation and differential expression:
first, for each CV fold on each day, area under the receiver operating characteristic (auROC) was greater than
0.5, the expected value for a null model, indicating that methylation was a statistically significant predictor of
differential expression status throughout the time course (Figure 3.3C). Second, the performance on the “DE
down vs. rest” task was uniformly better than that on the “DE up vs. rest” task, in terms of both auROC
(Figure 3.3C) and area under the precision recall curve (auPRC) (Figure C.8A), implying that methylation
profiles were more informative for predicting decreases in expression than increases in expression. Third,
classifier predictions generally improved with the number of days following DNMT indication; this trend
was apparent for both classifiers when performance was measured using auROC and for the “DE down vs.
rest” classifier when performance was measured with auPRC.
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Overall, the performance of our “DE down vs. rest” classifier indicated that gene methylation pattern
was a moderate predictor of decreased expression. For example, on day 4 the classifier could identify 30.0% of
the DE down genes at a false positive rate of approximately 9.0%, implying that the ratio of true positives to
false positives, for this decision threshold, was 3.3 times that expected by chance (Figure 3.3D). By contrast,
the performance of our “DE up vs. rest” classifier indicated that gene methylation pattern was only a weak
predictor of increased expression. For example, on day 4, identifying 30.0% of the up-regulated genes required
a false positive rate of approximately 23.0%, implying that the ratio of true positives to false positives, for this
decision threshold, was only 1.3 times that expected by chance (Figure C.8B). These findings supported the
conventional understanding that DNA methylation is generally associated with transcriptional repression.
We hypothesized that an important factor limiting the performance of our classifiers was the existence
of endogenous regulatory mechanisms which likely continued to dominate at genes with relatively low levels
of methylation. Endogenous regulation, including the coordinated stress response described in the previous
section, could suppress gene transcription without eliciting gene hypermethylation. Genes downregulated in
this manner would be difficult for our “DE down vs. rest” classifier to identify. To test this hypothesis, we
first defined putative endogenously regulated (PER) genes on a given day to be “DE down” genes belonging
to KEGG pathways and biological process terms that were enriched for “DE down” genes on that day. “DE
down” genes not belonging to one of these enriched pathways or processes defined the set of non-PER genes.
Next, for each element of the PER and non-PER gene sets, we computed the minimum false positive rate
(FPR) at which it was correctly classified to be “DE down” by our classifier; we then compared the empirical
distributions of FPRs for the PER and non-PER gene sets (Section C.2.12). The ratio of density estimates
of these two distributions showed depletion of PER genes at low FPR (Figure 3.3D); that is, the distribution
for non-PER genes was skewed to the left towards low FPR compared to the distribution for PER genes.
The trend was statistically significant on days 1 and 4 (p = 3.4 × 10−2 and p = 1.6 × 10−2, respectively;
two-sided Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction), confirming our hypothesis regarding the effect
of endogenous regulation on model performance of the “DE down vs. rest” classifier.
Interestingly, similar analysis of our “DE up vs. rest” classifier showed the opposite trend. Up-regulated
PER genes were significantly enriched at low minimum FPR relative to upregulated non-PER genes (p =
1.5 × 10−3 , 3.7 × 10−2 , 3.5 × 10−5, and 4.2 × 10−2 respectively; two-sided Mann Whitney U test with
Bonferroni correction) (Figure C.8B). The fact that up-regulated PER and non-PER genes were, respectively,
easier and harder to detect indicated that these gene sets conformed, respectively, more and less closely to
the methylation pattern of “DE up” genes learned by the classifier. Because the “DE up vs. rest” classifier
associated gene hypomethylation with increased expression, this result implied that genes upregulated as
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part of broader changes in pathways or biological processes were protected from methylation.
Finally, we examined the regression coefficients learned by our classifiers. The coefficients for day labels
were negative and increased in magnitude as time progressed, reflecting the growth in the fraction of genes
assigned to the “rest” class (Figure 3.3E). The regression coefficients for standardized mCpG rates from
the two classifiers showed similar variations in magnitude with metagene position, but had opposite signs
(Figure 3.3E). The magnitude of regression coefficients peaked just downstream of the gene TSS, indicating
that changes in methylation in this region were most predictive of differential expression. For CpGs located
at metagene coordinate less than approximately 0.8, the positivity of “DE down vs. rest” coefficients and
the negativity of “DE up vs. rest” coefficients agreed with the inverse relationship between gene methylation
and transcription change.
3.2.5 Convolutional neural networks learn distinct sequence preferences of
DNMT3 family members
In addition to revealing the relationship between DNA methylation and gene transcription, our data also
contained useful information about the genetic pattern of CpG methylation specific to each DNMT3 family
member. To identify fundamental sequence features characterizing preferentially methylated CpGs, six con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) of the same architecture were trained for the six experimental conditions:
3A1, 3A2, 3A1-3L, 3A2-3L, 3B1, 3B1-3L d1. Each network predicted the methylation rate of a cytosine in
the CpG context within or proximal to a gene (Section 3.4). Input to the CNNs consisted of a 201 bp-long
DNA sequence, centered around the C of interest, together with the metagene position of each nucleotide.
We included the information about metagene position in order to quantify and separate out the effect of
CpG location, which might be confounded by inhomogeneous H3K36me3 along the gene body, from that of
sequence content on methylation (Figure 3.1D). The sequence length of 201 bps was chosen based on the
length scale of local chromatin encompassing one nucleosome and linker DNA.
We assessed the performance of the CNNs in two complementary ways: first, the CNNs accurately
reproduced the observed test-set mCpG rates across metagene positions for all six knock-in conditions
(Figure 3.4A), confirming that the models were indeed utilizing the information about metagene position.
Second, to assess whether the CNNs also utilized the sequence information to predict methylation rates,
we permuted the nucleotides flanking CpG while fixing the metagene position for each test-set input and
then compared the CNN loss for each original input sequence to losses for the corresponding permuted
sequences. Defining informative sequences as those with loss in the top 10% of the distribution of permuted





Figure 3.4: Performance of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) for predicting DNA methylation.
(A) Metagene plot of predicted and observed CpG methylation averaged across K. phaffii genes. Shading
indicates 95% Bayesian credible interval for observed mCpG rates and 95% confidence interval for prediction.
(B) Fraction of informative sequences in the test set. An informative sequence is defined as a sequence whose
loss is in the top 10% of the distribution of losses for inputs obtained by sequence permutation. Dotted line
shows expected percentage when sequence is not useful for prediction. (C) Clustering of conditions based
on prediction-based dissimilarity (PBD) (Section 3.4).
in all conditions (p < 4.1× 10−105 for all conditions, Binomial test) (Figure 3.4B). The percentage of CpG
sites with informative flanking sequence ranged from 13.0% to 17.5%. Furthermore, sequence content was
progressively more informative of methylation for the 3B1, 3A1 and 3A2 conditions, and co-induction of
DNMT3L uniformly increased the role of sequence in determining methylation.
Given that sequence information contributed to methylation prediction, we next asked whether the pat-
terns recognized for predicting high and low methylation were universal or specific to DNMT3 paralogs. For
this purpose, we defined a prediction-based dissimilarity (PBD) measure between knock-in condition pairs,
such that the value increased with the ability of CNNs to recapitulate observed differences in standardized
mCpG rates between the conditions (Section C.2.15). On the one hand, high PBD implied that CNNs
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identified condition-specific sequence and metagene preferences that could be used to reliably predict differ-
ences in standardized observed methylation rates between the two conditions. On the other hand, low PBD
implied that patterns of sequence and metagene preferences were similar between a pair of conditions so
that CNNs could not reliably predict differences in standardized observed methylation rates between the two
conditions. Hierarchical clustering of the six conditions based on PBD clearly separated DNMT3A isoforms
from DNMT3B1 (Figire 3.4C), indicating that different sequence preferences direct de novo methylation by
these two paralogs.
3.2.6 Simulated annealing reveals distinct local nucleotide preferences of
DNMT3A and DNMT3B
Given the evidence that our CNNs used paralog-specific sequence information to predict CpG methylation,
we applied a network interpretation method to reveal the explicit sequence features preferred and avoided by
each DNMT. Our interpretation method was based on the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm and built on
previous uses of Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling methods for extracting the learned features of CNNs
(Section 3.4.7; Figures C.9 & C.10). The method sampled new input sequences near maxima or minima of
CNN-predicted methylation rates, retaining learned DNMT sequence preferences and aversions, respectively;
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Figure 3.5 (previous page): Local nucleotide patterns preferred or avoided by DNMTs. (A) Motif logos
representing distinct patterns of nucleotide preferences identified in 300 iterations of SA interpretation. The
table on the right shows composition of each motif cluster in terms of SA knock-in conditions. (B) Similar
to (A), but for motif logos representing disfavored nucleotides. (C) Distributions of mCpG rates at CpG
cytosines contained vs. not contained in motifs preferred by 3A1-3L. (D) Distributions of mCpG rates at
CpG cytosines contained vs. not contained in motifs avoided by 3A1-3L.
Getting the true maximum of a neural network’s prediction function is a difficult task, and the true
maximum might be the result of overfitting [30]. Moreover, we could not ignore local maxima, since a DNMT
might preferentially methylate multiple motifs. We therefore iterated SA using multiple initializations; for
each of the six trained CNNs, SA interpretation was initialized at the top 50 test sequences with highest CNN-
predicted methylation and produced 50 distinct sets of sequences sampled near maxima of the prediction
function. Among the 300 sets of SA samples, sequence preferences were consistently most pronounced at
the nucleotides flanking the CpG site. We therefore summarized local sequence preferences of DNMTs by
clustering the sets of SA samples according to nucleotide content starting at 4 bp 5’ and ending at 8 bp 3’
of the central CpG (Section C.2.18). We constructed a motif for each cluster that contained more than one
set of samples and counted the sets associated with each knock-in condition (Figure 3.5A). The results of
this interpretation procedure identified the motifs preferentially methylated by 3B1 and 3B1-3L, as well as
those preferentially methylated by the 3A isoforms, and uncovered key nucleotides either representing shared
preferences or distinguishing motif clusters. The primary difference in nucleotide preference occurred at the
+1 position where the 3A knock-in conditions preferred C or T, while the 3B1 knock-in conditions preferred
G. Another notable difference occurred at the -1 position, where 3A1-3L and 3B1-3L preferred A, while all
other conditions preferred C. Nucleotide preferences at the +/-2 positions were similar across conditions; all
conditions preferred T at -2, except for the 3B1 which preferred A or T, and all conditions preferred C at
+2, except for 3A2 which preferred C or T.
For motifs resisting de novo methylation, we initialized SA at the 50 test sequences with lowest CNN
predicted methylation, sampling sequences near minima of the prediction functions, and then clustering
(Figure 3.5B). The clustering separated the 3B1 and 3B1-3L conditions from the 3A conditions. The primary
difference between motif clusters separating these conditions occurred at the -2 position, where the 3B1
conditions avoided the G nucleotide, while the remaining conditions containing 3A isoforms avoided A.
Within the 3A cluster, the 3A1 isoform was also separated from the 3A2 isoform, with the 3A1 conditions
largely avoiding T at the +3 position, while the 3A2 conditions largely avoided G at +3. In terms of shared
features, we observed that all conditions showed aversion to A or G at the +2 position, with the exception
of 3B1 which showed aversion to A or C.
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To validate the identified sequence preferences and aversions, we constructed position-specific scoring
matrices from the SA samples and compared the methylation rates at the CpGs in sequences matching our
motifs to those at all other CpGs genome wide (Section 3.4). This comparison validated our predictions in
each case (Figure C.11, Tables C.3 & C.4). For example, for the 3A1-3L knock-in condition, methylation
rates at CpGs matching a motif predicted to maximize methylation were significantly higher than other
mCpG rates (Fig. 3.5C; p = 4.57×10−173, Mann-Whitney U test), with mean mCpG rates 0.124 and 0.047,
respectively. Similarly, methylation rates at CpGs matching a motif predicted to minimize methylation were
significantly lower than other mCpG rates (p = 2.16 × 10−99, Mann-Whitney U test), with mean mCpG
rates 0.019 and 0.047, respectively. Thus, the sequence features learned by each CNN and extracted by SA
agreed with observed patterns of methylation in vivo and provided insights into distinct motifs preferentially
methylated or avoided by the DNMT3A isoforms and DNMT3B1.
3.2.7 Global features revealed by SA suggest a distinct local chromatin
structure for regions highly methylated by the DNMT3A family
We extended the bases used to generate SA maximization motif logos from 14 bases to the full 201 bp
sequence (Figure 3.6A for DNMT3A1-3L and Figures C.13-C.17 for other conditions). As before, SA was
initialized 50 times for each condition at the test set elements with greatest predicted methylation, and
clustering largely separated the sequences by DNMT knock-in type (Figure C.12). Repetition of poly(A)
sequence appeared in all conditions, except for DNMT3B1, and was most apparent in the 3A1-3L condition
(Figure 3.6A). By contrast, this periodic poly(A) pattern was absent in sequences with lowest predicted
methylation (Figure C.18-C.23). This section therefore focuses on sequences highly methylated by 3A1-3L,
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Figure 3.6 (previous page): Global sequence features preferred by DNMT3A suggest a rotational positioning
of CpG with respect to local chromatin structure. (A) Global sequence preferences of 3A1-3L learned by the
CNN. (B) Average amplitude of discrete fast Fourier transform (DFFT) applied to 3-mer counts in individual
sequences sampled by SA for the 3A1-3L condition. The top five 3-mers with highest amplitude at 10.5 bp
are shown individually and amplitudes of the remaining 3-mers are summarized by their mean and standard
deviation (Section 3.4). (C) Periodic poly(A) pattern is in phase between the 5’ and 3’ region of CpG.
Curves show the Fourier amplitude for count data obtained by shifting the AAA counts 3’ of central CpG
by the indicated amount of bases. (D) Dyad-aligned nucleosome occupancy and corresponding mCpG rate
of 3A1-3L. Shading indicates 95% confidence interval. (E) (Top) Mutual information (MI) of methylation
status at two distinct CpG sites as a function of their separation distance, normalized by entropy. MI was
estimated from the empirical joint distribution of methylation status at CpG pairs separated by a genomic
distance within each indicated horizontal 30 bp window. Simulated negative control is based on independent
sampling of binary methylation status from the site-specific mCpG rates. (Bottom) Distribution of distance
between adjacent nucleosome dyads flanking a highly methylated CpG.
Periodic enrichment of the poly(A) sequences could arise either from enrichment of poly(A) tracts in in-
dividual high methylation sequences or from averaging independent enrichment for mono(A) at neighboring
base positions. To distinguish between these two cases and determine the period of A enrichment, we per-
formed discrete fast Fourier transform (DFFT) on indicator variables for trinucleotide content in individual
SA sequence samples as a function of genomic position relative to the CpG and then averaged the resulting
amplitudes across samples for the same DNMT condition. Before calculating each transform, we replaced
the central 19 bps with zeros to prevent the dominating motif from skewing the spectral analysis (Section
C.2.20). The strongest peaks in spectral amplitudes consistently occurred at period 10.5 bp and was largest
for AAA in all DNMT3A conditions (Figures 3.6B, C.24A). Interestingly, this pattern was less pronounced
for DNMT3B; for 3B1-3L d1 we observed only a small peak at 10.5 bp, while 3B1 did not show any notable
10.5 bp periodicity of trinucleotides (Figure C.24A). Thus, our SA interpretation method revealed that the
CNNs trained on DNMT3A conditions utilized the presence of AAA at 10.5 bp periodicity to predict high
CpG methylation rate.
We next sought to determine the relative phase of poly(A) between the 5’ and 3’ sides of the central
CpGs in our SA samples by progressively shifting the 3’ region by a single base. For each shift, we calculated
the spectral amplitude of indicator variables for AAA in each sequence by taking the amplitude of the dot
product with discrete complex exponential functions with period between 5 and 20 bp. Averaging the result
across sampled sequences for 3A1-3L demonstrated that AAA counts attained maximum period at 10.4 bp
with zero shift, implying that poly(A) patterns were in phase by full helical turns between the 5’ and 3’
sides of highly methylated CpGs (Figure 3.6C). Similar results held for other DNMT3A family knock-in
conditions, but not for the DNMT3B family (Figure C.24B). By contrast, lowly methylated sequences did
not show any reproducible periodic pattern of trinucleotides (Figure C.25).
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It is well known that nucleosomal DNA is sometimes enriched for AA/TT dinucleotides with 10.5 bp
periodicity and these dinucleotides tend to be positioned in the minor groove facing toward the histone core
[37, 71, 72, 132, 144, 166], thereby contributing to the rotational positioning of nucleosomes in vivo [71, 72].
Given the known role of periodic AA/TT in nucleosome positioning, the presence of periodic AAA in phase
on both sides of the CpG could imply that the CNN learned to associate high methylation on nucleosomal
DNA with specific rotational positioning of CpGs with respect to the histone core. An alternative possibility,
however, would be that highly methylated CpGs actually resided in the linker DNA between two phased
nucleosomes, as supported by the observed preferential methylation of linker DNA by each DNMT (Figure
3.6D, Figure C.26A). In this case, the presence of periodic AAA on both sides of a CpG and in phase by full
helical turns might function to enforce a specific relative orientation of two adjacent nucleosomes flanking
the CpG. We estimated the linker length between adjacent nucleosomes flanking a highly methylated CpG to
be ∼25 bp (Figure 3.6E), larger than the ∼20 bp estimated from the genome-wide nucleosome repeat length
of 166 bp observed in K. phaffii [98]. Interestingly, a recent study shows that 10n linkers may facilitate
compact two-start zigzag stacking of nucleosomes in heterochromatin, while 10n + 5 linkers may support
more flexible, reversibly repressed chromatin structure [11].
Since wrapping DNA around histones can bring distal CpG sites to proximity in three-dimensional space
and facilitate their co-methylation as a unit, we next investigated whether the coupling of methylation across
the genome reflects local chromatin structure. For this purpose, we computed the normalized mutual in-
formation (MI) of methylation status for CpG pairs found within individual bisulfite sequencing fragments,
binning all such pairs according to their distance (using a bin width of 30 bp). As control, we performed a
simulation that replaced each observation of methylation status with a simulated observation independently
sampled according to the mCpG rate at the corresponding site and recomputed the MI of methylation be-
tween paired observations. This analysis confirmed that the effect of periodicity of marginal methylation
rate (Figure 3.6D) on MI was minimal (Figure 3.6E). The result clearly demonstrated that mutual informa-
tion of CpG methylation status was highest for CpGs in close proximity (within 30 bp) and decayed as a
function of separation distance, but then peaked again for CpG pairs roughly one nucleosome repeat length
apart (Figure 3.6E). This second peak supported our hypothesis that CpGs on opposite linkers of the same
nucleosome might be brought physically close to each other by the three-dimensional nucleosome structure
and get frequently methylated as a unit. We found similar results for all other active DNMT conditions,
except for the 3B1 single knock-in (Figure C.26B).
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3.3 Discussion
By introducing de novo DNA methyltransferases in a simple eukaryote that naturally lacks DNA methylation,
we have characterized molecular adaptation of cells to ectopic DNA methylation stress, genetic information
that guides the deposition of this epigenetic mark, and functional consequences at the level of individual gene
transcription. Overall, it is surprising that each of the three de novo DNMT isoforms tested was by itself
sufficient to reproduce many of the characteristics of DNA methylation in mammals, including synergistic
interaction with DNMT3L, depletion of methylation at gene TSS, increasing methylation along gene bodies,
and an inverse relationship between de novo methylation and transcription activity. Although we observed
that global methylation rates were much lower than those found naturally in mammalian cells, it is intriguing
that knockout of de novo DNMTs and DNMT1 from mouse ES cells followed by reintroduction of either
DNMT3A2 or 3B1 also resulted in low CpG methylation rates of 0.07 and 0.028, respectively, similar to our
findings in K. phaffii [12]. Beyond these general similarities, our results provide several important insights.
First, de novo methylation in K. phaffii poses cellular stress that elicits a broad transcriptional response,
demonstrating that DNMT expression disrupts normal cellular processes either through consumption of
metabolites or direct effects of DNA methylation on transcriptional output. Our result contrasts with
a previous study that found minimal differential expression after knocking in murine DNMT3B1 in S.
cerevisiae [120]. This difference, potentially due to differences in species, is important, since our result
shows that DNMT introduction and DNA methylation can significantly affect transcription in the absence
of co-evolved cellular machinery interacting with DNA methylation.
Second, we identified a coordinated transcriptional response that counters DNA methylation stress by
limiting the abundance of the DNMT methyl donor SAM. The effect of SAM levels on DNA methylation
and the role of the methionine cycle in modulating SAM availability have been observed previously in several
cell types including Schwann cells, neurons of the dentate gyrus, and peripheral lymphocytes [171, 142, 68].
Moreover, dysregulation of SAM has been implicated in diseases. For example, decreased SAM/SAH ratios
are associated with DNA hypomethylation and poorer prognosis in hepatocellular carcinoma [20] and with
hypomethylation and gene dysregulation in a mouse model of diabetic neuropathy [171]. In line with these
roles of SAM in regulating the mammalian methylome, our results show that cells lacking intrinsic DNA
methylation are still able to detect DNA methylation stress and mitigate this stress by modulating SAM
cycle genes. This surprising result indicates that cellular mechanisms regulating DNA methylation via SAM
are conserved across a diverse group of eukaryotes.
Furthermore, our K. phaffii model recapitulates several details of the inverse relationship between gene
methylation and transcription previously observed in species with endogenous DNMTs. For example, perfor-
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mance of our “DE down vs. rest” classifier was uniformly superior to the performance of our “DE up vs. rest”
classifier. This finding is consistent with hypermethylation being a marker of transcription repression [160]
and with the fact that absence of repression is not sufficient for hypertranscription of a gene. Specifically, the
regression coefficients of our classifiers reveal that methylation of CpG sites located just downstream of the
TSS plays the most important role in predicting differential gene expression status, while the second most
important location corresponds to the TSS and promoter regions. This order of importance agrees with the
recent finding that differential methylation in the region immediately 3’ of the TSS is most informative for
predicting differential expression among tissues profiled in the Roadmap Epigenomics Project [143]. Thus,
our minimal K. phaffii system confirms the functional role of DNA methylation in higher-order eukaryotes.
Using the controlled epigenetic perturbation data, our CNN-based prediction of CpG methylation has
quantified the effect of flanking sequence on methylation and discovered motifs preferred and avoided by each
de novo DNMT. Specifically, we have shown that sequence is most important in determining methylation
by the DNTM3A2 isoform, followed by DNTM3A1 then DNMT3B1, and that the combination of each of
these isoforms with DNMT3L increases the effect of sequence on methylation. The reduced role of sequence
in determining DNMT3B1 methylation is consistent with a previous report that H3K36me3 is important
in recruiting DNMT3B1, but not DNMT3A2 [12], suggesting that DNMT3B1’s affinity for H3K36me3 may
limit the effect of its intrinsic sequence preference.
In terms of specific motifs preferred and avoided by each isoform, our SA-based network interpretation
resolves several discrepancies among previous investigations. Overall, our results are in best agreement with
those of Wienholz et al. who studied de novo methylation of episomal DNA transfected in HEK293c18
cells and found sequence dependence of CpG methylation [177]. Their findings that DNMT3A1 prefers T
at -2 and C at +2, while avoiding A at -2, agree well with our results. They also report that DNMT3B1
prefers T at -1 and G at +1 and avoids C at +1. While our analysis confirms that DNMT3B1 prefers G
at +1, our other findings related to DNTM3B1 differs from those of Wienholz et al., perhaps due to the
relatively small role of sequence in determining DNTM3B1 methylation in our data. In an earlier study of
sequence preference, Handa et al. identified the consensus sequences CTTGCGCAAG and TGTTCGGTGG
associated with high and low CpG methylation, respectively, in human cells [56]. Because methylation at
these consensus sequences likely resulted from combined effects of DNMT3A and DNMT3B, we may compare
the consensus sequences with common patterns of preference and aversion shared across our results (Figure
3.5A,B). The high methylation consensus sequence agrees well with our results, except at positions -1 and
+2. At +2, our results indicate a preference for C/T and suggest that the A predicted by Handa et al. may
actually be disfavored; both of these findings are supported by data from Wienholz et al. Similarly, our
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results disagree with the low methylation consensus sequence of Handa et al. at position +2 and positions
5’ of -1, while agreeing with the findings of Wienholz et al. at the +2 and -2 positions. Thus, our results
clarify paralog-specific sequence preferences that contribute to methylation landscapes.
Finally, this chapter highlights a connection between DNA methylation and nucleosome structure me-
diated by periodic poly(A) sequence features that extend beyond the core sequence motifs preferred by
DNMTs. Further experimental investigations are needed to determine whether the poly(A) sequences play a
role in rotational positioning of adjacent nucleosomes for preferential methylation of linker DNA or they re-
strict the rotational position of nucleosomal CpGs on the histone core. Nevertheless, the observed separation
of peaks in mCpG mutual information by the nucleosome repeat length signals that the three-dimensional




K. phaffii genome sequence and genome feature files were obtained from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
genomes/all/GCA/001/708/085/GCA_001708085.1_ASM170808v1. Sequences for knock-in genes DNMT3A1,
DNMT3A2, DNMT1A, DNMT3B1, DNMT3L and for KanR and ZeoR were added to the genome fasta file
with corresponding entries added to the genome feature file. Sequences from MNase digestion-based nucleo-
some profiling performed by [98] were obtained from the Sequence Read Archive (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/sra/) under the accession number SRP031651.
3.4.2 Quantification of gene expression
Paired end RNA-seq reads were mapped to the K. phaffii genome using TopHat2 and condition-specific
reference genomes to prevent multimapping to highly similar DNMT isoforms [81] (version 2.1.1) (Section
C.2.1). Mapped reads were filtered with samtools view (version 1.7) with options -h -f 3 -F 3596 -q 13, and
read pairs mapping to different chromosomes were removed [97]. Gene expression values, in units of FPKM
(fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads), were calculated using cuffnorm (version
2.2.1) [165]. Alignment rates and sequencing depths for each experiment are given in Table C.2.
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3.4.3 Differential expression
We tested for differential gene expression between conditions using RNA-seq read count tables. These tables
were generated from filtered bam/sam files with HTSeq-count (version 0.9.1) using options -s no -I ID -t gene
[7]. Differential expression analysis used DEseq2 (version 1.14.1) [104]. The DEseq2 model was fit on data
from all read count tables using covariates for each of our 13 experimental conditions, as well as for the three
batches in which RNA-seq experiments were performed. After fitting, we tested for differential expression
of genes in each knock-in condition relative to control, with independent filtering parameter (alpha) 0.05
and all other options set to default. We used a threshold of 0.05 for Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-values
reported by DEseq2 to identify differentially expressed genes.
3.4.4 Quantification of DNA methylation
We used Bismark (version 0.18.0) to quantify methylation at cytosines genome wide [87]. Section C.2.2
details our method which yielded files describing the observed methylation status of CpG for each read
and report files which contained counts of methylated and unmethylated observations pooled across reads
covering a single CpG. For each experiment, alignment rates, coverage, and bisulfite conversion rates based
of lambda phage DNA are given in Table C.1.
The CpG report files were used for checking reproducibility among WGBS experiments and for calculation
of mCpG rates using Empirical Bayes (Figure C.2A; Section C.2.3 and C.2.4). We summarized methylation
patterns across genomic regions aligned at features of interest (e.g. TSS) by calculating sliding widow
averages of mCpG rates and estimated credible intervals with a bootstrap approach (Section C.2.5).
3.4.5 GO and pathway analysis
We used the R package RDAVIDWebService to programmatically perform DAVID GO analysis on sets of
DE up and DE down genes relative to control [66, 49]. Details are given in Section C.2.7. We used the R
package Pathview to visualize the time-course differential expression of genes composing KEGG pathways
[108].
3.4.6 Predicting differential expression from metagene methylation
Logistic regression classifiers for the “DE down vs. rest” and “DE up vs. rest” tasks were evaluated in a
10-fold cross validation scheme. Gene differential expression status, metagene methylation and time-course
day information were pooled across time-course days, and the pooled data was randomly split into 10-folds.
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For each gene, model inputs were a one-hot encoding of time-course day and tanh transformed standardized
metagene methylation data. Standardization parameters were calculated separately for each time-course
day by applying a sliding widow to metagene mCpG data in the training set. The tanh transform served to
reduce the effect of outlier methylation rates. Target outputs were 0,1 encodings of class labels. Details of
dataset construction are given in Section C.2.9.
We wanted our classification model to avoid a binning approach that imposed broad metagene intervals
over which the effect of CpG methylation was assumed constant. Our logistic regression model therefore
included 30 regression coefficients, each of which multiplied standardized methylation inputs in one of the 30
bins that finely partitioned the metagene interval used for prediction. To prevent overfitting, we penalized
the square of the second derivative of these regression coefficients with respect to metagene position. This
penalty introduced a regularization parameter whose value was chosen based on cross validation performance
(Sections C.2.10, C.2.11, Figures C.27-C.32).
3.4.7 CNN training and interpretation
The dataset used for CNN training and evaluation was constructed from cytosines in the CpG context, lying
in the metagene interval [-0.25,1.25] for at least one of the annotated K. phaffii genes. When a cytosine
corresponded to more than one metagene interval, it was assigned to the gene containing the cytosine between
its transcription start and termination sites and then, if this did not resolve the assignment, to the gene
with nearest TSS in absolute genomic coordinates. This full data set contained 510,698 cytosines which
were split into training, validation and test sets as follows: to insure balance of highly and lowly methylated
cytosines in each set, we divided the full data set into quintiles according to maximum likelihood estimates
of methylation rate. Pairs of cytosines corresponding to a single CpG site were then assigned to one of 25
groups according to the quintile of methylation rates on the plus and minus strand. For each group, we
randomly assigned 80%, 10%, and 10% of the elements to the training, validation and test sets, respectively.
CNN’s were trained using the python packages Keras [29]. The encoding of CNN inputs and details of CNN
training and architecture are given in Sections C.2.13 and C.2.14.
The simulated annealing (SA) interpretation method sampled sequences that approximately maximize or
minimize the pre-activation of output neurons of the CNNs trained on each condition (The pre-activation is
the value of the output neuron before application of the final non-linearity). SA was initialized at a condition-
specific initial temperature and was cooled for 8× 106 iterations using a logarithmic cooling schedule with a
set of 2× 104 sequences collected for each initialization. A detailed description of the algorithm and choice
of initial temperatures is given in Sections C.2.16 and C.2.17. Validation of SA motifs constructed from
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sequences in clustered sets of SA samples used FIMO [53] to scan the K. phaffii genome, as described in
greater detail in Section C.2.19.
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Chapter 4
Diversity and regulation of expression
in keratinocytes
This chapter describes investigation of heterogeneity and regulation of gene expression at the level of single
cells in the human epidermis. Section 4.2.1 summarizes findings published in [27]. Computational analysis
in this paper was performed in collaboration Andrew J. Sedgewick, and sample collection, preparation, and
other experimental techniques were performed by Jeffrey B. Cheng, Raymond J. Cho and their collaborators.
The remainder of Section 4.2 is published in [46]. Computational analysis in this paper was performed
primarily by the author, with help from Alan Luu.
4.1 Background
4.1.1 Structure and function of the epidermis
Keratinocytes are the primary cell type of the epidermis— the outermost tissue of the skin. The epider-
mis functions as a mechanical barrier to the environment, protects against environmental pathogens, and
regulates water loss. To fulfill this barrier function, the keratinocytes at the environmental boundary are
continuously lost in a process called desquimation, and, to compensate, keratinocytes in deeper layers of the
epidermis must divide and differentiate to produce new cells with the necessary barrier-forming properties.
The need balance differentiation, which involves ending the cell cycle and the potential for cell division,
against maintenance of a cell population of stem cells, which can either undergo self-renewal or differenti-
ation, makes the epidermis a good system for studying the changes in gene regulation and epigenetic state
the accompany cell-state transitions. Besides for forming the epidermal barrier, keratinocytes also form hair
follicles (HF). The planar arrangement of keratinocyes between hair follicles, which provides most of the
skin’s barrier function, is called interfollicular epidermis (IFE) (Figure 4.1).
The layers of the IFE differentially regulate their gene expression profiles to achieve distinct functions.
Since this chapter analyzes the expression variability at the single-cell level, we provide context for our
findings by briefly summarizing the IFE layers and their known functions. The basal layer is composed of


















Figure 4.1: Diagram of the layers of interfollicular epidermis (IFE) and relationship to hair follicles.
from rarely dividing self-renewing stem cells to rapidly cycling transit amplifying cells [2]. In addition to
replicating, BKs adhere to and maintain the basement membrane, which separates the epidermis and the
dermis, and participate in intercellular signaling required for maintaining tissue homeostasis. Upon dif-
ferentiation, differentiated keratinocytes (DKs) exit the cell cycle and travel from the basal layer through
the more superficial spinous and granular layers culminating in cornification/cell death. During the differ-
entiation process, keratinocytes synthesize components necessary for epidermal barrier function, including
desmosomes (specialized adhesion structures) in the spinous layer, secretory organelles called lamellar gran-
ules that contain lipids and enzymes, and keratohyalin granules, which contain proteins such as loricrin—the
latter two providing vital components of the cornified lipid envelope of the epidermis’ outer stratum corneum
layer.
In addition to forming a different structure than IEF keratinocytes, the biology of HF keratinocytes is
more complex. For example, HF keratinocytes regulate expression as part of periodic changes in hair follicle
state which are separated into anagen, catagen, and telogen phases [95]. Therefore, while we identified HF
associated keratinocytes in our single-cell analysis, we focused downstream analysis of gene regulation on
IFE keratinocytes.
Finally, although keratinocytes compose between 85 and 95% of cells in the IFE, the epidermis also
contains populations of melanocytes and several types of immune cells, which function, respectively, in skin
pigmentation and in innate and adaptive immunity. These cell types develop from cell linages distinct from
the hierarchy of keratinocyte differentiation.
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4.1.2 Single-cell RNA-seq and imputation
We used the recently development single-cell RNA-seq method to study the diversity of gene expression
across epidermal cells and characterize the changes in expression accompanying keratinocyte differentiation.
This method was pioneered in 2009 [163] and has recently become commercially available. While different
protocols exists, data used in this study employed a droplet-based method (Chromium Single Cell 30 v2
libraries). In this method, single cells are isolated in water droplets that also contain reagents for reverse
transcription of mRNA to complementary DNA (cDNA). The reverse transcription allows tagging of each
cDNA with a nucleotide barcode that indicates the droplet of origin and assigns a unique molecular identifier
(UMI) to each cDNA to prevent double-counting copies of the same cDNA produced by downstream PCR
amplification. The uniquely tagged cDNAs are pooled, amplified and sequenced by standard high-throughput
sequencing methods. The resulting sequence reads can then be analyzed to produce a table of the number
of UMIs associated with mRNA transcripts of each gene in each cell. This table was the starting point for
subsequent computational analysis that was performed for this project.
A common issue in single-cell RNA-seq data, which can be addressed computationally, is dropout.
Dropout describes the situation in which the expression of a gene is underestimated in a particular cell
due to the gene’s mRNA not being reverse transcribed in the initial single cell reaction [157]. Correcting
for dropout reduces noise in data and can help to reveal co-variation of TF and gene expression that may
indicate a regulatory relationship.
We mitigated effects of dropout in our epidermal single-cell data by applying the Markov affinity-based
graph imputation of cells (MAGIC) algorithm. MAGIC imputation replaces an N × J matrix R, of raw
expression counts for J genes in N cells, with a matrix Dimputed, where the new expression value of a gene
is given by a weighted average of expression values for the same gene in cells with similar overall expression
profiles. Specifically, the algorithm uses a procedure similar to the spectral clustering algorithm (Section
1.7.2) to construct a graph with cells as nodes and edge weights Wp,q among cell pairs, where larger edge
weights indicate greater similarity in overall gene expression. Next, Wp,q is converted to a row-normalized




(M t)p,qRq,j . (4.1)
To understand this equation, observe that the rows of (M t)p,q are normalized for all t and therefore may
be considered as weights in an averaging procedure for gene expression. Moreover for each cell p, (M t)p,q
is the probability that a random walker initially at p will be at q after t steps. Therefore (Dimputed)p,j is
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the average of raw expression for gene j in all cells weighted by probabilities of transition from cell p to the
cell with the corresponding raw expression value in t steps. This property, allows for sharing of expression
information within local networks of cells that likely represent the same cell state. The parameter t, called
the imputation time, controls the locality of the weighted averaging operation. It can be chosen based on
recovery of expression of simulated dropout events or by a measure of convergence in imputed expression
estimates as the value of t is increased [170]. Details of the full MAGIC algorithm are given in van Dijk et
al. [170], and Section 4.4.1 describes our modification of this algorithm to corrected for technical variation
among batches in which samples were collected and sequenced (called batch effects).
4.1.3 Previous work and overview of results
This investigation of the epidermis and keratinocyte development built upon several previous works. In
the realm of single-cell expression, two previous studies have investigated mouse epidermis. The first,
characterized the expression heterogeneity of the HF and IFE, and demonstrated that much of the variability
in gene expression can be explained by parameterizing cells by a differentiation axis and by a spatial axis
describing the location of HF cells between the hair bulb and the IFE [76]. The second, classified stem-cell
populations in the HF and characterized the timing and intercellular signaling of changes in cell state coupled
to the HF cycle [182].
Other investigations have provided insight on epigenetic changes accompanying keratinocyte differenti-
ation, particularly on changes in locations of typical enhancers (TEs) and super-enhancers (SEs). TEs are
genomic elements which can affect transcription at neighboring or distant genes (up to approximately 1
Mbp) by providing binding sites for TF proteins; SEs are large clusters of TE that cover tens of Kbp, are
distinguished by strong activating histone modifications as well as by enrichment of cell-type-specific TF
motifs, and are thought to play a role in collective activation of cell-type-specific genes. Cavazza et al. and
Klein et al. mapped typical enhancers (TEs) and super-enhancers (SEs), in BKs and DKs, and identified
dramatic changes in sets of SEs between the BK and DK states [24, 85].
Finally, while regulation by TFs and epigenetic modifications ultimately determine gene expression,
changes in redox state and abundance of reactive oxygen species (ROS) may help guide the transition from
basal to differentiated states [17]. For instance, Hamanaka et al. demonstrated that reducing ROS through
inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation impairs epidermal differentiation and increases proliferation of basal
cells and that treatment of cultured keratinocytes with antioxidants impairs differentiation [55]. Likewise,
Bhaduri et al. established MPZL3 and FDXR as proteins localizing to the mitochondria and inducing
keratinocyte differentiation by increasing ROS levels [16]. These findings demonstrate opposing roles of
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ROS and antioxidants in regulating differentiation; however, a genome-wide time-course examination of
genes potentially modulating differentiation via their antioxidant function has not yet been described.
Results of this chapter describe findings based on clustering of 92,889 cells obtain from human scalp,
trunk, and foreskin as well as from the trunk of patients with psoriasis. We present primary spectral clustering
of all cells based on their imputed expression values, and refer to Cheng et al. for further analysis [27]. We
then focus on understanding control of differentiation in the IFE. To do this we restrict analysis to 22,338
foreskin keratinocytes and study patterns of TF expression across distinct transcriptional states. We find
that expression turnover of TFs with established and predicted regulatory function coincides with previously
reported change in SE sets between the BK and DK states. Depletion of two predicted positive regulators of
BKs—ZBED2 and ETV4—leads to differentiation of BKs in the absence of external differentiation-inducing
queues. Because the pattern of differential TF binding-motif enrichment between BK- and DK-specific
SEs follows the pattern of TF state-specific expression, we propose networks for gene regulation in which
TFs function in the cell state for which their binding motifs are enriched. These networks recapitulate
known and previously predicted regulatory relationships and also identify novel regulators of differentiation
stage–specific functions. In particular, our predicted regulation of cadherins by ETV4 suggests that ETV4’s
established role of controlling cadherin-mediated cell sorting in branches of the neuronal lineage [101, 59]
may extend to keratinocytes. Supporting the role of cellular antioxidants in suppressing ROS levels, we
find that genes related to antioxidant function are preferentially expressed in BK cells and also uncover
differences in subcellular localization between antioxidant genes exclusively expressed in BK state and those
in DK state.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Spectral clustering identifies distinct transcriptional states in human
epidermis
Sequencing data was obtained in sets of three samples for each of the three anatomic locations: scalp, trunk,
and foreskin, as well as for the psoriasis disease state. The average number of expressed genes detected
in a single-cell was 2,334, and we applied a modified form of the MAGIC algorithm to obtain imputed
expression values while also reducing variation explained by sample label and other technical factors (Section
4.4.1). Healthy cells were clustered into 11 transcriptional states using approximate spectral clustering. To
investigate how psoriasis alters the distribution of cells over these states, psoriasis cells were assigned to
healthy cell clusters based on the cluster labels of the 10 nearest healthy cells (Section 4.4.3).
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Figure 4.2: Clustering of healthy epidermal cells by single cell expression and enrichment of clusters by
tissue and disease state. (A) t-SNE representation of healthy cells colored by cluster. Text indicates a
subset of genes highly expressed in each cluster. (B) Fraction of cells from each anatomic site or psoriatic
skin belonging to each cluster, and log ratio of the observed number of cells from an anatomic site or psoriatic
skin in the cluster to the expected number when sampling cells in the cluster uniformly without replacement.
Positive and negative log ratios indicate cluster enrichment and depletion for anatomic site or psoriatic skin.
All tissue and cluster associations with solid fill bars are significant (padj < 0.05, Pearson’s chi-square test
with Bonferroni adjustment).
The resulting clusters partitioned IFE keratinocytes by differentiation stage, and identified clusters of HF
keratinocytes, melanocytes, and immune cells as well as a previously unidentified keratinocyte state that is
distinct from the classical differentiation hierarchy. Figure 4.2 uses t-stochastic nearest neighbors embedding
(t-SNE) [169] to represent cell clusters in two dimensions, and labels each cluster with a subset of marker
genes whose hyper-transcription distinguished the cluster. Five of these clusters could be directly related to
known stages of keratinocyte differentiation in the IFE. The basal1 and basal2 clusters possessed the highest
level of basal layer associated keratins KRT5 and KRT14. The spinous cluster possessed the highest level of
differentiated-associated keratins KRT1 and KRT10 and also highly expressed DSG1 and DSP, which are
components of desmosomes. The granular cluster possessed highest expression of late differentiation makers
LOR, FLG, and SPINK5. This cluster was underrepresented relative to other clusters belonging to the
IFE— likely due to exclusion of cells degraded by the terminal differentiation process prior to sequencing.
Finally, the cluster labeled mitotic possessed increased expression of genes participating in DNA synthesis
as well as intermediate levels of basal and differentiated keratin genes.
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The remaining keratinocyte clusters possessed intermediate levels of KRT5 and KRT14. The cells in
the follicular cluster highly expressed genes known to be expressed in the root sheath of the HF (S100A2,
[117]) and several genes that have been associated with the mouse sebaceous gland including MGST1 [76].
Another cluster was labeled WNTI, based on its strong expression of genes inhibiting intercellular WNT
signaling. WNT signaling is important in regulating cycling of HF growth, regression and rest [96], and
in-situ hybridization staining for gene SFRP1, whose single cell expression was specific to the WNTI cluster,
localized cells expressing this gene to outer root sheath of the hair bulb [27]. The last keratinocyte cluster,
was named “channel” due to its high levels of transcripts encoding channel proteins functioning in ion
transport and in cell-cell communication. This pattern of upregulation had not previously been associated
with a distinct transcriptional state, and cells in this cluster may constitute a subpopulation with distinct
functional properties. Staining for ATP1A1 transcripts specific to the “channel” cluster showed punctate
expression by cells distributed across multiple layers of the IFE [27].
The three remaining clusters were composed of melanocytes and immune cells. Melanocytes were identi-
fied by strong expression of melanocyte markers TYRP1 and PMEL. Immune cells were identified by specific
expression of components of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II, which function in antigen
presentation by immune cells. Interestingly, the melanocyte population separated into two distinct clusters.
The first cluster, mel1, was composed of melanocytes from the trunk, scalp and psoriasis samples, and the
second cluster, mel2, was composed of melanocytes from foreskin.
To better quantify enrichment and depletion of clusters for cells from each tissue type as well as from
psoriasis samples, we considered, for each tissue, the ratio of observed cells in a cluster to the number expected
when the cells composing a cluster are sample uniformly without replacement (Figure 4.2B, Section 4.4.5).
The results demonstrated that the basal1 and basal2 clusters were also divided based on tissue of origin,
with basal1 primarily composted of scalp and trunk cells while basal2 was primarily composed of foreskin
and psoriasis cells. Both the WNTI and follicular clusters were enriched for scalp cells, consistent with their
proposed locations in the HF (p < 10−309, Pearson’s chi-square test with Bonferroni correction). Finally,
psoriasis tissue was enriched in mitotic cluster keratinocytes, consistent with the proliferative nature of
psoriatic skin, and in the immune cluster, where subclustering of the immune population demonstrated
changes in the immune cell composition of psoriatic skin. These changes and further analysis of differential
gene expression in psoriasis are presented in [27].
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4.2.2 A subset of keratinocyte-specific transcription factors show expression
and binding patterns coupled to state-specific epigenomes
The high resolution of our single-cell data provided the opportunity to study patterns of co-expression
between TFs that regulate keratinocyte gene expression and their potential regulatory targets. To do this we
focused on foreskin keratinocytes which belonged to the IFE, and begin by identifying a sets of 49 established
and 44 candidate keratinocyte regulators. Below, we refer to the union of these sets as Keratinocyte TFs.
Established keratinocyte regulators were obtained from a previous publication [85], and Candidate TFs
were identified based on keratinocyte-specific RNA expression in the FANTOM5 (Functional ANnoTation
Of the Mammalian genome) cell atlas [48] (Section 4.4.6). Our approach of selecting candidates based on
cell-type-specific expression aimed to increase the confidence that changes in TF expression across single-cell
transcriptional states reflect rewiring of gene regulatory networks guiding keratinocyte differentiation and
to reduce false positives in subsequent identification of TF targets from correlation analysis.
We clustered foreskin keratinocytes into 8 stages via approximate spectral clustering of imputed ex-
pression values (Figure 4.3A; Section 4.4.3). As observed in Section 4.2.1, marker gene expression profiles
indicated that these stages largely agreed with known keratinocyte states including a BK state (correspond-
ing to stages 1-3), a mitotic state (stage 4), and a DK state (stages 5-7) (Figure D.5). The mitotic state
had markedly increased levels of cyclins as well as the histone H2A isoform HIST2H2AC known to be re-
quired for proliferation of undifferentiated mammary epithelial cells [118]. Additionally, the mitotic state
had high expression of basal markers (KRT5, KRT14 ) and intermediate expression of early differentiation
markers (KRT1, KRT10 ), suggesting it is a rapidly cycling subpopulation in transition from the BK to DK
states. This interpretation is supported by in-situ hybridization experiments that have identified basal and
supra-basal expression of the mitotic marker gene MKI67 [27]. Stage 8 reproduced the “channel” cluster,
identified previously as a novel keratinocyte cell state not on the classic differentiation trajectory.
Hierarchical clustering of Keratinocyte TFs that exhibit dynamic expression across stages 1-7 clearly sep-
arated the TFs with peak expression in the BK state from those with peak expression in the DK state (Figure
4.3B), with a sharp transition occurring in the mitotic state (stage 4). This pattern of expression turnover
coincided with the dramatic change in distribution of active SEs between the BK and DK states (previously
identified from differential histone modification patterns of H3K4 monomethylation, H3K4 trimethylation
and H3K27 acetylation) [24, 85]. We therefore hypothesized that the TFs with peak expression in each
state may function through direct binding of state-specific SEs, thereby coupling the transcriptional and
epigenetic developmental programs. To test this hypothesis, we first compared the distributions of TF motif
occurrence counts (scaled by SE length) between BK and DK SEs and identified 21 and 14 TFs with motifs
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Figure 4.3: Turnover in keratinocyte TF expression is temporally and spatially coupled to turnover in
SEs. (A) Imputed single-cell expression vectors of 22,338 foreskin keratinocytes projected onto first two
principal components; stage membership was assigned by k-means-based approximate spectral clustering.
(B) First seven rows show log-transformed stage-wise mean imputed expression of dynamic keratinocyte TFs
normalized across stages. Bottom row shows the magnitude and direction of differential motif enrichment
between BK and DK SEs. Gray and black cells correspond to TFs without a known binding motif and TFs
not differentially enriched between SE sets, respectively. Columns are organized by hierarchical clustering
on first seven rows (Section D.2.3). (C-E) Log fold-change in stage-wise mean imputed expression between
stage 4 (mitotic state) and other stages for established keratinocyte epigenetic regulators (C), H2A.Z (D),
and a subset of components of SWR1 remodeler complex (E). (See also Figures D.3-D.5).
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significantly differentially enriched between BK and DK SEs, respectively. Next, we assigned to each of
these TFs a direction and magnitude of differential motif enrichment (Figure 4.3B last row, Section D.2.3).
Grouping the TFs into two expression clusters as shown in Figure 4.3B, we found that the direction and
magnitude of TF differential motif enrichment in BK vs. DK SEs generally agreed with each cluster’s peak
expression in BK vs. DK state (p = 0.043, one-sided Mann-Whitney U test); intuitively, the left (magenta)
and right (green) expression branches in Figure 4.3B contained more magenta and more green boxes, re-
spectively, in the last row of Figure 4.3B. This finding, made possible by single-cell analysis, supported the
premise that keratinocyte TF expression and chromatin conformation accessibility are coordinated during
transition between keratinocyte cell states.
Next, we identified potential regulators of the switch in state-specific SEs by examining the stage-wise
expression of established keratinocyte epigenetic regulators and found several of them, including EZH2,
DNMT1 and UHRF1, to have a strong expression spike in the mitotic state [42, 146] (Figure 4.3C). Addi-
tionally, we found that H2A.Z and components of the SWR1 remodeling complex, responsible for depositing
this enhancer-associated histone subunit, attained peak expression in the mitotic state (Figure 4.3D,E). Al-
though the sharp increase in the expression of H2A.Z and other histone subunits in this state may be partially
explained by the abundance of rapidly dividing cells, the concurrent peak expression of SWR1 components
suggested active reorganization of enhancer activities prior to differentiation. Together, these single-cell
results highlighted epigenetic remodelers functioning during the mitotic state, potentially to facilitate the
turnover of SEs between the BK and DK states.
4.2.3 Knockdown of ETV4 and ZBED2, predicted promoters of the BK state,
induces differentiation
To validate the regulatory function of Candidate Keratinocyte TFs, we ranked the TFs based on their
predicted ability to promote the BK state. Candidates were assigned a differentiation-promoting score by
first identifying highly correlated keratinocyte-specific regulatory targets and summing their log fold-changes
between DK and BK states, accounting for the sign of correlation (Section D.2.4; Figure D.6). We filtered
out TFs with low expression in undifferentiated keratinocyte cultures (less than 5 FPKM) and knocked down
four of the top five remaining TFs with greatest BK-promoting strength (strong negative differentiation-
promoting score) using RNAi in the absence of external differentiation queues.
Depletion of ETV4 and ZBED2 transcripts resulted in a significant increase in mRNA expression of the
early differentiation marker KRT10 by 3.84 and 4.17 fold, respectively, compared to control cells transfected
with non-targeting siRNA (Figure 4.4A,B, Section D.1.1). Depletion of ETV4 also showed a significant
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Figure 4.4: Evaluation of predicted keratinocyte regulators via siRNA knockdown. (A) RNA was harvested
4-days post transfection from primary human keratinocyte culture treated with ETV4, ZBED2, or negative
control siRNA. qPCR analysis showed significant (p-value < 0.05, Student’s t-test) knockdown of ETV4
and ZBED2 mRNA relative to non-targeting siRNA transfected cells. (B) Expression of KRT10 and FLG
transcript following siRNA knockdown of ETV4 or ZBED2, relative to control. Asterisks indicate p < 0.05
(Student’s t-test). (C) same as (A) but for BNC1 and HOXC11. (D) Knockdown of BNC1 and HOXC11
did not significantly change expression of differentiation marker genes KRT10 and FLG. Error bars indicate
one standard deviation calculated over four replicates.
increase (2.49-fold) in the mRNA expression of the late differentiation marker FLG, with ZBED2 depletion
also showing a similar trend (Figure 4.4B). These results confirmed the strong progenitor-promoting function
of ETV4 and ZBED2, synthetic reduction of which induced spontaneous differentiation of keratinocytes.
Depletion of BNC1 and HOXC11 transcripts did not significantly change the mRNA level of KRT10
or FLG (Figure 4.4C,D), suggesting that regulatory effects of these TFs do not extend to these differentia-
tion markers or that BNC1 and HOXC11 protein expression was not diminished enough to have an effect.
Nevertheless, previous knockout of BNC1 in mouse significantly decreased the number of proliferating ker-
atinocytes in the cornea of the eye [187]. Therefore, we conclude that BNC1 likely promotes the BK state
in foreskin, although its regulatory targets remain to be experimentally characterized.
Previous reports supported our prediction of the role of SOX9 and IRX4 in keratinocyte differentia-
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tion (Figure D.6). For example, overexpression of SOX9 in keratinocytes has been shown to suppress the
late differentiation maker genes IVL and LOR [148]. Likewise, IRX4 was previously predicted to regulate
keratinocyte proliferation and hemidesmosome assembly based on correlation with functionally annotated
genes across a large set of publicly available mouse RNA-seq data [90]. Moreover, knockdown of the dif-
ferentiation promoting TF GRHL3 in calcium-induced keratinocyte primary cells resulted in a gain of SEs
strongly enriched for the IRX4 motif [85], suggesting antagonism between IRX4 and this established pro-
differentiation TF. Overall, our prioritization of Candidate TFs revealed novel keratinocyte regulators and
provided additional candidates for follow-up experiments.
4.2.4 Gene modules in the basal network promote tissue architecture, control
of Hippo signaling and progression to the mitotic state
We next sought to assign function to Keratinocyte TFs with motifs enriched in state-specific SEs based on
their scRNA-seq expression correlation with a set of potential regulatory targets. This set was composed
of the Keratinocyte TFs themselves and an additional 747 genes differentially upregulated in FANTOM5
keratinocytes compared to other cell types (Section 4.4.6). Focusing first on the regulatory network govern-
ing the BK state and its progression to the mitotic state, we clustered the Keratinocyte TFs with enriched
motifs in BK SEs based on their expression similarity across single cells in stages 1-4. We then clustered
the regulatory targets into gene modules based on the similarity of their correlations to the TFs. Orga-
nizing the TF/target correlation matrix by TF and gene modules (Figure D.7A) yielded sub-matrices with
strong correlation/anti-correlation delineated by module boundaries. Thresholding on the average correla-
tion strength calculated across gene/TF pairs for each TF and gene module, we identified activating and
inhibiting relationships between 13 TF and 23 target gene modules (Figure D.7(B-D); Section D.2.5).
Figure 4.5A shows regulatory relationships for four gene modules enriched in gene ontology (GO) terms
(Figure 4.5B). Gene Module 1 was highly expressed in all BK stages and contained genes important for
anchoring cells to the basement membrane and extracellular matrix via hemidesmosomes and other cell
junctions, genes encoding extracellular signaling molecules, and genes participating in the key Hippo and
PI3K intracellular signaling pathways. Transcription factors predicted to activate Module 1 genes recapit-
ulated several established and independently predicted regulatory relationships. For example, TP63 and
JUND are known to positively regulate ITGB4 and LAMA3A, respectively [174, 22], while IRX4 and JUND
are both predicted regulators of hemidesomosome assembly [90].
Notably, 4 of the 6 genes in the Hippo pathway (AJUBA, WNT7A, WNT7B, and WNT3 ) and 7 of
the 8 genes in the PI3K pathway (ITGA3, LAMB4, LAMB3, FGFR2, COL4A6, ITGB4 and LAMA3 )
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Figure 4.5: BK network analysis identifies gene and TF modules specific to basal functions. (A) Regulation
of four GO-enriched Gene Modules by TF Modules, represented as a directed graph. Gene Module nodes
show log-transformed stage-wise mean imputed expression normalized across stages 1-7 with shading of one
standard deviation interval. TF Modules list their TF constituents. Arrows indicate regulation with width
proportional to predicted strength of activation (red) or inhibition (blue). (B) Minus log of adjusted p-values
for selected GO terms enriched in each gene module. See also Figure D.7.
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were expressed as extracellular or cell membrane-associated proteins. Given that these pathways involve
signaling via intracellular post-translation modification, this result suggested that the primary mechanism
for pathway modulation at the transcriptional level might be via changing the expression of extracellular
signaling molecules and the cell membrane proteins that transduce these signals. Examining the position
of Module 1 genes in the Hippo signaling pathway [77] illustrated this mechanism and showed that Module
1 genes promoted the pro-proliferative Hippo-OFF signaling state (Figure D.8). Specifically, the Module 1
cell membrane-associated protein AJUBA and intracellular protein RASSF6 are known to repress MST1/2,
allowing nuclear localization of YAP/TAZ, which defines the pro-proliferative Hippo-OFF state [116]. In the
nucleus, TFs activated downstream of Module 1 extracellular WNT signaling proteins (WNT7A, WNT7B
and WNT3) can interact with YAP to promote pro-proliferative genes, including the Module 1 gene CCND2
[77].
Module 2 genes were enriched for keratins and rose sharply in expression at stage 4. Consistent with
the strong mitotic signal at this stage, two of the three keratins in this module (KRT6A and KRT6B) were
previously implicated in rapid keratinocyte division [18]. Moreover, KRT6A and KRT6B were also shown
to suppress keratinocyte migration during wound repair [138], suggesting that the sharp rise in KRT6A/B
expression in stage 4 and its fall beyond stage 5 could help inhibit migration of this mitotic cell population
from the basal layer (Figure D.9). The proposed mechanism of impaired migration may explain how this
mitotic population remains in or near the basal layer, despite expressing spinous layer markers (e.g. KRT1
and KRT10) at higher levels than BK cells (Figure D.5).
Previous publications confirmed the function of several transcriptional regulators predicted for Gene
Module 2. For example, TP63 knockdown was shown to increase the expression of KRT6A in human
keratinocyte cell lines [10]. Similarly, conditional knockout of glucocorticoid receptor NR3C1 in mouse
keratinocytes was shown to increase the expression of KRT6A, KRT6B and KRT77, another keratin in the
gene module [147].
Gene Module 4 was enriched for MAPK signaling genes (CRKL, FGF11, GADD45A, FLNB, DUSP7,
MYC ) and rose sharply in expression at stage 2. The overall effect of Module 4 gene expression on MAPK
signaling was complex, with FGF11 and GADD45A activating the ERK and JNK pathways [77], DUSP7
inhibiting ERK, JNK and p38 pathways [5, 77], and CRKL and FLNB serving structural functions. More-
over, different outcomes have been reported for activation of MAPK signaling by Module 4 genes. On the
one hand, activation of JNK and P38 pathways by the DNA damage response gene GADD45A can promote
apoptosis and cell cycle arrest [60]. On the other hand, activation of ERK signaling by growth factor FGF11
may promote proliferation [82]. These results, together with our finding of gene Module 4 regulation by mul-
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tiple TF modules, including MAPK regulatory targets FOS, JUN [5] and FOSL1 [50], suggested complex
regulation with multiple feedback mechanisms in controlling proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis.
4.2.5 Gene modules in the differentiated network promote keratinization,
barrier formation and downregulation of basal state signaling
We next constructed regulatory relationships among gene and TF modules for the DK state using the same
method described above, calculating gene correlations across cells in stages 4-7 and restricting attention to
TFs with motifs enriched in DK-specific SEs. This analysis identified activating and inhibiting relationships
among 21 gene and 9 TF modules (Figure D.10). Figure 4.6A shows regulatory relationships for six gene
modules enriched in GO terms (Figure 4.6B).
Gene Module 1 decreased in expression with differentiation and was enriched for GO terms associated
with intercellular signal receptors and intracellular signaling cascades. Many module genes associated with
these terms were also seen to function in basal state signaling pathways. For example, module genes in
the Hippo pathway included cell membrane-associated AJUBA, WNT7B and DLG5 [41, 89, 77]. Module
genes in the MAPK pathway included receptor tyrosine kinases FGFR3 and DDR1 [61, 39], the kinases
MAPKBP1 and TNK1 [62, 94], the receptor ADIPOR1 [150] and the phosphoprotein and TF ATF5. The
decreasing expression of this signaling module thus reflected a shift in the primary cellular function upon
differentiation, with basal cells balancing self-renewal and amplification via abundant signaling between
and within cells, while differentiated cells began suppressing signaling proteins in favor of those needed
for barrier function. Several positive regulators of this module are known to promote cell cycling, making
them plausible regulators of the associated MAPK and Hippo pathways. These regulators included KLF16
which suppresses cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor CDKN1A [140] and MYC whose knockdown prevents
keratinocyte proliferation [180].
Gene Module 4 also decreased with differentiation and was enriched for genes involved in EGF-like calcium
binding and cell adhesion. Cell adhesion genes included several members of the cadherin superfamily: CDH3,
FAT1 and DSG3. Predicted activators of this module included our experimentally validated TF ETV4
(Figure 4.4B), which was previously shown to positively regulate cadherins in mouse spinal cord motor
neurons, promoting segregation of cells with similar function [101, 59]. Moreover, it was also demonstrated
that ETV4 can positively regulate RUNX1, another Module 4 gene [59]. These findings thus supported that
the cadherin regulatory function of ETV4 in the neuronal lineage may extend to keratinocytes.
Gene Module 3 increased its expression with differentiation and was enriched for genes related to the
formation of cornified envelope and differentiated keratinocyte function. For example, the protein products
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Figure 4.6: DK network analysis identifies gene and TF modules specific to differentiated functions. (A)
Regulation of six GO-enriched Gene Modules by TF Modules, represented as a directed graph. Gene Module
nodes show log-transformed mean stage-wise imputed expression normalized across stages 1-7 with shading
of one standard deviation interval. TF Modules list their TF constituents. Arrows indicate regulation with
width proportional to predicted strength of activation (red) or inhibition (blue). (B) Minus log of adjusted
p-values for selected GO terms enriched in each gene module. See also Figure D.10.
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of LOR, SPRR1B and CSTA in this module are peptides cross-linked in the cornified envelope, while the
keratinocyte differentiation protein ACER1 hydrolyzes ceramides, abundant in the granular layer, producing
free sphingoid bases with antimicrobial function [64]. Two other important epidermis development genes in
this module were KLK7 and CALML5 ; KLK7 degrades cellular adhesions of the cornified layer, favoring
desquamation [23], and CALML5 is thought to regulate differentiation by mediating cytoplasmic sequestra-
tion of YAP1 and initiating the anti-proliferative Hippo-ON state [158](Sun et al., 2015). This gene module
did not have positive TF regulators in our network, but had two sets of negative regulators (Modules 3
and 4). Of note, TF Module 4 contained SP3, ETS1, and SMAD4 that were previously shown to interact
physically and suppress hematopoiesis [119, 134]. Our analysis thus indicated that steady reduction of these
TFs contributed to the de-repression of Module 3 genes during differentiation.
Gene Module 5, like Module 3, increased its expression with differentiation and was negatively regulated
by the TF Modules 3 and 4. It contained genes primarily involved in barrier function, with several of
these genes (DEGS2, CERS3, ABCA12, TMEM79 ) functioning in lipid synthesis and transport via the
lamellar granule system. Other Module members were involved in cell-cell adhesion (desmosomal proteins
DSC1, DSG1 and PERP), tight junctions (CLDN1 and CLDN8), and desquamation (serine-proteases KLK8,
KLK11) [83]. Finally, the module also contained the enzymes TGM3 and CASP14 that promote cornification,
DK-specific signaling molecules genes KRTDAP and DMKN [111, 167] and the anti-microbial gene DEFB1
[3]. Apart from negative regulation by TF Modules 3 and 4, Gene Module 5 was positively regulated by
TF Module 5. This TF module includes RORA, which is known to positively regulate ABCA12 and other
genes functioning in the granular lipid barrier [34]. Our analysis thus identified Module 3 and Module 5
genes as key components of keratinocyte terminal differentiation coordinately regulated by TFs that may
preferentially localize in DK-specific SEs to either suppress or promote terminal differentiation.
4.2.6 Antioxidant gene expression is enriched in the basal state and coupled
to the spatial organization of epidermis
Given the documented role of ROS and antioxidants in modulating keratinocyte differentiation [55, 16], we
also used our foreskin scRNA-seq data to examine coordination between antioxidant gene expression and
differentiation state. Clustering of annotated antioxidant genes [21] selected for dynamic expression across
stages identified three distinct expression clusters (Figure 4.7A, Section 4.4.9). The majority of antioxidant
genes (20 of 32) belonged to the magenta cluster with peak expression in the basal state. The size of
this cluster was significantly larger than expected by chance (p = 8.5 × 10−4, Section 4.4.9), suggesting
that antioxidant genes were preferentially expressed in the basal state to preserve self-renewal capacity by
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Figure 4.7: Peak expression of dynamic antioxidant genes is enriched in the BK state. (A) Log-transformed
stage-wise mean imputed expression of dynamic antioxidant genes normalized across stages. Columns are
organized by hierarchical clustering (Section 4.4.9). (B) Minus log of unadjusted p-values (Section D.2.6)
for selected GO terms enriched in selected gene sets clustered from (A). Asterisks indicates significance at
0.05 threshold.
preventing ROS accumulation [17]. In support of this conclusion, the magenta cluster contained the gene
SOD2 whose conditional knockout in mouse keratinocytes has been shown to induce cellular senescence and
elevate the expression of differentiation marker genes at wound sites [172].
The remaining two clusters (orange and green) attained peak expression in stages 4-5 and stages 5-
7, respectively. Given the putative role of magenta class genes in preserving the basal state, we sought to
identify distinct functions for these late peaking clusters. GO analysis revealed that magenta cluster proteins
were enriched in organelle lumens; by contrast, green cluster gene products were enriched in cytoplasmic
vesicles, with a similar trend holding for the group of all genes not in the magenta cluster (Figure 4.7B). This
difference in cellular localization reflected potential differences in function, with magenta cluster proteins
localized in key organelles to prevent the initiation of differentiation and green cluster proteins diffused
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throughout the cytoplasm to mitigate environmental oxidative stress and protect basal cells. Supporting
this interpretation, the genes not in the magenta cluster were enriched for the GO term ”response to oxidative
stress” (Figure 4.7B).
4.3 Discussion
Keratinocyte function in the basal and differentiated states depend on complex transcriptional regulation
involving TFs, epigenetic modifications, and environmental queues from ROS levels and other stimuli. In
this chapter, we have integrated bulk epigenetic profiles and single-cell expression data to better under-
stand the coordination of these regulatory mechanisms. In particular, by considering known and predicted
keratinocyte-specific TFs, we have uncovered that the turnover of this master set of TFs upon differentiation
is coupled to the reported transition from BK to DK SEs. We have confirmed that synthetically suppressing
the TFs ZBED2 and ETV4, identified in this work as crucial promoters of the basal state, leads to acute
differentiation of BKs. We have also prioritized candidate promotors of differentiation that may be studied
in subsequent experiments.
The single-cell transcriptomic data have also allowed us to identify a population of mitotic cells containing
sharp expression spikes for established keratinocyte epigenetic regulators EZH2, DNMT1 and UHRF1, as well
as for the enhancer-associated histone H2A.Z and the SWR1 remodeling complex that deposits the histone
variant. The fact that EZH2, DNMT1 and UHRF peak expression coincides with the temporal stage of
TF and SE turnover underscores the importance of these genes and helps localize their activity during
differentiation pseudo-time. Moreover, the co-occurrence of H2A.Z and SWR1 complex hyper-transcription
with this turnover suggests that these genes may have a previously unappreciated role in epigenetic regulation
of keratinocyte transition from BK to DK states.
Network analysis has shown that TFs with differential binding in BK vs. DK SEs regulate distinct
sets of gene modules enriched for important keratinocyte functions. Consistent with previous studies, our
BK network analysis has highlighted the role of TP63 in basement membrane adhesion and regulation
of intercellular signaling pathways including WNT [180], as well as the importance of Hippo signaling in
basal keratinocytes [41]. Meanwhile, our DK analysis has identified regulators of terminal differentiation
gene modules and implicated ETV4 in regulating cadherin superfamily genes, in a manner similar to its
established function in motor neurons of the spinal cord [101, 59]. The role of spinal cord cadherins in
segregating cells by function suggests that a subset of ETV4 targets may also mediate epidermal cell sorting
to assign specific keratinocyte functions to each epidermal layer.
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As a proxy for measuring the degree of ROS suppression at each keratinocyte stage, we have demon-
strated preferential expression of antioxidant genes in the BK state and uncovered differences in patterns of
subcellular localization between BK- and DK-specific antioxidant genes. Notably, BK-specific antioxidant
proteins tend to preferentially localize in organelles, such as the mitochondria, where they may control redox
levels or the transduction of redox signals, preventing the onset of differentiation. This finding complements
previous results that increased expression of select proteins localizing to the mitochondria promotes differ-
entiation by increasing ROS levels [16]. By contrast, DK-specific antioxidant proteins tend to localize in
cytoplasmic vesicles where they may be more important for epidermal barrier function than for regulation
of differentiation.
Our integrative models of transcriptional regulation have shown that keratinocyte cell fate determina-
tion requires coordinating the expression level of critical TFs with the availability of their binding motifs in
differentiation state-specific SEs. The inferred regulatory networks have provided insights into the transcrip-
tional regulation of key genes essential for skin homeostasis and function. We have thus demonstrated that
computational analyses of single-cell transcriptomic profiles in the context of other genomic and epigenomic
data provide a powerful method for reconstructing cellular differentiation processes.
4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Imputation
We used the low dimensional representation of cell expression profiles output by ZINB-WaVE [135](version
1.0.0) to obtain a low dimensional representation of all 92,889 cells, which removed variation attributable
unwanted sources including sample batch. This representation was used to calculate cell-cell similarities in
a modified version of the MAGIC algorithm [170] described below. Specifically, we used ZINB-WaVE to
model, for each gene in each cell, the mean expression and probability of dropout as functions of cell-level
covariates: percent mitochondrial UMI, total UMI, batch, and 20 latent cell-level features learned from the
raw expression matrix. With this choice of covariates, ZINB-WaVE fits the model:
log(µi,j) = Xβµ + (V γµ)
T +Wαµ
logit(πi,j) = Xβπ + (V γπ)
T +Wαπ
log(θi,j) = ζj ,
(4.2)
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where, adopting the notation of Risso et al. [135], µi,j and πi,j are , respectively, the mean of the negative
binomial distribution and the inflated probability of zero expression (due to dropout) for the jth gene
(j ∈ {1, ..., J}) in the ith cell (i ∈ {1, ..., N}), X is a (N, 14) matrix encoding known cell-level covariates
and including a column of 1’s, V is a (J, 1) matrix of 1’s, and W is a (N, 20) matrix of latent cell-level
features. The matrices βµ, βπ, γµ , γπ with shapes (14, J) , (14, J), (1, N) , (1, N), respectively, are
regression parameters and, αµ and απ are (20,J) loading matrices associated with W . Finally, θi,j is the
inverse dispersion parameter for the negative binomial distribution described by the single parameter ζj for
each gene.
Covariates in matrices X and V explained unwanted sources of variation in measured gene expression
across cells. The matrix W captured the remaining low dimensional variation of interest, with each row
providing a 20-dimensional description of a cell’s expression state. These rows were used to calculate cell-
cell similarities needed to impute expression using the MAGIC algorithm.
Our version of MAGIC, modified to include only wanted sources of variation captured by ZINB-WaVE,
is as follows. First, we constructed the MAGIC affinity matrix, using adaptive distance parameters ka = 10
and k = 30 and measuring cell-cell distances with a Euclidean metric on the corresponding rows of the
ZINB-WaVE W matrix. That is, we simply replaced the principal component coordinates in the typical
MAGIC affinity matrix construction with entries of the ZINB-WaVE W matrix. This custom affinity matrix
and the (N, J) matrix R of raw counts were then input to a protocol exactly following the MAGIC algorithm.










and formed the Markov affinity matrix M by row normalizing the affinity matrix constructed from W . From
these matrices, imputed expression is given by equation 4.1 where the diffusion time t = 10 was chosen
to yield good recovery of simulated dropout events on our data set (Section D.2.1). Finally, the MAGIC
protocol dictates rescaling the imputed expression values via:
(Drescale)i,j = (Dimputed)i,j





that is, imputed expression values were rescaled so that the max imputed expression for each gene matched
the 99th percentile of the pre-imputed expression. The matrix Drescale is the imputed result of the MAGIC
protocol; however, because it is not guaranteed to be normalized to a common cell library size, we renormalize
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each row of Drescale to units of imputed expression per 10,000. The resulting expression matrix E, with genes
in columns and cells in rows, is the output of our imputation procedure.
4.4.2 Principal component analysis
We used principal component analysis (PCA) on imputed expression of robustly expressed genes to obtain a
low dimensional representation of cells according to coordinated variation in gene expression. Specifically, we
first restricted to columns of E corresponding to genes robustly expressed in the raw data (≥ 5 UMI in ≥ 100
cells). We then partitioned the resulting matrix, with 2468 genes, into sub-matrices Ehealth corresponding to
cells from foreskin, scalp and trunk samples, and Epso corresponding to cells from psoriasis samples. We log2
transformed entries of Ehealth (with pseudo-count 1) mean centered genes and performed PCA, describing
healthy cells by their coordinates along the first 20 principal components (PCs). These PCs sufficed to
capture nearly all the variation in our imputed data (Figure D.1). To represent psoriasis cells in this space,
we applied the same log2 transformation and constant shift and projected the transformed psoriasis cell
expression vectors onto the 20 PCs. The resulting 20-dimensional cell representations were used as input for
t-SNE and multi-tissue clustering of cells.
4.4.3 K-means-based approximate spectral clustering
We used spectral clustering of healthy cells represented in the aforementioned 20 PC space to identify similar
phenotypic states. To reduce the computational cost of diagonalizing a large cell-cell similarity matrix, we
employed a modified form spectral clustering known as the k-means-based approximate spectral clustering
(KASP) algorithm [181]. Given a matrix Ehealth, with PC coordinates of cells in rows and shape (71864, 20),
the number nclust of clusters, and a data reduction factor, alpha, of 10— so that spectral clustering is
performed on floor(71864/10) = 7186 observations— the KASP algorithm is:
1. Select nk−means rows from Ehealth, randomly and without replacement, and perform k-means clustering
of theses rows identifying 7186 centroids. (Our implementation used nk−means = 0.5× 71864 = 35932
and took the best k-means results from 20 centroid initializations)
2. Perform a second round of k-means clustering of all 71864 cells initializing centroids at the best result
from step 1.
3. Perform spectral clustering of the 7186 centroids from step 2 and identify nclust clusters.
4. Assign each cell to the spectral cluster label of its corresponding k-means centroid from step 2.
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Step 3 requires specification of a similarity matrix and type of graph Laplacian constructed from this
matrix. We obtained the similarity matrix among k-means centroids using the same construction as for the
MAGIC affinity matrix with Euclidean distance measured between centroid representations in 20-dimensional
PC space and adaptive similarity parameters ka = 10 and k = 30. From this similarity matrix we construct
the random-walk graph Laplacian and perform the Shi and Malik version of spectral clustering [149] as
described by von Luxburg [175]. After assigning cluster labels to all healthy cells, psoriasis cells are assigned
to clusters via scikit-learn’s (version 0.19.0) KNeighborsClassifier fit on healthy cells represented in the 20
PC space and using 10 nearest neighbors with other parameters set to default values [128].
We observed that the resulting clustering mixed a small number (approximately 200) of late keratinocytes
with the primary immune cell cluster (Figure D.1(B-C)). In addition to this important biological distinction,
we observed that making the adaptive cell-cell similarity parameters used for clustering more local (decreasing
ka and k from 10 to 3 and from 30 to 10, respectively) yielded clustering that successfully partitioned the
problematic cluster (Figure D.1D). Given these biological and data-driven motivations, we isolated the cells
in the immune cell cluster (Figure D.1C, cluster 10) and used spectral clustering (without the k-means based
approximation) to split this cluster in two. The resulting clusters are illustrated in Figure D.1E and in Figure
4.2.
Clustering of foreskin keratinocytes used the KASP algorithm described above but was restricted to
22,338 foreskin cells assigned to a keratinocyte cluster in the primary clustering of all healthy cells. This
clustering used a data reduction factor, α = 2, and nclust = 8. All other parameters were unchanged.
4.4.4 t-SNE
We used Rtsne [169, 86] (version 0.13) to perform t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) on
the 20-dimensional representation of cells described in section 4.4.2 1. t-SNE used parameters theta = .5
and perplexity = 40.
4.4.5 Tissue enrichment and depletion analysis
Under the null hypothesis that there is no association between cluster and anatomic site or psoriatic condi-
tion, the number of cells from a given site in a given cluster is a hypergeometric random variable. Mathe-
matically, if X is this number, then X is distributed as follows:











1t-SNE code was run by Andrew J. Sedgewick, a co-first author of one of the publications summarized in this chapter.
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where N is the total number of cells, K is the number of cells belonging to the anatomic site or psoriatic
condition, and n is the cluster size. We measure the relative enrichment and depletion of a particular site
(anatomic or psoriasis) in a particular cluster by the log ratio of the number of observed cells in this cluster
to the number expected under the null (hypergeometric) distribution. Significance of the association between
each tissue and cluster pair is assessed using Pearson’s chi-square test with Bonferroni correction.
4.4.6 Identification of Keratinocyte-Specific Genes and Transcription Factors
Our objective of uncovering regulators and regulatory mechanisms specific to the keratinocyte lineage
prompted us to focus analysis on genes and TFs with increased expression in keratinocytes compared to
other types of primary cells. On the one hand, focusing on keratinocyte-specific genes and TFs had two
benefits: first, it permitted discovery of gene modules particular to keratinocyte functions; and, second, it
reduced false positives in our identification of keratinocyte regulators from single-cell data by adding a filter
for specificity of expression across primary cells. On the other hand, recognizing that some TFs known to be
important for keratinocyte regulation may also function in other cell types, we supplemented the data-driven
identification of keratinocyte TFs with a set of established keratinocyte regulators from the literature.
Identification of genes and TFs with significantly increased expression in keratinocytes used the ex-
pression data from the FANTOM consortium [48]. Relative log expression normalized expression values
for transcription start sites (TSSs) identified from cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) experiments
were obtained from http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/latest/extra/CAGE_peaks/hg19.cage_
peak_phase1and2combined_tpm_ann.osc.txt.gz. Restricting to 495 human primary cell samples not
marked for exclusion from expression analysis in Table S2 of [48], we computed gene-level expression values
by associating with each gene’s EntrezID the sum of CAGE peak expression values annotated with that ID.
We used the Mann-Whiteny U test to identify genes and TFs differentially expressed in three keratinocyte
samples relative to the remaining 491 samples (due to our interest in epidermal keratinocytes, we excluded
the oral keratinocyte sample from consideration). A list of annotated TFs [186] was used to distinguish TFs
from other protein coding genes and non-coding RNA. Genes and TFs with Benjamini-Hochberg FDR less
than 0.05 and increased average expression in keratinocytes were selected and filtered to include only those
with at least 1 UMI (raw data) in at least 1% of all single-cell keratinocytes. This differential expression
and filtering procedure yielded 793 genes, termed FANTOM Genes, and 49 TFs.
The set of differentially expressed TFs, prior to filtering for minimum scRNA-seq expression level, con-
tained several members of the HES superfamily: HES2, HES5, and HES7. Of these, only HES2 passed
the filter. However, we observed that two other superfamily members, HES1 and HES4, were robustly
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expressed and possessed dynamic expression patterns across our single cell data (Figure 4.3). For this rea-
son and because HES genes are targets of Notch signaling that has an established function in keratinocyte
differentiation [176], we elected to add HES1 and HES4 to the set of 49 TFs. Below, we refer to the full
set of 51 TFs as FANTOM TFs. We supplemented our FANTOM TFs with additional 49 TFs previously
shown by Klein et al. to regulate keratinocyte differentiation [85]. Lowly expressed TF were filtered using
the threshold on single-cell expression as described above. We refer to this set as Klein TFs.
From these FANTOM Genes, FANTOM TFs, and Klein TFs, we constructed final three sets for further
analysis. The set termed Keratinocyte TFs consisted of the union of FANTOM TFs and Klein TFs and
was used to study the dynamics of TF expression across single-cell stages, as well as for regulatory network
analysis. The set termed Candidate Keratinocyte TFs consisted of FANTOM TFs not in the set of Klein
TFs and was the focus of TF prioritization and validation. Finally, the set termed Keratinocyte Genes
consisted of the union of Keratinocyte TFs and FANTOM Genes and comprised the set of candidate target
genes for regulatory network analysis. Figure D.3 illustrates the construction of these sets.
4.4.7 Differential Expression
We used differential expression analysis to identify Keratinocyte Genes specific to the BK (union of stages
1, 2, 3) and DK (union of stages 5, 6, 7) states. First, log (cpm + 1) of nonimputed expression values was
calculated for Keratinocyte Genes and for other genes with at least 3 UMIs in 20 foreskin keratinocytes.
Next, we used limma-trend version 3.23.9 [136] to obtain moderated log2 fold-change values between the
two states, as well as adjusted p values for differential expression tests. Finally, we defined Keratinocyte
Genes specific to the BK versus DK states to be those genes differentially expressed at 5% FDR and with
magnitudes of moderated log2 fold change greater than 0.25.
4.4.8 Network construction
Network construction used correlaions among TF and gene expression with TFs partitioned according to
the differential enrichment of their binding motifs among BK and DK SEs. Examining the distribution of
expression correlations across all foreskin keratinocytes, we observed inflation of large magnitude correlations
that was reduced by removing outlier cells and reducing the imputation time of the MAGIC algorithm. These
procedures are described in Section D.2.2 and the resulting imputed expressions were used in all analysis
following partitioning of cells into 8 stages.
To construct Figure 4.3B, Keratinocyte TFs were filtered for dynamic expression based on stage-wise log
fold change and clustered using Pearson correlation distance among vectors of log-transformed stage-wise
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mean imputed counts per million (cpm). Details of the motif scan used to determine differential enrichment
of predicted TF binding sites among BK and DK SEs are provided in Section D.2.3.
Regulatory network construction for the BK state used Keratinocyte TFs with motifs enriched in BK-
specific SEs compared with DK-specific SEs and Keratinocyte Genes not down-regulated in the BK state
compared with the DK state (Section 4.4.7). BK state Gene and TF modules were identified using hierarchi-
cal clustering on signed expression similarity scores calculated as soft-thresholded Pearson correlation [185]
of log-transformed imputed expression across cells in stages 1 to 4. Regulatory relationships between gene
and TF modules were called by applying thresholding to the distribution of magnitudes of mean similarity
scores between all TF-gene module. Regulatory analysis for the DK state used an analogous method. Section
D.2.5 gives details on these procedures. Candidate TF prioritization was also based on gene-TF correlation
and is described in Section D.2.4.
4.4.9 Antioxidant analysis
Genes annotated for antioxidant function were downloaded from the AmiGO2 database (version 2.5.12) [21]
and filtered to include only those genes expressed in more than 1% of all keratinocytes in scRNAseq data.
Genes with dynamic expression in foreskin keratinocytes (log2 fold-change between minimum and maximum
stage-wise mean expression for stages 1-7 greater than 1, with the minimum set to 5 imputed cpm when
it was less than this threshold) were selected for hierarchical agglomerative clustering. We clustered genes
represented as vectors of log2 stage-wise mean imputed cpm with pseudocount 1 using Pearson correlation
distance and average linkage.
To test the significance of size enrichment of the cluster showing peak expression in stages 1-3, we
generated a null distribution of maximum cluster sizes using a permutation approach. For each of 10,000
iterations, we independently permuted the elements of each log2 stage-wise mean expression vector and
repeated the hierarchical clustering procedure identifying four clusters. The p-value was calculated from the




This thesis has used a combination of large datasets and complex ML models to investigate cell epigenomes
and their effect on gene expression. In particular, we have provided answers to the questions posed in
Section 1.1.2. First, we have used ANNs to quantify the role of DNA sequence in determining chromatin
structure via binding of CTCF and positing of nucleosomes, as well as in directing DNA methylation by
DNMT enzymes. Differences in model performance indicate the variable role of sequence in each of these
phenomena. Yet, in each case, the MaxEnt approach or its SA variant revealed sequence patterns used by
ANNs that were important in determining biological outcomes.
Second, we identified an inverse relationship between DNA methylation and change in expression in
our engineered yeast model. This finding, in a species lacking intrinsic methylation, has implications in the
debate over the role of DNA methylation in suppressing gene expression. Furthermore, our logistic regression
models revealed how the association between DNA methylation and differential expression depends on the
position of methylation sites relative to the gene body.
Third, we used statistical enrichment tests to characterize cell response to change in DNA methyla-
tion state and to show that genes down-regulated as part of this adaptation are distinct from the genes
whose expression decrease is best explained by gene hypermethylation. A particularly clear example of this
adaptation detected in our time-course study was the expression change of genes controlling synthesis of
the DNMT methyl-donor SAM. Regulation of DNA methylation levels via SAM has also been reported in
certain mammalian cell types [171, 20], and more work is needed to understand how cells measure DNA
methylation state and process this and other information to set cellular SAM levels.
Fourth, we have investigated the relationship between epigenetic changes and changes in transcriptomic
output of single cells in human epidermis. Clustering single cells by expression profiles revealed transcrip-
tional states corresponding to known epidermal cell types, as well as other, distinct transcriptional states
indicating cells with specialized epidermal functions. We connected changes in TF expression across these
cell states to previously reported changes in SE elements, thus supporting the hypothesis that TFs bind these
epigenetically marked loci to regulate expression changes accompanying cell-state transition. Finally, we used
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correlation analysis to identify TFs promoting the basal keratinocyte state and demonstrated experimentally
that knock-down of two of these TFs promoted keratinocyte differentiation.
A common theme among these questions was the large number of degrees of freedom (for example, single
nucleotides in a DNA sequence or gene expression levels) which interact according to rules of an unknown
functional form to yield a biological outcome. While this complexity motivates the data-driven approach of
ML, it is essential that scientists are able to distill the important degrees of freedom as well as their most
important interactions from trained ML models. The statistical-physics-inspired maxEnt and SA approaches,
along with other proposed algorithms [151, 92, 153, 109, 8], represent important progress in this direction
but much work remains to be done.
Potential improvements to the MaxEnt method include changes in the MCMC algorithm to increase
computational efficiency and attempting to approximate the complicated maximum entropy distribution
over inputs with a simpler, interpretable probably distribution. A principled method for selecting these
approximating distributions could also decrease the algorithm run time by reducing the number of parameters
that need to be estimated by sampling. Another interesting, but more ambitious approach is to design
ANN training algorithms and architectures with interpretability in mind. While current training methods
adjust parameters to minimize a single loss, penalizing models that do not conform to some measure of
interpretability or are not amenable to a prescribed interpretation procedure appears more promising than
attempting to construct efficient interpretation methods for the most general ANN case.
Ultimately, increasingly complex ML models that integrate diverse genetic and epigenetic information
represent a promising approach to cataloguing cell functions probed by high-throughput sequencing experi-
ments. To make the most of this catalogue, models’ predictive power will need to be matched with rigorous
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Appendix A
Supplemental material for Chapter 1
A.1 The backpropagation algorithm
This section presents the method, known as the backpropagation algorithm, for calculating partial derivatives
of the loss function with respect to weight and bias parameters of an ANN. We focus on feed-forward ANNs
with fully-connected layers. Let i ∈ {0, ..., I} index layers of the ANN, where i = 0 is the input layer and
i = I is the output layer. Using the notation of the introduction, we wish to compute the gradient of
`(f(x,Θ), y) with respect to Θ = {W 1j,k, b1j ,W 2j,k, b2j , ...,W Ij,k, bIj}. Once an input x = a0 is provided the unit
activations aij and pre-activations z
i
j (neuron activations before application of non-linear transformations —





by taking advantage of the repeated composition of layer-wise
operations. This allows the the partial derivatives with respect to unit pre-activations in layer i to be written
in terms of partial derivatives with respect to pre-activations of the deeper layer i+1. Using this relationship,
partial derivatives are first calculated with respect to pre-activations of the deepest layer, and these are used
to calculate partial derivatives in shallower layers, explaining the name ”backpropagation.” Once the partial
derivative with respect to a unit preactivation, ∂`
∂zij
, is known, the fact that ` only depends on weights and
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Next, the partial derivative ∂`∂zir
in terms of ∂`
∂zi+1p












































We note that when the non-linearity σ relating zi and ai is applied element-wise then ∂a
i






. Iteratively applying the right-hand side of A.5 to the right-hand
side of A.3, gives the partial derivatives of the loss with respect to unit pre-activations in layers i ∈ {1, ...I}.
Finally, partial derivatives with respect to weight and bias parameters are calculated using the partial
























In summary, equations A.3, A.5, A.6, and A.7 provide the necessary formulae for calculating the par-
tial derivatives required for the gradient descent procedure (equation 1.7). Modifications for the case of
convolutional layers are described in [52].
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A.2 A spectral clustering algorithm
This section describes the Shi and Malik spectral clustering alogorithm [149] and is based on the review
[175]. This version of spectral clustering is used in Chapter 4 as part of approximate spectral clustering
applied to the transcriptomes of single cells in the human epidermis.
Shi and Malik spectral clustering requires a set of edge weights wi,j between N observations which form a
symmetric weight matrix w ∈ RN×N and a number K ∈ N of clusters into which observations are partitioned.
The value wi,j measures the similarity of observations i and j. The algorithm is:
Algorithm 1: Shi and Malik Spectral Clustering
Input: w ∈ RN×N , K ∈ N
Compute the degree matrix: Di,j = (
∑N
k=1 wi,k)δi,j
Compute the unnormalized graph Laplacian: Li,j = Di,j − wi,j
Compute the K generalized eigenvectors: u1, u2, ..., uK , with the K smallest eigenvalues in the
generalized eigenvalue problem: Lu = λDu
Define U ∈ RN,K to be the matrix with u1, u2, ..., uK as columns.
For i ∈ {1...N} let yi be the ith row of U .
Cluster the vectors yi into sets C1, C2, ..., CK with the K-means algorithm [57]
Result: Clusters: {{i : yi ∈ Cj} : j ∈ {1, 2, ..K}}
This algorithm is identical to the method presented in Section 1.7.2 excepted that, here, observations are
represented by their corresponding components in the generalized eigenvectors of Lu = λDu with smallest
generalized eigenvalues, rather than by components in the eigenvectors of L with smallest eigenvalue. Since
u is a generalized eigenvector of Lu = λDu with eigenvector λ if an only if u is an eigenvector of D−1L
with eigenvalue λ, then eigendecomposition in Algorithm 1 is equivalent to eigendecomposition of the row-
normalized stochastic matrix D−1L ≡ Lrw. Lrw is called the random-walk graph Laplacian.
The review [175] shows that clustering based on eigendecomposition of the unnormalized and the random-
walk graph Laplacians can be understood as attempts to solve two related, NP-hard graph partitioning
problems. The first problem, called RatioCut, is to find clusters C1, C2, ..., CK partitioning observations
1, 2, ..., N such that the objective function












is minimized. Solutions to this problem favor clusters that are each composed on a large number of nodes
with small edge weights between nodes in distinct clusters. The second problem, called NCut, is to find
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clusters C1, C2, ..., CK partitioning observations 1, 2, ..., N such that the objective function












is minimized. Solutions to this problem favor clusters with high edge weights between nodes in the same
cluster and small edge weights between nodes in distinct clusters.
Both of these problems can be cast as minimization of quadratic forms in N variables with coefficients
given by graph Laplacians with different normalizations and where allowed solutions are restricted to a
discrete set of mutually orthogonal vectors (see [175] for details)). The components of solution vectors in
the allowed set indicate cluster assignment of observations. Relaxation of the RatioCut problem by allowing
solution vector components to take on any real value leads to the spectral clustering using the unnormalized
graph Laplacian. Similar relaxation of the NCut problem leads to the spectral clustering of Shi and Malik
(Algorithm 1).
The RatioCut and NCut graph partitioning problems provide motivation for spectral clustering that
is complementary to that provided in Section 1.7.2, and explain some of the differences among spectral
clustering algorithms used in the literature. We elected to use Algorithm 1 for clustering of single-cell
transcriptomes. This was because the NCut cut objective, which favored cell clusters with high mutual
similarity (through the factor 1/
∑
i∈Ck Di,i in equation A.9), made more biological sense than the RatioCut
objective, which favored clusters with similar numbers of cells (through the factor 1/|Ck| in equation A.8).
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Appendix B
Supplemental material for Chapter 2
B.1 Mathematical Derivations
B.1.1 Derivation of Boltzmann distribution for MaxEnt samples





















where X denotes the set of all length L sequences, px0(x) and q(x) denote the probabilities of sequence x
under PMFs px0 and q, and β and α are Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints. Setting the
partial derivatives ∂L∂px0 (x)





where Z ≡ e1−α is the normalization constant for the probability distribution.








where I(xi) is the indicator function for a G or C nucleotide at position i, and µ controls the average GC
content of a sequence position. To fix µ, we let c denote the GC content and require
c = Eq [I(xi)] (B.4)
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Substituting q(x) given by equation B.3 with this value of µ into equation B.2 and absorbing the denominator
of q(x) into Z, we obtain equation 2.2.
B.1.2 Approximating the decay of the feature importance measure f(v)
To estimate the decay of f(v) from its maximum in terms of quantities measurable from our MaxEnt samples
























the first term of B.6 is the log of the marginal distribution of the input-wide feature V (x) when x is
distributed according to px0 . We denote this marginal distribution as






Similarly, the second term is the log of the marginal distribution of the input-wide feature V (x) when x is
distributed according to q. We denote this marginal distribution as




Our choice of q as a product of identical single nucleotide distributions (equation B.3) implies that when x
is distributed according to q, V (x) is a linear combination of the independent random variables Ii(xi) with
weights ci (equation 2.4). Assuming this linear combination involves a sufficient number of weights of roughly
the same magnitude, we can apply the Lindeberg version of the Central Limit Theorem to approximate








where 〈V 〉q and σ2 denote the mean and variance of V (x), respectively, when x is distributed according to
q. These moments can be calculated directly from the simple form for q in equation B.3.
Approximation B.9 treats Pq(V = v) as a smooth function of v. To approximate the decay of f(v) we
also treat Ppx0 (V = v) as a smooth function of v and expand log(f(v)) in a second order Taylor series about
the value v∗ that maximizes log(f(v)):














(v − v∗)2. (B.10)
The 1st order term is zero since we are expanding about a maximum, and we have substituted −1σ2 for
d2
dv2 log (Pq(V = v))
∣∣∣∣
v=v∗
. Truncation of higher order terms is justified if the distribution Ppx0 (V = v) is
approximately normal, a condition which can be checked directly by estimating the distribution of V (x)












where s2 is the variance of V (x) under the distribution px0 , estimated from MCMC samples. With this









which is the proportionality 2.6.
Motivation for the distance metric weights in multiclass classification
ANNs performing multiclass classification among K classes typically encode the predicted class probabilities
by using K output units, one for each class, with their activations calculated from softmax functions acting
on affine-transformed penultimate units (equation 1.6). The softmax function ensures that class probabilities













where zk denotes the affine transformation of the penultimate layer activations. Writing zk explicitly in
terms of the components of the vector Φi(x0) and the weights wk,i and biases bk for the k
th unit of the
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+ b0 − bk. (B.14)
Thus, the magnitude of the difference w0,i − wk,i is a natural choice for measuring the extent to which
features encoded in the penultimate activations Φi allow the network to identify x0 as belonging to class 0
rather than class k.
B.2 Supplemental Figures
Figure B.1: Top hits for Tomtom database query with MaxEnt motifs. (A) MaxEnt motif (bottom) and
best database match (top) for the MaxEnt motif in Figure 2.3A. Tomtom Motif agreement statistics are
shown on the left. (B) Same as (A) but for the MaxEnt motif in Figure 2.3B
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Figure B.2: Additional plots of nucleosome single nucleotide frequencies. (A,B) Single nucleotide frequencies
of samples from MaxEnt distributions for two additional nucleosomal sequences correctly classified by the
ANN. These sequences exemplify reduced or in incomplete 10 bp periodic nucleotide content in MaxEnt
samples, relative to Figure 2.4A. (C) Single nucleotide frequencies averaged over 2500 interpreted nucleosomal
sequences.
Figure B.3: Examples of learned low-variance nucleosome features. Plots of the weights ci of the input-wide
features with largest, (A), and second largest, (B), feature importance scores δ under the approximation
2.8. Red and green traces are reflections over the ci = 0 axis and are shown because δ is unaffected by
collective change in sign of the ci’s. (C) The decay in variance of PC vectors in PCA decomposition used
to determine input-wide features plotted in (A) and (B). The sharp decay in variance signals a sharp rise in
the importance score δ.
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Appendix C
Supplemental material for Chapter 3
C.1 Experimental details
C.1.1 Yeast strains
Wild-type Komagataella phaffii NRRL Y-11430, ATCC 76273 was previously used to construct a strain
harboring a recombinase landing pad in the Trp2 locus in the K. phaffii genome [130]. All plasmids utilized
in this work were transformed into this strain at the GAP locus.
C.1.2 Cloning of DNMTs in K. phaffii expression plasmids
The open reading frames for DNMT1A, DNMT3A1, DNMT3A2, DNMT3B1, and DNMT3L were purchased
from Addgene (plasmid #36939 (DNMT1A), plasmid #35521 (DNMT3A1), plasmid #36941 (DNMT3A2),
plasmid #35522 (DNMT3B1) and plasmid #35523 (DNMT3L), and cloned using Gibson Assembly into the
K. phaffii expression plasmid PP162 (Addgene plasmid #78995). The cloning primers added an SV40 nuclear
localization signal (NLS) at both the 5’ and 3’ end of each DNMT to ensure proper nuclear localization and
access to genomic DNA. For construction of plasmids expressing combinations of DNMTs, we first cloned
the DNMT3L gene using Gibson Assembly into the K. phaffii expression plasmid PP164 (Addgene plasmid
#78988); the resulting DNMT3L expression cassette driven by a ppTEF promoter was then cloned using
Gibson Assembly into each of the constructs expressing single DNMTs described above. All plasmids were
sequenced at the University of Illinois Core Sequencing Facility.
C.1.3 Media composition
YPD media was prepared with 1% yeast extract (VWR #90004-092), 2% peptone (VWR #90000-264) and
2% dextrose (VWR # BDH0230). BMGY medium contained 10 g/l (1% (w/v)) yeast extract, 20g/l (2%
(w/v)) peptone, 100mM potassium phosphate monobasic (VWR #MK710012), 100mM potassium phosphate
dibasic (VWR #97061-588), 4 × 10−5 % biotin (Life Technologies #B1595), 13.4g/l (1.34% (w/v)) Yeast
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Nitrogen Base (Sunrise Science #1501-500) and 2% glycerol (VWR #AA36646-K7).
C.1.4 Plasmid transformation into K. phaffii
Competent cells were prepared by first growing one single colony of K. phaffii in 5 ml of YPD at 30◦C
overnight. Fifty µL of the resulting culture were inoculated into 100 ml of YPD and grown at 30◦C overnight
until they reached OD600 ∼ 1.3 − 1.5. The cells were then centrifuged at 1,500 g for 5 min at 4◦C and
resuspended in 40 ml of ice-cold sterile water, centrifuged at 1,500 g for 5 min at 4◦C and resuspended with
20 ml of ice-cold sterile water, centrifuged at 1,500 g for 5 min at 4◦C and resuspended in 20 ml of ice-cold
1 M sorbitol, and centrifuged at 1,500 g for 5 min at 4◦C and resuspended in 0.5 ml of ice-cold 1 M sorbitol.
Plasmids were linearized with the AvrII restriction enzyme and purified by ethanol precipitation. We mixed
80 µl of competent cells with 5-20 µg of linearized DNA and transferred them to an ice-cold 0.2 cm cuvette
for 5 min before electroporation using exponential decay (Pulse parameters were 1500 V, 200 Ω and 25 µF).
Immediately after pulsing, 1 ml of ice-cold 1 M sorbitol was added to the cuvette, and the cuvette content
was transferred to a sterile culture tube containing 1 ml of 2x YPD. The culture tubes were incubated for
2 hours at 30◦C with shaking, and 50-100 µl of the culture was spread on YPDS plates (1% yeast extract,
2% peptone, 1M sorbitol, 1% dextrose and 2% agar) with zeocin at 100µg/ml.
C.1.5 PCR verification of DNMT integration
Integration of the plasmids at the correct target site of the K. phaffii genome was verified using PCR.
Genomic DNA was isolated by resuspending single colonies in 20 mM NaOH and heating at 95◦C for 10
minutes to lyse the cells. PCRs were performed using KAPA2G Robust PCR kits (KAPA Biosystems). A
typical 25 µl reaction used 20–100 ng of genomic DNA, Buffer A (5 µl), Enhancer (5 µl), dNTPs (0.5 µl), 10
µM forward primer (1.25 µl), 10 µM reverse primer (1.25 µl), KAPA2G Robust DNA Polymerase (0.5 U)
and water (up to 25 µl). The PCR products were visualized in 2% agarose gels, and images were captured
using a ChemiDoc-It2 (UVP).
C.1.6 Growth Conditions
Clones were inoculated into 5 ml YPD media and grown overnight at 30◦C. Five µl of the overnight cultures
were transferred to BMGY. Five µl of the resulting cultures were transferred every day to 5 ml of fresh
BMGY for 5 days, and at the end point, cells were collected for RNA or genomic DNA isolation. The
time-course experiments followed the same procedure, except that cells were collected on days 1-4 after
transferring to BMGY.
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C.1.7 Isolation of RNA and sequencing
Spheroblasts were obtained by incubating 20 million cells in buffer YT (1 M Sorbitol, 0.1M EDTA, pH 7.4)
in the presence of 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol and 25 Units of Zymolase (Zymo Research). Spheroblasts were
lysed by centrifugation in Qiashredder columns and total RNA was isolated using the RNEasy Mini Plus kit
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA quality and concentration was assessed using
a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). All paired-end RNA-seq experiments were performed by the BGI Americas
Corporation using Illumina HiSeq 4000 at read length of 100 bp.
C.1.8 Isolation of genomic DNA and bisulfite sequencing
Genomic DNA from 300 million cells was purified using the Master Pure Yeast DNA Purification kit (Epi-
centre) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting precipitated DNA was resuspended in
Tris-EDTA (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) at ∼20 ng/µl. All paired-end whole-genome bisulfite
sequencing (WGBS) experiments were performed by the BGI Americas Corporation using Illumina HiSeq
X Ten at read length of 150bp.
C.2 Computational details
C.2.1 RNA-seq analysis
Paired-end RNA-seq reads were mapped to the K. phaffii genome using TopHat2 [81] (version 2.1.1) with
the options -g 1 --prefilter-multihits --library-type fr-unstranded. Mapping reads to an augmented reference
genome containing all human DNMT sequences caused frequent multiple alignment to different DNMTs,
because of the sequence similarity of isoforms (data not shown). To prevent these ambiguous alignments, we
created separate versions of the genome that contained only one of the knocked-in DNMT1A , DNMT3A1,
DNMT3A2, and DNMT3B1 sequences, as well as all of the DNMT3L, KanR, and zeoR sequences and the
K. phaffii reference genome. Reads from each condition expressing DNMT1A , DNMT3A1 , DNMT3A2,
or DNMT3B1 were aligned to the genome version containing the corresponding sequence. Reads from 3L
and control conditions were aligned to the version of the genome containing all DNMT, KanR, and zeoR
sequences and the K. phaffii reference. Mapped reads were filtered with samtools view [97] (version 1.7)
using the options -h -f 3 -F 3596 -q 13, and read pairs mapping to different chromosomes were removed. Gene
expression values, in units of FPKM (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads), were




We used Bismark [87] (version 0.18.0) to process the whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) data for two
biological replicates from each of our 13 conditions. Paired-end reads from each experiment were trimmed
using Trim Galore (version 0.4.4) with the command trim galore --paired --trim 1 --clip r1 8 --clip r2 8
--three prime clip r1 8 --three prime clip r2 8, followed by removal of read duplicates.
Reads were aligned to the bisulfite converted K. phaffii genome with Bismark as follows: we first sought
to align reads as pairs using the command bismark --bowtie2 -N 1 -D 25 -R 5 --score min L,0,-0.4. --X 2000
--unmapped. Then, to raise alignment rates, we attempted a second alignment of the first-strand reads from
unaligned read pairs using the command bismark --bowtie2 -N 1 -D 25 -R 5 --score min L,0,-0.4. We did
not attempt to align the second read from initially unmapped read pairs, because alignment rates for this
set of reads were much lower than those of the first reads (data not shown). Table C.1 provides paired-end
and first-strand single-end alignment rates along with converge and bisulfite non-conversion rates estimated
from spike-in unmethylated lambda phage DNA.
After alignment, we obtained summary files which described, for each read, the methylation status at
CpG-context cytosines by running the command “bismark methylation extractor --no overlap –comprehen-
sive” on the bam files produced by paired-end alignment and the command “bismark methylatoin extractor
–comprehensive” on the bam files produced by single-end alignment. The resulting files were concatenated
into a single CpG-context file that served as input for mutual information calculations in Section C: “MI
calculation.”
Finally, we generated CpG report files containing the counts of methylated and unmethylated observations
aggregated across aligned reads for each C in the CpG context. These reports where generated by running
the command bismark2begGraph on the concatenated CpG-context file followed by running the command
coverage2cytosine. The CpG report files associated with each WGBS experiment were used to estimate
methylation rates at each C in a CpG context.
C.2.3 Clustering experiments by window average methylation
To check the reproducibility of WGBS experiments, we clustered the WGBS samples represented by vectors
of window averaged maximum likelihood estimated methylation probabilities for CpG context cytosines.
Window averaging for each sample used window width of 4 kb and stride of 4 kb. Hierarchical clustering
used average linkage and was based on Pearson dissimilarity of window average vectors (Figure C.2A).
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C.2.4 Empirical Bayes approach for estimating mCpG rate
We used an empirical Bayes approach to estimate the probability of methylation at C’s in the CpG context,
which we termed mCpG rates, from the observed counts of methylated and unmethylated status (Section
C.2.2). This approach combines the number mi of methylated observations at site i and the number ni of
unmethylated observations at site i with a beta prior derived from genome-wide data. The genome-wide
information moderates the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) mi/(mi +ni) in the case of low coverage.
Specifically, for C with index i, the probability of methylation Θi is a random variable described by a
posterior distribution equal to the product of a beta prior on Θi and a binomial likelihood for observations,
divided by a normalizing factor:
P(Θi = θ|mi,mi + ni, α, β) =
f(mi|mi + ni, θ)B(θ|α, β)∫ 1
0
f(mi|mi + ni, θ)B(θ|α, β)dθ
. (C.1)
Here f denotes the binomial probability mass function, and B denotes the beta probability density function
with shape parameters α,β. The Empirical Bayes approach chooses α,β to maximize the Bayesian evidence
at all CpG-context C’s, when these observations are assumed independent:














f(mi|mi + ni, θ)B(θ|α, β)dθ
) (C.2)
The R package ebbr [137] (version 0.1) was used to obtain an MLE pair α̂, β̂ for each condition after first
restricting to C’s with at least one observation. After fitting these prior parameters for each condition, we
estimated the mCpG rate p̂i at the i




mi + α̂+ ni + β̂
.
(C.3)
C.2.5 Calculation of feature-aligned mCpG rates
We summarized trends in mCpG rate relative to genomic features, such as transcription start sites (TSSs)
or nucleosome dyads, by applying a sliding window average to relative genomic coordinates. To define our
window average statistic, let {hj(i)}j∈F denote the set of functions mapping the genomic coordinate and
strand information of a cytosine at location i to a signed genomic distance relative to feature j in the set
F of all genomic features of interest. For example, if F denotes the set of all gene TSSs, then hj(i) is the
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signed number of base pairs from the TSS of gene j to the C labeled by i, where the 3’ direction of the gene’s
coding strand is taken as positive. Denoting the set of all CpG-context C’s within a fixed sliding window
starting at position w and with width ∆w as
I(w) = {i : w ≤ hj(i) < w + ∆w for some j ∈ F} (C.4)























p̂i as mCpG rates,since it is clear from the context whether window averaging has occurred.
We used 95% credible intervals to quantify the distribution of Θ̄(w) about its expected value. These
intervals were estimate using a bootstrap approach. For each window w, we repeatedly drew independent







The lower and upper bounds of the 95% credible interval for Θ̄(w) were the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the
distribution of sampled θ̄.
We applied this method to three cases which used the following choices for hj , window widths, and
window strides. First, to summarize methylation trends relative to gene TSSs, we defined hj(i) to be the
number of base pairs (bp) from the TSS of gene j to the C at site i, taking the 3’ direction of the gene’s
coding strand as positive. The window width and stride were 50 bp and 10 bp, respectively. Second, to
summarize methylation trends in metagene coordinates, defined as the distance downstream of TSS scaled
by gene length, we modified the preceding definition of hj(i) by dividing the signed distance between gene
TSS and C by gene length. The window width and stride were 0.15 and 0.03, respectively. Finally, to
summarize methylation trends relative to nucleosome dyads, we defined hj(i) to be the signed number of
bp from the nucleosome dyad to the C at site i, taking the 3’ direction of the strand containing the C as
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positive. The window width and stride were 3 bp and 1 bp, respectively. Credible interval estimates for all
windows used 100 bootstrap samples.
C.2.6 Gene expression PCA
Log-scale gene expression values were obtained from expression counts by applying variance stabilizing
transformation to library-size-normalized count values using the vst function of DEseq2 (version 1.14.1)
with option blind=FALSE [104]. Library-size normalization used the DESeq median of count ratios method
[6]. Next, we used the removeBatchEffect function of the limma package (version 3.30.13) to remove variation
in transformed expression that was attributable to the three batches in which RNA-seq experiments were
performed [136]. PCA was performed on the resulting batch-corrected log-scale expression values using
scikit-learn [128].
C.2.7 Gene ontology analysis and GO term clustering
We used DAVID to perform gene ontology (GO) analysis, testing each knock-in condition for functional
enrichment in genes sets with expression significantly increased relative to control (“DE up” genes) and gene
sets with expression significantly decreased relative to control (“DE down” genes) [66]. As a preliminary
step, K. phaffii gene names annotated by Love et al. based on homology to S. cerevisiae genes [103] were
converted to Saccharomyces Genome Database IDs (SGD IDs) [28]. This conversion allowed DAVID to use a
custom gene background composed of only those genes identified in K. phaffii. Restricting to genes with valid
SGD IDs, we then tested the “DE up” and “DE down” gene sets of each knock-in condition for functional
enrichment compared to the background of all K. phaffii genes. Tests were performed via programmatic
access to DAVID using the RDAVIDWebService package [49], and GO terms with Benjamini-Hochberg
adjusted p-values less than 0.05 were accepted as being enriched.
To summarize the GO results for our time-course data, we performed hierarchical clustering on those
GO terms enriched in any of the “DE up” and “DE down” gene sets on days 1-4 (Figure C.5). Distance
between a pair of GO terms T1 , T2 was calculated as
1− J(T1, T2) (C.8)
where J(T1, T2) is the Jaccard similarity between the set of all DE genes (“DE up” or “DE down” on
any day) associated with T1 and the set of all DE genes associated with T2. Hierarchical clustering based
on these distances used average linkage. Clusters were determined using scipy’s fcluster function with the
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“inconsistent” criterion and parameters t=1.4, depth=4 [74].
C.2.8 Clustering gene expression changes and methylation patterns
To identify methylation patterns associated with genes following common time-course differential expression
trajectories, we clustered differentially expressed genes by their log-fold change relative to control. Clustering
was restricted to genes that were differentially expressed for at least one day. Each gene was represented
by a 4-dimensional vector of its log2 fold-change relative to control on day 1-4. We computed the pair-wise
Euclidean distance between these vectors and applied hierarchical clustering with average linkage (left panel
in Figure 3.3B). This hierarchical clustering was also used to organized the rows of mCpG heatmap in the
right panel of Figure 3.3B. To construct the gene-level mCpG rate heatmap, we represented each gene by a
4-dimensional array of its mean mCpG rate in the metagene interval [0.2,0.4] on time-course days 1-4. Array
elements corresponding to the same day were standardized by median centering and scaling by the median
absolute deviation. After standardization, we took the block median of groups of 100 genes on each day
and applied tanh transformation to suppress extreme values for visualization purpose (right panel in Figure
3.3B).
C.2.9 Description of logistic regression tasks and input
We used two-class logistic regression models to predict time-course differential expression status from meta-
gene methylation patterns and number of days after induction of DNMT knock-ins. We considered two
classification tasks. The first task, termed “DE down vs. rest”, aimed to distinguish “DE down” genes from
genes that were not “DE down” (“DE up” or “not DE”). The second task, termed “DE up vs. rest”, aimed
to distinguish “DE up” genes from genes that were not “DE up” (“DE down” or “not DE”).
To construct the dataset for each task, we partitioned the metagene interval [-0.2,1.2] into 30 equally
sized bins. Next, for each time-course day, we performed bin-wise standardization of methylation inputs as
follows: letting p̂i,g,d denote the mCpG rate at the i
th CpG-context C in the metagene interval [-0.2,1.2] of










• the function B(i, g) maps the index i of C and the associated gene g to the metagene bin b containing
the C;
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• cb and sb, used to standardize within each bin, are respectively the median mCpG rate and the
difference between the 75th and 50th percentiles of mCpG rates with metagene coordinates within
0.05 of the bin center; and
• the tanh operation severs to limit the magnitude of outlier mCpG rates.
For each gene and day, we supplemented the standardize methylation inputs xi,g,d with a length-four input
w containing one-hot encoding of the time-course day. For day d, the components of w were
wd′ = δd′,d (C.10)
where δd′,d is the Kronecker delta function.
For the ”DE down vs. rest” task, the response variables were
yg,d =

1 g is ”DE down” on day d
0 otherwise
, (C.11)
while for the “DE up vs. rest” task, the response variables were
yg,d =

1 g is ”DE up” on day d
0 otherwise
, (C.12)







where I(g) denotes the set of indices of CpG-context C’s associated with gene g and G denotes the set of all
genes.
C.2.10 Logistic regression model
Our logistic regression models were parameterized by 30 weights β = (βj)j∈{1,...30}, associated with the
metagene methylation bins, and by four weights α = (αd)d∈{1,...4}, associated with the time-course day indi-
cators. To prevent overfitting, we imposed a prior on the distribution of β to penalize weight configurations
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βj − 2βj+1 + βj+2
302
)2, (C.14)
where (βj − 2βj+1 + βj+2)/302 is proportional to the discrete approximation of the second order derivative
of the weights βj with respect meta gene position. Combining this prior with the likelihood of response



































For fixed λ we determined the values of α,β maximizing this log posterior probability using the root function
from scipy’s optimize package with options: method = “hybr”, maxfev = 34000 and factor = 10 [74].
C.2.11 Choice of logistic regression smoothness penalty
We selected the value of λ using 10-fold cross validation (CV). For each fixed value of λ in the set {10k : k ∈
{−5,−4, . . . 2}}, we measured the following performance statistics: the area under the receiver operating
characteristic (AUROC), the area under the precision recall curve (AUPRC), and AUPRC minus baseline.






where T is the set of (gene, day) pairs in the test set. We measured the four performance statistics on each
CV fold’s full test set as well its restriction to an individual time-course day (Figures C.27- C.32) . For
both “DE down vs. rest” and the “DE up vs. rest” tasks, we selected a value of λ that yielded best median
AUROC averaged across days: λ = 0.01 for both tasks.
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Finally, for this best λ value, we retrained the models on all available data (no holdout data) and
estimated 95% confidence intervals for regression parameters via bootstrap resampling of the training data
with 100 iterations (Figure 3.3E). To assess how λ affects determination of relative importance of methylation
at different metagene positions, we performed the same procedure for several other values of λ: λ ∈ {10k :
k ∈ {−4,−3, · · · − 1}} (Figure C.8C).
C.2.12 Density estimation for minimum FPRs
Each “DE down” gene on a given time-course day was assigned a minimum false positive rate (FPR) for
correct classification by considering the “DE down vs. rest” classifier performance on the cross-validation
fold that contained the gene in its test set. Because each pairing of a “DE down” gene and a time-course day
appeared in the test set of exactly one cross-validation fold, this procedure assigned exactly one minimum
FPR to each pair. The set of minimum FPRs associated with all such pairs was partitioned into PER and
non-PER gene sets. Treating PER and non-PER genes separately, we built histograms of minimum FPRs
for “DE down” genes using 100 bins partitioning the [0,1] interval. Both histograms were smoothed with
kernel density estimation using gaussian kernels with bandwidth 0.1. Kernels were renormalized to have
unit area in the [0,1] interval. The log ratio of density estimates for the non-PER and PER gene sets is
shown in Figure 3.3D. We repeated this procedure to compare the distribution of minimum FPRs for correct
classification of PER and non-PER “DE up” genes by the “DE up vs. rest” classifier. The log ratio of
empirical density estimates for these two distributions is shown in Figure C.8B.
C.2.13 Description of CNN inputs
For each knock-in condition, CNNs predicted the probability of methylation for a single CpG-context C from
local sequence and metagene position information. Each CNN input was a 201×5 array. The first 4 columns
of this array contained a one-hot encoding of the 201 bp nucleotide sequence centered on the C at which
methylation was predicted and described in terms of the nucleotide content of the strand containing this C.
The row entries of the last column contained the metagene coordinate for the nucleotide corresponding to
the row.
C.2.14 Architecture and training of CNN
We constructed and trained CNNs using the python package Keras [29]. Our CNN models had one convo-
lutional layer which slid 80 filters of size 6× 5 along the rows of the 201× 5 input array. Convolutional layer
output was passed through a max-pooling layer with size 7 and stride 7 and then through a dropout layer
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with dropout rate 0.2 to reduce overfitting [156]. Dropout layer output was passed to a fully connected layer
of 40 neurons, then to another dropout layer with dropout rate of 0.2. Finally, the output of the second
dropout layer was passed to a single output neuron encoding the methylation rate predicted by the network.
Rectified linear (ReLu) activation functions were used throughout our network except at the output layer
where we used a sigmoid activation to restrict predictions to the interval (0,1).
The quality of a CNN predicted methylation rate, p̃ , for a single network input with m methylated
status observations in the total of N observations was measured with the loss function







= −m log(p̃)− (N −m) log(1− p̃) + const.
(C.18)
which is the negative log-likelihood of the N independent observations given the predicted methylation
probability p̃. The loss for the training, validation, and test set was the sum of these individual losses over
the elements of each set. We trained CNNs using the stochastic gradient descent optimizer with batch of
size 1000, Nesterov momentum with parameter 0.9, and an initial learning rate 10−3 with decay factor 10−6.
Training stopped when the validation loss did not decrease for more than 100 epochs.
C.2.15 Calculation of predicition-based dissimilarity
Our prediction-based dissimilarity (PBD) measured the extent to which observed differences in standardized
methylation rates between conditions could be recapitulated by differences in standardized predictions of



































In this equation, i indexes the set of CpG-context C’s covered with at least one read in the six conditions
considered, p̂A,i and p̃A,i are respectively the mCpG rate and predicted methylation rate of the i
th C in
condition A, ¯̂pA and σ̂A are the mean and standard deviation of the mCpG rates for condition A, and ¯̃pA
and σ̃A are the mean and standard deviation of the predicted methylation rates for condition A.
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C.2.16 Simulated annealing
We used the simulated annealing (SA) technique to perform probabilistic optimization of CNN-predicted
methylation rates over allowed input sequences. The SA algorithm samples sequences via a discrete-time in-
homogeneous Markov chain with transition probabilities that depend on a cost function J and a temperature
parameter T . Sequences corresponding to lower J values are sampled with greater probability than those
corresponding to higher J values, and the ratio of these probabilities increases as temperature decreases.
Several properties of SA make it useful for revealing sequence patterns important for network prediction.
First, at bases where changes in nucleotide content produce notable changes in J , the distribution of A,C,T,G
across samples will diverge from the uniform towards a distribution that favors nucleotides minimizing J .
Second, this distribution does not need to favor a single nucleotide. For example, when two nucleotides
produce low values of J at a certain base, both will be preferentially sampled and the frequency of nucleotides
will reflect the extent to which they lower J . Third, the divergence of nucleotide content in samples from
a uniform distribution can be used to measure the relative importance of base positions to determining J .
Sequence logos are frequently used to summarize nucleotide preference and relative importance of bases, so
we used SA samples to make base-wise MLE estimates of nucleotide probabilities and constructed sequence
logos using the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence from a uniform distribution (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).
We here describe our implementation of SA using the notation of [14]. To sample a sequence x maximizing
methylation (SA maximization), we used the cost function J(x) = −y(x) where y denotes the pre-activation
of the output neutron of the CNN trained on that condition. The pre-activation of the output neuron is the
neuron’s value before applying the sigmoid function. For each CNN/condition pair, we initialized 50 instances
of SA at the 50 elements of the test set predicted to have highest methylation. For each initialization, we
executed the following pseudocode where xn is a CNN input described by a length 201 array with entries




Input: x0, d, Niter , Nsamples, Ninterval
for n in (1, 2, . . . Niter) do
T = d/ log(n+ 1) ;
i, j ∼ Unif without replacement({0, . . . 99} ∪ {102, . . . , 200}) ; . Center CG is fixed
xproposed = xn−1 ;
(xproposed)i ∼ Uniform({A,C,G, T} − {(xn−1)i}) ;
(xproposed)j ∼ Uniform({A,C,G, T} − {(xn−1)j}) ;












Result: (xn : n > Niter −NsampleNinterval and n mod Ninterval = 0)
The choice of proposing two mutations at each iteration is specific to our implementation. We also
did not propose mutations at the center CG because the sequence content of this dinucleotide was fixed
across all elements of training, test and validation sets. All conditions used parameters Niter = 8 × 106,
Nsample = 2 × 104 and Ninterval = 2. The parameter d, related to the initial temperature, was chosen in
a condition-specific manner described in the next section. We used the same algorithm and parameters to
sample sequences predicted to minimize methylation in each condition (SA minimization), except that we
initialized at the 50 elements of the test set predicted to have lowest methylation and set J(x) = y(x). Figure
C.9(A,B) plots the minimum of J(x) across previous iterations versus number of SA iterations. Data points
represent averages of minima for 50 initializations and demonstrate convergence in the sense of negligible
improvement in the quality of cost function minima after the first several million iterations.
C.2.17 Choice of the initial temperature parameter d in simulated annealing
Our choice of d parameter values specific to each CNN/condition pair was motivated by the empirical
observation that the widths of SA objective function distributions varied between CNNs (Figure C.9C,D).
Differences in widths cause differences in probability of accepting proposed high cost states. For instance,
for fixed d, xn−1 and some 0 < α < 1, the transformation J(x) −→ αJ(x) in the acceptance criteria of
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Algorithm 2, which corresponds to narrowing the distribution of SA objective function values, increases the
acceptance probability of xproposed when J(xproposed) > J(xn−1).
To choose a value of d suitable for the distribution of each objective function, we considered the heights
of communication of local minima. A state x of the Markov chain is said to communicate with the set X∗
of global minima at height h if there exists a path (a sequence of proposed mutations) from x to an element
of X∗ such that the maximum value of J along the path is at most J(x) + h [14]. Communication heights
are important in theoretical analysis of SA convergence which shows that, provided all states communicate
with X∗ at height d, our cooling schedule yields convergence to a global minimum of J in the limit of infinite
simulation steps [14]. Although we were not interested in obtaining true global minima (as fluctuation in
sequence content at unimportant bases is essential to biological interpretation), we still needed to ensure
that Markov chains could transition from shallow to deeper basins of the cost function. We therefore selected
condition-specific values of d by estimating a characteristic minimum communication height for sequences
near local minima of J .
In the case of SA maximization, estimation for each condition used the following procedure: first, we
supplemented each of the 50 test set inputs predicted to have highest methylation with 1,000 inputs sam-
pled uniformly and without replacement from the union of training, validation, and test sets. Metagene
information was fixed during SA, so we removed it as a source of variation in J(x) by setting the metagene
values of all 1000 sampled inputs to those of the corresponding high methylation input. Next, we estimated
the fraction of inputs near strong local minima by plotting the inverse cumulative distribution function of
J(x) for the pooled 50,0000 samples, and observed a transition from rapid increase in J(x) for inputs in
the lowest percentiles of J(x) to moderate increase in J(x) for the bulk of the remaining inputs (Figure
C.10A). Using the 1st percentile of J(x) as a threshold we assigned inputs below the threshold to a set
termed “basin points” and the remainder of inputs to a set termed “bulk points”. Finally, we made the
following assumptions:
• if a basin point is not in X∗, then the Markov chain must pass through the set of bulk points to reach
X∗ and
• for paths from basin points x that attain x’s minimum communication height, the change in J among
bulk points on the path is negligible compared to the increase in J required to enter the set of bulk
points.
With these assumptions we replaced the problem of estimating minimum communication heights with that








{Ji(k) − Ji(1) : 2 ≤ k ≤ 1001}
)
(C.20)
where i indexes the 50 test set inputs with highest predicted methylation, Ji(k) denotes the k
th smallest
value of J among the union of the 1000 samples associated with test set input i and the input i itself, and
where percentile(1, S) denotes the 1st percentile of the set S. Figure C.10B illustrates this distribution and
the value of d selected for SA maximization in each condition. For SA minimization, we used the same
procedure, except that we set J(x) = y(x) and considered the 50 test set elements with lowest predicted
methylation (Figure C.10(C,D)).
C.2.18 Clustering of SA results
We used hierarchical clustering to organize SA results for each condition/initialization and summarized the
sequence preferences of each cluster with a sequence logo. We applied this procedure twice: once for SA
sample subsequences starting 4 bp 5’ and ending 8 bp 3’ of the central CpG C (fixed across SA samples)
and once for the full 201 bp of all SA samples. Specifically, to compare sequence preferences near C’s with
maximum predicted methylation, we first calculated base-wise single nucleotide frequencies across samples
collected for each initialization of each condition. Next, we measured distances between all initialization





Here, P and Q are 14 × 4 vectors of base-wise single nucleotide frequencies for sets of samples from two
initializations and JSD(Pi||Qi) is the Jenson-Shannon divergence between single nucleotide frequencies at
base i. Finally, we used these pairwise distances to perform hierarchical clustering with complete linkage,
assigning SA results for each initialization to a flat cluster by applying a distance threshold to the clustering
diagram [74]. To summarize the sequence preferences represented by each cluster, we aggregated SA samples
for all initializations in the cluster, recalculated base-wise single nucleotide frequencies, and, for all clusters
containing the results of more than one initialization, generated sequence logos using the code available at
https://github.com/kundajelab/deeplift/blob/master/deeplift/visualization/viz sequence.py [151]. We used
the same procedure to analyze SA minimization results and compare sequence biases near C’s with minimum
predicted methylation. To cluster SA maximization and minimization results spanning the full 201 bp of
network input sequences, we made two modifications to the above procedure. First, we allowed the base-wise
sum on Jenson-Shannon divergences to run from 0 to 200. Second, we assigned SA results to flat clustering
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using scipy’s inconsistent statistic criterion rather than a distance threshold [74].
C.2.19 Validation of SA motifs
To verify that the motifs extracted from CNNs by SA maximization and SA minimization actually corre-
sponded to sites of high and low methylation in vivo, respectively, we identified CpG sites with flanking
sequence matching one of our SA motifs and compared the observed methylation at these sites with the ob-
served methylation at CpGs not matching our motifs. For this purpose, we first constructed position-specific
scoring matrices (PSSMs) summarizing the total sequence content of each of our 8 clusters of SA maximiza-
tion sequences (Figure 3.5A) and each of our 10 clusters of SA minimization sequences (Figure 3.5B). Next,
we used FIMO [53] (version 5.0.1) with default parameters to scan for each of these 18 motifs genome wide.
We identified hits using the FIMO default p-value threshold of 10−4. For each knock-in condition, we filtered
out hits with zero WGBS coverage and only considered mCpG rates at PSSM hits containing the central
CpG. Finally, for each condition, we used the Mann-Whitney U test to compare the mCpG rates at retained
motif hits with those at genome-wide CpG cytosines in the complement of the PSSM hits and with non-zero
WGBS coverage.
C.2.20 Fourier analysis of periodic trinucleotides
We quantified the periodicity of trinucleotides in individual sequences sampled by SA by applying discrete
fast Fourier transform (DFFT) to arrays of indicator functions for the presence of each trinucleotide at
successive sequence positions. Sequences were analyzed individually by constructing a length-199 binary
array indicating trinucleotide presence or absence, with the center 19 entries corresponding to the core motif
region set to zero. We averaged the resulting DFFT amplitudes across the 106 individual sequences sampled
by SA (2 × 104 samples per SA iteration and 50 iterations per condition) and plotted the results for the
trinucleotides with greatest 10.5 bp amplitude in each condition (Figures 3.6B, C.24A, C.25A).
We next identified the phase of trinucleotide periodicity between the 5’ and 3’ sides of the central CpG as
follows: we tested different phase relationship by progressively inserting or deleting zeros into the zeroed-out
central regions of the constructed arrays; the number of zeros inserted or deleted corresponded the phase
shift of 3’ subsequences in bp. For each shifted sequence, we calculated the Fourier amplitude of the binary
vector by taking the amplitude of the dot production of the binary vector with a discrete complex exponential
function with period between 5 and 20 bp. The resulting amplitudes were averaged over the 106 individual
sequences sampled for each DNMT knock-in condition (Figures 3.6C, C.24B, C.25B).
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C.2.21 MI calculation
Mutual information (MI) between observations of binary methylation status was calculated as a function of
distance between paired CpGs. Distances were binned with a width of 30 bp and with bin lower bounds
ranging from 0 to 180 bp with a stride of 3 bp. In each bin, we paired any two methylation status observations
that were obtained from the same pair-end read and that corresponded to CpG sites separated by a distance
within the bin; we let J be an index set labeling all distinct individual CpG methylation status observations
appearing in such pairs. Denoting the kth pair as (jk,x, jk,y) ∈ J × J , with jk,x 5’ to jk,y, we obtained
Jx = {jk,x}k and Jy = {jk,y}k, where redundant elements were removed. Next, we defined a function m
binarizing an indexed observation as
m(j) =

1, if the jth is methylated
0, otherwise
. (C.22)
Using this definition, we estimated the joint probability of methylation status random variables X and Y
satisfying the binned distance criterion by
P̂ (X = a, Y = b) =
∑
k I[m(jk,x) = a]I[m(jk,y) = b]∑
k 1
, (C.23)
where a ∈ {0, 1}, b ∈ {0, 1}, and I(·) is the indicator for an event. Similarly, the marginal probabilities of X
and Y were estimated by
P̂ (X = a) =
∑
j∈Jx I[m(j) = a]∑
j∈Jx 1
P̂ (Y = a) =
∑
j∈Jy I[m(j) = a]∑
j∈Jy 1
(C.24)






P̂ (X = a, Y = b) log
(
P̂ (X = a, Y = b)
P̂ (X = a)P̂ (Y = b)
)
, (C.25)




P̂ (X = a) log(P̂ (X = a))
H(Y ) = −
∑
a∈{0,1}
P̂ (Y = a) log(P̂ (Y = a)).
(C.26)
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Finally MI was normalized by the sum of entropy as following:




We used a simulated control to check that the oscillation in normalized MI (Figures 3.6E, C.26B) was not
due to periodicity in marginal methylation rates at individual CpG sites. Joint methylation status was
simulated by independently sampling from the mCpG rate of CpG sites composing a pair (Section C.2.4).
C.2.22 MNase-seq data processing
Reads were mapped using Bowtie2 [93] with the options --end-to-end --sensitive --score-min L,-1.5,-0.3.
Reads with mapping quality lower than 13 were filtered out. Technical replicates from Liachko et al. [98]
were combined. Nucleosome occupancy was defined as the read coverage after extending the single-end reads
from 5’ to 3’ end by 147 bp, and calculated using bedtools genomecov [133] with the options -bg -split -fs
147.
C.2.23 Calculation of nucleosome occupancy and dyad calling
We used NSeq with default parameters to call positioned nucleosome dyad positions [121]. NSeq input was
the combination of aligned reads from replicate MNase-seq experiments [98]. Nucleosome centers identified




s1 0.45 0.41 0.14 0.9953 0.0043 0.0039 16.4
s2 0.43 0.35 0.27 0.9954 0.0042 0.0042 15.9
s1 0.53 0.49 0.17 0.9952 0.0046 0.0042 25.0
s2 0.33 0.28 0.15 0.9953 0.0044 0.0040 7.7
s1 0.50 0.42 0.26 0.9957 0.0042 0.0489 15.9
s2 0.41 0.33 0.22 0.9955 0.0043 0.0770 14.8
s1 0.59 0.56 0.14 0.9953 0.0043 0.0199 27.8
s2 0.33 0.30 0.09 0.9959 0.0038 0.0243 11.9
s1 0.35 0.33 0.06 0.9951 0.0049 0.0487 10.9
s2 0.41 0.31 0.30 0.9961 0.0038 0.0460 14.9
s1 0.45 0.40 0.18 0.9948 0.0051 0.0125 21.0
s2 0.29 0.24 0.13 0.9953 0.0042 0.0148 8.1
s1 0.59 0.55 0.15 0.9955 0.0042 0.0049 27.6
s2 0.44 0.34 0.32 0.9956 0.0042 0.0051 16.3
s1 0.50 0.42 0.29 0.9957 0.0040 0.0042 23.9
s2 0.46 0.37 0.29 0.9955 0.0044 0.0038 17.0
s1 0.53 0.45 0.31 0.9955 0.0045 0.0040 19.3
s2 0.46 0.36 0.31 0.9957 0.0042 0.0040 16.7
s1 0.44 0.38 0.21 0.9954 0.0042 0.0209 15.9
s2 0.42 0.39 0.10 0.9953 0.0049 0.0205 12.8
s1 0.63 0.60 0.19 0.9951 0.0048 0.0070 23.3
s2 0.59 0.55 0.18 0.9951 0.0045 0.0076 21.9
s1 0.56 0.38 0.58 0.9955 0.0042 0.0107 20.5
s2 0.51 0.35 0.51 0.9956 0.0043 0.0125 19.2
s1 0.54 0.40 0.45 0.9944 0.0053 0.0115 20.0

























Table C.1: Summary of whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) data. “Alignment rate: Overall” is the
number of single- end reads aligned either as a read pair or as a single read, divided by the total number
of single reads for which alignment was attempted. “Alignment rate: PE” is the number of read pairs
aligned in initial paired-end alignment divided by number of read pairs for which paired-end alignment was
attempted. “Alignment rate: R1” is the number of first reads that did not align as pairs but which aligned
as single reads, divided by the number of first reads that did not align as pairs. “Bisulfite conversion rate” is
the fraction of cytosines converted by bisulfite treatment in the unmethylated lambda phage spike-in DNA.
“CpG non-conversion rate” is the fraction of CpG context cytosines that were not converted by bisulfite
treatment of the lambda phage spike-in DNA. This statistic provides an estimate of CpG methylation levels
attributable to incomplete conversion of unmethylated cytosines. “CpG methylation rate” is the CpG-
context methylation rate of the K. phaffii genome. “Coverage” is the total number of bases mapped (in
paired or single-end alignments) divided by the genome size.
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Sample Total number of reads Alignment rate
1A-3L s1 24495800 0.73
1A-3L s2 24639440 0.79
1A-3L s3 24628310 0.77
1A s1 20040150 0.77
1A s2 24497428 0.77
1A s3 24460734 0.72
3A2-3L s1 24645136 0.76
3A2-3L s2 24373744 0.74
3A2-3L s3 24465856 0.76
3A2 s1 20040600 0.76
3A2 s2 25655498 0.74
3A2 s3 24451724 0.71
3A1-3L s1 24587878 0.77
3A1-3L s2 24518532 0.77
3A1-3L s3 24624966 0.76
3A1 s1 20015888 0.74
3A1 s2 24444154 0.76
3A1 s3 24480888 0.75
3B1 s1 20128490 0.77
3B1 s2 24457414 0.70
3B1 s3 24579522 0.76
3L s1 20114228 0.76
3L s2 24627598 0.77
3L s3 24625042 0.78
Control s1 24468368 0.75
Control s2 24314466 0.77
Control s3 24440600 0.76
3B1-3L d1 s1 24498878 0.77
3B1-3L d2 s1 24589936 0.76
3B1-3L d3 s1 25996380 0.75
3B1-3L d4 s1 25926784 0.72
3B1-3L d1 s2 24472072 0.72
3B1-3L d2 s2 24501640 0.78
3B1-3L d3 s2 25947748 0.76
3B1-3L d4 s2 25921332 0.71
3B1-3L d1 s3 24425484 0.75
3B1-3L d2 s3 25958024 0.75
3B1-3L d3 s3 25897668 0.70
3B1-3L d4 s3 25836792 0.73
Table C.2: Summary of RNA-seq data. Alignment rate is the fraction of read pairs with accepted alignments.
The suffixes s1,s2, and s3 indicate biological replicate sample index.
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p-value
w/ motif w/o motif Mann-Whitney U test
3A1 0.0316 0.0132 1.95E-144
3A2 0.0613 0.0213 7.04E-191
3B1 0.0059 0.0050 2.66E-14
3A1-3L 0.1240 0.0470 4.57E-173
3A2-3L 0.1268 0.0626 9.68E-22
3B1-3L d1 0.0410 0.0205 2.19E-65
Mean mCpG rate
Condition
Table C.3: Validation of motifs identified by SA to be preferred by DNMTs.
p-value
w/ motif w/o motif Mann-Whitney U test
3A1 0.0094 0.0133 1.11E-21
3A2 0.0102 0.0215 2.03E-78
3B1 0.0046 0.0050 6.50E-05
3A1-3L 0.0189 0.0474 2.16E-99
3A2-3L 0.0204 0.0629 7.69E-168
3B1-3L d1 0.0148 0.0205 3.94E-12
Mean mCpG rate
Condition
Table C.4: Validation of motifs identified by SA to be avoided by DNMTs.
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C.4 Supplemental figures
Figure C.1: Knocked-in DNMT expression and CHG- and CHH-context methylation. (A) Expression of
knocked-in DNMT genes by sample (in units of fragments per kilobase transcript per million (FPKM)).
For each knock-in gene, grey regions indicate samples for which the knock-in sequence was excluded from
the reference genome used for alignment. Knock-in genes were excluded from reference genomes to prevent
multiple alignment of reads to similar DNMT isoforms. (B) Fraction of 5mC in CHG context for each
experimental condition. Bar height is the average of two replicates, and error bars show the maximum and
minimum across replicates. (C) Same as (B), but for 5mC in CHH context.
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Figure C.2: Clustering of WGBS samples and RNA-seq samples. (A) Hierarchical clustering of WGBS
samples based on Pearson correlation between window average methylation rates (window size of 4 kb).
Clustering used average linkage. (B) Hierarchical clustering of RNA-seq samples based on Pearson correlation
between batch-corrected log-scale expression (Section C.2.6). Clustering used average linkage.
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Figure C.3: (A) Metagene plot of mCpG rates averaged across K. phaffii genes. CpG-context cytosines
were assigned to a metagene coordinate, the distance downstream of the gene transcription start site (TSS)
scaled by gene length. Solid lines indicate average mCpG rate of cytosines in a collection of sliding metagene
coordinate windows (widow width of 0.15). Shading indicates 95% Bayesian credible intervals using empirical
Bayes beta priors. (B) TSS-aligned mCpG rates and nucleosome occupancy averaged across K. phaffii genes.
Lines and shaded credible intervals were calculated using a sliding window method similar to (A) (widow
width of 50 bp).
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Figure C.4: Fraction of variance explained in PCA and number of differentially expressed (DE) genes for
RNA-seq data. (A) Fraction of variance explained by principal components in principal components analysis
of gene expression for all samples. (B) Number of DE genes (5% FDR) in each condition.
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Figure C.5: Clustering of GO terms enriched in “DE up” or in “DE down” genes on any time-course day. GO
terms with Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value less than 0.05 were clustered using the Jaccard distance
calculated for sets of DE genes associated with each term. The heat map shows signed minus log 10 adjusted
p-values where positive sign indicates terms enriched in “DE up” genes, while negative sign indicates terms
enriched in “DE down” genes. White cells indicate that enrichment is not significant on the given time-course
day.
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Figure C.6: Time-course differential expression of cysteine and methionine metabolism pathway genes
(KEGG pathway: sce00270). Each colored rectangle corresponds to the product of a gene that is ex-
pressed in K. phaffii and is homologous to a gene in S. cerevisiae (Homology was determined by Love et al.,
who named K. phaffii genes according to their S. cerevisiae homologues [81] ). A rectangle is partitioned
into four quarters corresponding to the four time-course days, and the shading of quarters from left to right
indicates differential expression status on progressive time-course days. Blue indicates “DE down” genes
and red indicates “DE up” genes.
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Figure C.7: Metagene plot of mCpG rates for genes grouped by differential expression state (5% FDR). Solid
lines indicate mean of Bayesian mCpG rates, and shading indicates 95% credible interval.
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Figure C.8: Additional performance statistics for multivariate logistic regression classifier and effect of
regularization parameter. (A) Area under the precision recall curve (auPRC) minus the baseline auPRC
defined in Section C.2.11. auPRC minus base line is given for “DE down vs. rest” and “DE up vs. rest”
classifiers on test set data restricted to each time-course day. (B) Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
for classification of test set data in “DE up vs. rest” task (top) and log ratio of distributions of minimum
false positive rates for correct classification of PER and non-PER “DE up” genes (bottom). Solid lines in
ROC indicate mean of true positive rate for given false positive rate taken across CV folds; shading indicates
95% confidence interval. (C) Regression coefficients for logistic regression classifiers at different values of
regularization parameter. Solid lines and bar heights indicate parameters learned from all time-course data.





Figure C.9: Convergence of simulated annealing (SA) and variation in the width of objective function
distributions with condition. (A) Best output neuron pre-activations y(x) vs. number of simulation steps
for SA designed to maximize predicted methylation rates. (B) Best output neuron pre-activation y(x) vs.
number of simulation steps for SA designed to minimize predicted methylation rates. (C) Distributions of
SA maximization objective function (J(x) = −y(x)) by condition. (D) Distribution of SA minimization






Figure C.10: Condition-specific choice of the d parameter in SA. (A) Inverse cumulative distribution func-
tion for SA maximization objective function. Dashed line illustrates objective function percentile separating
“basin points” from “bulk points.” (B) Inverse cumulative distribution function of difference between sampled
SA maximization objective function outputs and minimum of objective function outputs across samples. In-
tersection of dashed line (at x = 0.01) and solid line indicates value of d parameter used for SA maximization
in each condition. (C,D) Similar to (A) and (B), but for SA minimization.
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Figure C.11: Validation of the motifs identified by SA. (A) Distribution of mCpG rates at CpG cytosines
contained vs. not contained in motifs preferred by each DNMT (Figure 3.5A). (B) Distribution of mCpG
rates at CpG cytosines contained vs. not contained in motifs avoided by each DNMT (Figure 3.5B).
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Figure C.12: Motif logos representing distinct patterns of sequence preferences identified in 300 iterations
of SA interpretation. The table on the right shows composition of each cluster in terms of SA results from
each knock-in condition.
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Figure C.13: Clustering of sequences predicted to maximize methylation in the 3A1 condition. The sequences
were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3A1 data.
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Figure C.14: Clustering of sequences predicted to maximize methylation in the 3A2 condition. The sequences
were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3A2 data.
Figure C.15: Clustering of sequences predicted to maximize methylation in the 3A2-3L condition. The
sequences were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3A2-3L data.
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Figure C.16: Clustering of sequences predicted to maximize methylation in the 3B1 condition. The sequences
were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3B1 data.
Figure C.17: Clustering of sequences predicted to maximize methylation in the 3B1-3L d1 condition. The
sequences were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3B1-3L d1 data.
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Figure C.18: Motif logos representing distinct patterns of sequence aversions identified in 300 iterations of
SA interpretation. The table at the right shows composition of each cluster in terms of SA results from each
knock-in condition.
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Figure C.19: Clustering of sequences predicted to minimize methylation in the 3A1 condition. The sequences
were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3A1 data.
Figure C.20: Clustering of sequences predicted to minimize methylation in the 3A2 condition. The sequences
were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3A2 data.
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Figure C.21: Clustering of sequences predicted to minimize methylation in the 3A2-3L condition. The
sequences were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3A2-3L data.
Figure C.22: Clustering of sequences predicted to minimize methylation in the 3B1 condition. The sequences
were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3B1 data.
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Figure C.23: Clustering of sequences predicted to minimize methylation in the 3B1-3L d1 condition. The
sequences were sampled in 50 instances of SA interpretation of the CNN trained on 3B1-3L d1 data.
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Figure C.24: Periodicity of trinucleotides in motifs predicted by SA to be preferred by DNMTs and their
phase difference. (A) DFFT applied to trinucleotide counts in individual sequences sampled by SA and
then averaged. The top three trinucleotides with highest amplitude at 10.5 bp are shown individually, and
amplitudes of the remaining 3-mers are summarized by their mean and standard deviations (Section C.2.20).
(B) Dot product between counts of each top trinucleotides in panel (A) and discrete complex exponential
functions with period varying from 5 to 20 bp. Different colored curves show the amplitude of dot product
after shifting the location of trinucleotide counts 3’ of central CpG by the indicated amount of bases, while
fixing the location of trinucleotide counts 5’ of the central CpG (Figure C.12).
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Figure C.25: Periodicity of trinucleotides in motifs predicted by SA to be avoided by DNMTs and their
phase difference. (A) DFFT applied to trinucleotide counts in individual sequences sampled by SA and
then averaged. The top three trinucleotide with highest amplitude at 10.5 bp are shown individually, and
amplitudes of the remaining trinucleotide are summarized by their mean and standard deviations (Section
C.2.20). (B) Dot product between counts of each top trinucleotides in panel (A) and discrete complex
exponential functions with period varying from 5 to 20 bp. Different colored curves show the amplitude of
dot product after shifting the location of trinucleotide counts 3’ of central CpG by the indicated amount of
bases, while fixing the location of trinucleotide counts 5’ of the central CpG (Figure C.18).
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Figure C.26: (A) Dyad-aligned mCpG rates and nucleosome occupancy. Shading indicates 95% of confidence
interval. (B) Mutual information (MI) of methylation status at two distinct CpG sites as a function of their
separation distance, normalized by marginal entropy. MI was estimated from the empirical joint distribution
of methylation status at CpG pairs separated by a genomic distance within each indicated horizontal window
(30 bp window width). Simulated negative control is based on independent sampling of binary methylation

































































Figure C.27: Distributions of auROC for the “DE down vs. rest” classifier across test sets in 10-fold
cross validation. Panels labeled by “Day = dn” show test set performance restricted to prediction of gene
differential expression status on time-course day n. Panel labeled “Day = marginal” shows the test set
performance using predictions of gene differential expression status on all days. Panel labeled “Day =
mean” shows the distributions, across cross-validation folds, of the mean of performance statistics calculated






































































































































Figure C.29: Distributions of auPRC for the “DE down vs. rest” classifier across test sets in 10-fold
cross validation. Panels labeled by “Day = dn” show test set performance restricted to prediction of gene
differential expression status on time-course day n. Panel labeled “Day = marginal” shows the test set
performance using predictions of gene differential expression status on all days. Panel labeled “Day =
mean” shows the distributions, across cross-validation folds, of the mean of performance statistics calculated
























































































































































Figure C.31: Distributions, across test sets in 10-fold cross validation, of auPRC for the “DE down vs. rest”
classifier minus expected auPRC for a baseline classifier (see Section C.2.11). Panels labeled by “Day =
dn” show test set performance restricted to prediction of gene differential expression status on time-course
day n. Panel labeled “Day = marginal” shows the test set performance using predictions of gene differential
expression status on all days. Panel labeled “Day = mean” shows the distributions, across cross-validation














































































Figure C.32: Like Figure C.31 but for the ”DE up vs. rest” classifier.
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Appendix D
Supplemental material for Chapter 4
D.1 Experimental methods
D.1.1 Keratinocyte isolation and primary culture
Primary human keratinocytes were isolated from neonatal foreskin surgical tissue discards obtained with
written informed consent using protocols approved by the UCSF institutional review board (#10-00944).
Following the method of Lowdon et al. [105], skin was incubated overnight at 4◦ C in 25 U/mL dispase
solution (Corning Life Sciences, Corning, NY). Next, epidermis was mechanically separated from the dermis
and incubated in 0.05% trypsin for 15 minutes at 37◦ C. Dissociated epidermal cells were filtered with a
100 µm nylon cell strainer (Corning Life Sciences) and then cultured in keratinocyte growth media (KGM;
Medium 154CF supplemented with 0.07 mM CaCl2 and Human Keratinocyte Growth Supplement; Life
Technologies, Waltham, MA).
D.1.2 RNAi knockdown of predicted TFs
ON-TARGETplus siRNA pools targeting ETV4, ZBED2, BNC1, HOXC11, SOX9, and IRX4 as well as
the ON-TARGETplus Non-targeting Control siRNA #1 were obtained from Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO).
Pooled keratinocytes from five different individuals were seeded at a density of 300,000 cells/mL in 12-
well plates. Within 30 minutes of plating, 10 nM siRNA plus 5 µL/well of Hiperfect transfection reagent
(Qiagen, Germantown, MD) was added. Transfections were done in quadruplicates. At 48 hours post-
transfection, siRNA media was removed and replaced with 1 mL fresh keratinocyte growth media (KGM;
Medium 154CF supplemented with 0.07 mM CaCl2 and Human Keratinocyte Growth Supplement; Life
Technologies, Waltham, MA). Five days post transfection, total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent
(Life Technologies) following the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was synthesized using the iScriptTM cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. qPCR was performed with
POWER SYBR Green Complete Master Mix (Life Technologies) to measure the expression levels of the
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housekeeping gene GUSB, as well as ETV4, ZBED2, BNC1, HOXC11, SOX9, IRX4, KRT10, and FLG.
Each sample was measured in triplicate on the Applied Biosystems StepOne System. Melting curves were
manually inspected to confirm specificity. When applicable, the results are presented as mean+standard
deviation. Statistical analysis was conducted using GraphPad Prism v5.0f (La Jolla, CA, USA). Student’s
t-test was used to compare two separate sets of independent and identically distributed samples with a
p-value < 0.05 considered as significant.
D.2 Computational methods
D.2.1 Choice of MAGIC t parameter using simulated dropout
MAGIC’s diffusion time parameter t controls the extent of neighbors in the weighted cell-cell similarity
graph over which cell expression vectors are averaged to yield imputed expression. Increasing t decreases
locality and increases the number of similar cells used in the average. Our modified version of the MAGIC
algorithm used this averaging method to: first, reduce the effect of dropout in raw data and, second, remove
patterns of variation in raw data attributable to unwanted sources. The second objective was achieved by
using ZINB-WaVE’s W matrix in our construction of the cell-cell similarity graph, so that MAGIC removes
potential batch effects by averaging raw expression vectors over cells having similar corrected low-dimensional
representations in W (Section 4.4.1).
To choose t, we simulated MAGIC’s ability to recover dropout values in our raw expression matrix R.
Because the cell-cell similarity information contained in ZINB-WaVE’s W matrix was based on the entire
data matrix R without simulated dropouts, using the W matrix as an input would over-estimate the true
recovery rate. Thus, we instead used the original MAGIC algorithm to choose a value of t yielding good
simulated dropout recovery. We used this t in our modified version of MAGIC and verified the absence
of batch effect in clustering of the resulting imputed data. Specifically, we sampled (for computational
efficiency) 8,000 foreskin cells at random and formed the raw expression matrix Rsub for these cells and for
genes with at least 1 UMI in 1% of these cells. We randomly sampled 20% (∼3,800,000) of the non-zero
entries of Rsub as dropout events. Denoting the set of selected (row, column) dropout pairs by S, the targets
for imputation recovery were
T = ((Dsub)i,j : (i, j) ∈ S) (D.1)











We then set (Rsub)i,j = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ S and called the resulting corrupted matrix R. We ran the standard
MAGIC algorithm on R, calculating the library normalized matrix D from R and then constructing the
MAGIC affinity matrix from Euclidean distances between cells represented in the space spanned by the 20
highest-variance PCs, where PCA was performed on the log2 transformed (with pseudo-count 1) and mean
centered D matrix. We measured recovery using R2 (the square of Pearson correlation coefficient) between
the sequences T and ((Drescale)i,j : (i, j) ∈ S), where Drescale is the output of the MAGIC algorithm, defined
in equation 4.4. Based on the results in Figure D.2A, we identified t = 10 as a candidate parameter with
good recovery.
To verify that t = 10 removed unwanted batch effects in imputed expression, we performed imputation
on the full data set using our modified MAGIC algorithm and examined the enrichment/depletion of inde-
pendent samples in each of the KASP clusters (adaptive distance parameters ka = 10, k = 30). The samples
were enriched or depleted in clusters according to their anatomical origin, rather than experimental batch,
implying that the choice of diffusion time t = 10 successfully removed unwanted batch artifacts (Figure
D.2B).
We quantified the batch correction performance by calculating the percentage of variance in gene ex-
pression (R2 × 100) explained by sample within each tissue type, before and after application of the ZINB-
WaVE/MAGIC algorithm (Figure D.2C). Quantification via R2 used total and residual sums of squares
taken over 12,783 genes expressed in more than one percent of cells. We used a similar method to quantify
biological variation after batch correction and found that 10.5% of variation in expression is explained by
tissue/disease state.
Finally, we demonstrated the stability of clustering results against changes in t. We ran our modified
MAGIC algorithm on the full data set with t = 4, 8, 10, 12, clustered each imputed result into 10 clusters with
KASP (same parameters as in Section 4.4.3) and measured the clustering concordance using the Jaccard
index. The Jaccard Index between clusterings A and B ranges between 0 (no agreement) and 1 (perfect
agreement) and is the ratio of the number of cell pairs co-clustered in both A and B to the number of cell
pairs co-clustered in either A or B. The clustering results did not change appreciably as t was varied between
4 and 12 (Figure D.2D).
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D.2.2 Calculation of gene correlations
Our construction of regulatory networks used co-expression, measured by Pearson correlation, as a proxy
for gene-TF regulatory relationships. Pearson correlations were calculated between log-transformed imputed
counts per million (cpm) using
log imputed cpm = log10(100x+ 1) (D.3)
where x denotes the output of our imputation algorithm (units of imputed counts per 10,000). We took
two steps to prevent introduction of large-magnitude, spurious correlations that could lead to false positive
regulatory relationships. First, we performed stage-wise filtering of cells with outlier expression. Second, we
reduced MAGIC’s diffusion time parameter t to prevent over-smoothing of imputed expression values used
to calculate correlations.
Estimates of Pearson correlation are strongly affected by outliers. In our study, these outliers were
removed by filtering out cells lowly expressing genes expressed by the bulk of keratinocytes. Specifically, for
each foreskin keratinocyte, we calculated the sum of imputed expression across genes expressed (≥ 1 UMI
raw data) in at least 1% of all keratinocytes. Stage-wise distributions of these summed expression values
identified outlier cells in each stage (Figure D.11); by removing cells in the lowest percentiles (threshold
illustrated in Figure D.11), we mitigated a skew in the distribution of gene correlations (Figure D.12, top
row).
As described in Section 4.4.1 , MAGIC imputation smooths dropout effects via local averaging with the
extent of averaging controlled the diffusion time t. For expression correlations calculated from imputed data,
we observed larger values of t broadened the distribution of correlations coefficients, and, thus, increased the
number of spurious correlations due to over-smoothing of expression (Figure D.12, middle row). Because
the diffusion time parameter t = 10 was previously selected based on recovery of simulated dropout events
(Section D.2.1), we concluded that, while this longer imputation time was useful for assuring that expression
values were not lost and the single-cell level, correlation analysis should use a smaller imputation time. We
therefore used the expression values obtained from our imputation pipeline with t = 4 and filtered for outliers
using the above summed expression criteria (Figure D.12, bottom row) as imputed expression values in all
analyses downstream of foreskin keratinocyte stage identification.
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D.2.3 Clustering transcription factor expression trajectories and
super-enhancer differential motif enrichment
We performed hierarchical clustering of stage-wise mean expression values to identify dynamic TFs showing
similar differentiation trajectories. Keratinocyte TFs (defined in Section 4.4.6) were filtered to include only
those whose maximum value of mean imputed expression across stages 1-7 was at least 1.75-fold higher than
the minimum across the same set; to discard lowly expressed TFs, the minimum was set to 5 counts per
million (cpm) when it was less than this threshold. The stage-wise mean expression values of these dynamic
TFs were converted to log cpm with pseudocount 1 and then clustered using Pearson correlation distance
and average linkage.
To relate regulatory activity measured by TF expression to regulatory activity measured by abundance
of functional TF binding sites, we performed differential motif enrichment analysis in super-enhancers (SEs)
characterizing BK vs. DK states. We obtained hg19 coordinates of BK and DK SEs from the authors
of Klein et al. (2017) [85] (referred to as NHEK-P SE and NHEK-D SE in that publication) and used
Bedtools [133] to define BK-specific SEs not overlapping any DK SEs and DK-specific SEs not overlapping
BK SEs. Next, we collected position-specific scoring matrices associated with our Keratinocyte TFs from
the JASPAR [80], TRANSFAC [112], and Hocomoco [88] databases, as well as those published in Jolma et
al. [73]. FIMO (version 5.0.1) [53] was used to scan BK- and DK-specific SEs with each motif using default
parameters plus the max-strand option and a 0th order Markov background model given by the background
frequencies of single nucleotides in the union of BK- and DK-specific SEs. This produced a table of motif hit
counts for each TF motif in each BK- or DK-specific SE. Motifs were tested for differential enrichment of hit
counts per unit length between BK-specific and DK-specific SEs using the Mann-Whitney U test followed
by Benjamini-Hochberg multiple hypothesis correction. We accepted motifs with adjusted p-values less than
10−3 as differentially enriched and used the asymptotic normality of the U statistic under the null hypothesis





where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of U under the null [110]. Specifically, letting n1 and
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. (D.6)
When motifs from multiple databases yielded differential enrichment for the same TF or TF dimer, we
selected the strongest motif, by calling the length of the shortest candidate motif ` and then ranking the
motifs by the sum of Kullback-Leibler divergence from the 0th-order background across the ` most divergent
bases. Finally, some TFs, such as JUN, FOS and FOSL1, were associated with several different motifs either
as monomers or components of heterodimers; in the case of differential enrichment for these functionally
distinct motifs, we assigned to the TF the mean of the U statistic z-scores for these enriched motifs.
D.2.4 Prioritization of knockdown targets
We prioritized Candidate Keratinocyte TFs according to log-fold change, during differentiation, of putative
targets selected from the set of Keratinocyte Genes (Section 4.4.6). To identify regulatory targets, we first
partitioned Candidate Keratinocyte TFs, denoted here by the set T , according to their pattern of differential
expression between the BK and DK states (Section 4.4.7). The set T (BK) contained TFs differentially
upregulated in the BK state; the set T (DK) contained TFs differentially upregulated in the DK state; and,
the set T (nDE) contained TFs not differentially expressed between the two states.
Next, we considered as potential targets the set G of Keratinocyte Genes differentially expressed between
the BK and DK state. Activating and inhibiting relationships between elements of T and G were assigned
based on the strength of correlation calculated across cells specific to each partition of T . More precisely,
for TFs in the partitions T (BK), T (DK), and T (nDE), we computed correlations across cells in stages 1-4,







log-transformed imputed expression of TF i and gene j (Section D.2.2).
Next, for each partition k ∈ {BK,DK,nDE}, we constructed thresholds, r(k)+ and r
(k)
























i,j : i ∈ T and j ∈ (G ∪ T )− {i}
})) (D.7)
where percentile(x,A) denotes the xth percentile of the set A. Finally, each TF i in each partition T (k) was
assigned a differentiation-promoting score, score(i), by summing log2 expression fold-changes between DK
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In this equation, I denotes the indicator function, L(j) is the log2 fold-change of expression for gene j between
the DK and BK states (Section 4.4.7) and sign(r
(k)
i,j ) accounts for the activating or inhibiting effect of TF i
on gene j. Figure D.6 shows the resulting differentiation-promoting scores along with log2-fold expression
changes between imputed single-cell data averaged over the DK and BK states and between keratinocytes
cultured in high (1.2 mM Ca) and low (0.07 mM Ca) calcium conditions. RNAi knockdown experiments
tested the basal promoting function of four TFs with top five negative differentiation-promoting scores, after
removing HOXA1 which was lowly expressed (less than 5 FPKM) in the keratinocytes cultured in in-vitro
basal/proliferative conditions.
D.2.5 Regulatory network construction
Regulatory networks were constructed for the BK and DK states as follows. For the BK state, we considered
Keratinocyte TFs with motifs enriched in BK SEs compared to DK SEs as putative BK regulators. Similarly,
we took Keratinocyte Genes not downregulated in the BK state compared to the DK state as putative BK
targets. Signed similarity scores Si,j between genes i and j were calculated using the soft thresholding







where β = 4. Putative BK regulators were organized by hierarchical agglomerative clustering using the
distance
d(i, j) = 1− Si,j (D.10)
and average linkage. TF modules were called using the “inconsistent” criteria in SciPy’s fcluster function with
parameters depth=2 and threshold=0.75 [74]. Putative BK target genes were also organized by hierarchical
agglomerative clustering. Each target gene was represented by a vector of similarity scores between the
gene and all putative BK regulators. These vectors were clustered using Euclidean distance and average
linkage. Like TF modules, gene modules were called using the “inconsistent” criteria of the fcluster function
with parameters depth=4 and threshold=2.15 (Figure D.7). We identified regulatory relationships between
pairs of identified Gene and TF Modules by applying thresholding to the distribution of magnitude of mean
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Si,j | : A ∈ TF Modules, B ∈ Gene Modules
}
, (D.11)
(Figure D.7B). TF-Gene Module pairs with mean signed similarly score magnitude exceeding the threshold
of Figure D.7C were identified as having activating or inhibiting regulatory relationships (Figure D.7D) and
were the focus of further investigation.
The DK state network was constructed in the same manner as the BK state subject to the following
changes: putative DK regulators were selected for motif enrichment in DK SEs compared to BK SEs;
putative DK targets were Keratinocyte Genes not downregulated in the DK state compared to the BK
state; calculation of Pearson correlations used single cells in stages 4-7; identification of TF modules used
the fcluster function with parameters depth=2 and threshold=0.75; and identification of target gene modules
used the fcluster function with parameters depth=16 and threshold=3.2 (Figure D.10(A-D).
D.2.6 Gene ontology analysis
We used the DAVID gene ontology (GO) resource [66] to determine functional enrichment in BK and DK
Gene Modules, as well as in clusters of antioxidant genes with similar dynamic gene expression patterns.
For BK and DK Gene Modules, we used the R library RDAVIDWebService [49] to query DAVID with
backgrounds composed of members of each gene module and a common control set of 12,516 expressed genes
with at least 1 UMI in at least 1 percent of all keratinocytes. Bar plots in Figures 4.5B and 4.6B show
selected GO terms with Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-values less than 0.05. Full DAVID output for all
Gene Modules identified for the BK and DK states is provided in the supplement of Finnegan et al. [46]. GO
analysis for clusters of dynamically expressed antioxidant genes used the set of 65 antioxidant with at least
1 UMI in at least 1 percent of all keratinocytes. Due to the small sizes of gene sets and the large number of
enrichment tests performed by DAVID, we did not find any significant enrichment after Benjamini-Hochberg
correction for multiple hypothesis testing. We therefore reported uncorrected p-values for selected GO terms
in Figure 4.7B. Full DAVID output is provided in the supplement of Finnegan et al. [46].
D.3 Supplemental Figures
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Figure D.1: Details on spectral clustering of healthy cells. (A) Cumulative fraction of variance explained
in PCA analysis of log transformed expression of robustly expressed genes in healthy tissue. (B) Princi-
pal components plot colored by imputed expression of late keratinocyte differentiation marker LOR. (C)
Approximate spectral clustering with adaptive distance parameters ka = 10 and k = 30 combines late
keratinocytes and immune cells in cluster 10. (D) Approximate spectral clustering with adaptive distance
parameters ka = 3 and k = 10, favoring a more local notion of cell similarity, separates late keratinocytes
and immune cells. (E) Principal components plot colored by cluster after separating panel C cluster 10 with
second round of spectral clustering.
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Figure D.2: Choice of MAGIC t parameter and variance explained by batch before and after correction.
(A) Square of Pearson correlation coefficient between artificial dropout targets and imputation results for
MAGIC algorithm with PCA based similarity. Each t value is described by min, max and mean for 3
replicates of the artificial dropout procedure. (B) Batches are enriched or depleted in clusters according
to their anatomical origin. A pseudo-count of 1 is added to allow illustration of depletion when a batch
has zero occurrence in a cluster. (C) Percent of variance in gene expression explained by sample within
each tissue type. Percentage is calculated as R2 × 100, summing total and residual sums of squares over
12,783 genes expressed in more than one percent of cells. We used a similar method to quantify biological
variation after batch correction and imputation and found that 10.5% of variation in expression is explained
by tissue/disease state. (D) Jaccard Indices measuring agreement between KASP clustering (10 clusters
ka=10 , k=30) for range of t values.
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Figure D.3: Flowchart for selection of TFs and target genes for investigation of gene regulation in foreskin
keratinocytes. Specificity of expression across human primary cells, manual curation and literature were
used to construct three sets for downstream analysis: Keratinocyte TFs, Candidate Keratinocyte TFs and
Keratinocyte Genes (see Section 4.4.6)
Figure D.4: Cumulative fraction of variance in log transformed imputed expression explained vs. principal
component index, for PCA of foreskin keratinocytes.
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Figure D.5: Log transformed stage-wise mean imputed expression (standardized across stages 1-7) of marker
genes in foreskin keratinocytes. Marker gene expression indicates basal keratinocytes, mitotic activity,
spinous keratinocytes and granular keratinocytes.
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Figure D.6: Statistics used to prioritize TFs for experimental validation. Differentiation score is assigned
to each TF based on summed log-fold change of putative target genes, accounting for the sign of TF-target
correlation (Section D.2.4). “Log2FC imputed” denotes log2 ratio of average single-cell imputed expression
for DK state to average single cell imputed expression for the BK state. “Log2FC culture” denotes log2 ratio
of expression values (FPKM) for keratinocytes cultured in 1.2 mM Ca condition (differentiation promoting)
to expression values for keratinocytes cultured in 0.07 mM Ca condition (non-differentiation promoting).
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Figure D.7 (continued on next page)
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Figure D.7: Graphical representation of BK network construction. (A) Heatmap of similarity scores between
TFs (putative BK regulators) and target genes. Section D.2.5 describes clustering of columns into TF
modules (identified by colors in first row) and rows into gene modules identified by colors in first column.
Numbers in first column correspond to gene modules in Figure 4.5. (B) Heatmap of average TF, target gene
similarity scores for pairs of TF and gene modules. (C) Inverse cumulative distribution of absolute value
of average similarity scores in (B). Red horizontal line indicates threshold on magnitude of similarity score
used to call TF-gene module regulatory relationships. (D) same as (B) but with average similarity scores
not passing threshold masked in gray.
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Figure D.8: Genes corresponding to purple background proteins belong to BK network Gene Module 1. The
net effect of AJUBA and RASSF6 is to inhibit phosphorylation of YAP thus allowing nuclear localization.
Intracellular signaling downstream of WNT7A, WNT7B and WNT3 promotes activation of pro-proliferative
genes by YAP and other TFs [77].
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Figure D.9: Log transformed stage-wise mean imputed expression (standardized across stages 1-7) of KRT6A
and KRT6B in forekin keratinocytes.
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Figure D.10: Graphical representation of DK network construction. (A) Heatmap of similarity scores between
TFs (putative DK regulators) and target genes. Section D.2.5 describes clustering of columns into TF
modules (identified by colors in first row) and rows into gene modules identified by colors in first column.
Numbers in first column correspond to gene modules in Figure 4.6. (B) Heatmap of average TF, target gene
similarity scores for pairs of TF and gene modules. (C) Inverse cumulative distribution of absolute value
of average similarity scores in (B). Red horizontal line indicates threshold on magnitude of similarity score
used to call TF-gene module regulatory relationships. (D) same as (B) but with average similarity scores
not passing threshold masked in gray.
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Figure D.11: (A) Histogram of sum of cell imputed expression values (imputation parameter t = 10).
Summation is over genes expressed (≥ 1 raw UMI) in at least 1% of all keratinocytes and is intended to
identify outlier cells with unusually low expression of all typical genes. Red vertical lines indicate thresholds
on summed expression; cells with summed expression below the threshold were excluded from all analysis
downstream of cell clustering. (B) same as for (A) but with imputed expression avlues calculated using
imputation parameter t = 4.
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Figure D.12: Effect of outlier filtering and imputation t parameter on distribution of pairwise gene corre-
lations. Columns distinguish sets of cells used for calculating correlations: cells in stages stages 1-4 (first
column), cells in stages stages 4-7 (second column), cells in stages 1-7 (third column) . Rows compare
methods for calculating correlations. The first row shows that filtering of outlier cells prevents skew in dis-
tribution of correlations. Second row shows that reducing t parameter from 10 to 4 narrows the distribution
of correlations, potentially reducing false positive regulatory relationships. Third row shows that filtering of
outlier cells also prevents skew in distribution of correlations calculated using t = 4.
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